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Programmable Polyphonic Synthesizer
MIDI

A completely new polyphonic synthesizer that
accepts all MIDI information. Three MIDI jacks on the

rear panel - In, Out, and Through - as well as a
Function switch used to select the send and receive

mode for I KYBD, II KYBD + BENDER + PGM
CHANGE, or III ALL. The settings of all front panel

controls (LFO, DCO, HPF, VCF, VCA, ENV, and
Chorus) can be sent and received using the

Exclusive Message in the ALL mode.
MIDI channel select buttons on the front panel. You
can connect the JUNO-106 with any MIDI -equipped
synthesizer or sequencer. Several MIDI devices can
then be simultaneously controlled using the MIDI

Through jack.

ELEMENTAL PARTS
The JUNO-106, 61 -key, 6 -voice polyphonic

synthesizer. A total of 128 patch memories. All the
LFO, DCO, HPF, VCF, VCA, ENV, and Chorus

settings can be memorized. A cassette interface is
provided to allow all program data to be stored on a

cassette tape.
A memory protect switch also provided.

PROGRAM MEMORY
The DCO's waveforms and ranges are selected by

touch pads and the PWM, Sub -Oscillator, Noise and
LFO controls are adjusted by sliding controls. The

tone color is tailored by both VCF and HPF. And the
VCA has a level slider and ENV/Gate select switch. A

Chorus effect is provided together with a
portamento function.

lic_2Roland
Roland (UK) Ltd

Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road
Brentford, Middx TW8 8DN

Telephone: 01 568 4578
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SOUNDSSOUNDS

"...for the keyboardist who can

really play... proved a revelation

...it's easy to use, it sounds

excellent, it's extremely versatile

and above all, its price..."
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER

...a masterpiece
manages to excite...superb sounds.
the DX7 at nearly

. a polysynth
that. packs realpunch. only rivalled
bytwice the price."

MUSIC UK REV/EW

THE CHASE
"BIT ONE"

The Chase "BIT ONE" heralds the
dawn of a new age in synthesizers
- no wonder the experts found it
impossible to describe without
the use of superlatives.
This touch sensitive 6 voice digital
and analogue synthesizer forms
the control centre of the complete

performance and composition
system of the future yet only costs
£799 inclusive of VAT today.
If you haven't tried it yet-see into
the future at Chase this week and
find out how the "BIT ONE" is
turning the music industry
upside-down.

 .quite stunning
even before you

consider
the price... expressive...flexible

. . . dash out to get one NOW.ELECTRON/C
SOUNDMAKER

& COMPUTER
MUS/C

s so expresoie
budget

slice...
look

"...It really scores with

touch sensitivity... vastly

extended means of

expression." 1,2,TEST1NG

"...definitely a player'sinstrument...
a mostimpressive debut.A good buy?

Yes, definitely!
IN TUNE

" ...it certainly deserves

attention...
can add an

enormous
amount to

the expression
of what

you play.
INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

The Trilogy
gives you that big fat Crumarsound by combining three different soundsfrom the same keyboard

at the same time.
time.

Organ, Strings
and SynthinfinitelTh sections are ally variable and mixable

at the samee Professionals'
synth.Original Recommended
Price 0300.EMU

YOEARF
THE 99

C )

j CHASE*
LONDON 22 Chalton Street, off Euston Road, London NW1. Tel: 01-387 7626/7449

MANCHESTER 58 Oldham Street, off Piccadilly, Manchester M4 1LE. Tel: 061-2366794/5

BIRMINGHAM 10 Priory Queensway, Birmingham, B4 6I3S. Tel: 021-236 8146



Rod
Argent's

EFFECTS
MXR Digital Delay ...............................................

£250.00

Master Room Stereo Reverb .............................
£550.00

Klark Tecnic Stereo Graphic ..............................
£275.00

Roland
Pre Amp ...................................

£125.00

Yamaha Di500 Digital Delay (MIDI) ......................
£P0A

GUITARS AND
Roland Grido Guitar SynthAMPS
Hamer Cruise Bass

Inc. Case ......................
£220.00......

Giffin Jaguar (Maple) £200.00

Fender Twin
Reverb ...............

£395.00

Rod Argent's
Musicstore

15 The Butts Worcester Telephone 611774

KT v papa]
Oa Ni

20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01.379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)

SALE SALE SASE SALE

KEYBOARDS
Moog Memory

Moog

£1699.00

Yamaha
CP7OB

£2500.00

Roland Jupiter 8

£1899.00

Roland System
100 Modules

£75.15 a

Oberheirn
OBXA SH

£1599.00
CasioOberheirn DSX S/H

£1499.00
000 P

£160.00

DRUMS
Premier Crown Kits

£375.00

Premier Crown Toms

£45.00

Ludwig Royale Snare

£45.00
DragoLudwig Rock Kit

£325.00
n Snare

£99.0018"

14" Rototoms

£60.00

16" Rototoms

£65.00

Rototoms

£70.00
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A special preview of some of the new
goodies that'll be on show at the
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under way in the second week of
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Roland JX8P Polysynth 12
Criticised in the past for their poor
implementation of MIDI, Roland have

the full works. It sounds good, too, as
Paul Wiffen discovers in this exclusive
review.

MPC Programmer 8 16
Some drum sequencer software that's
as user-friendly as it's versatile. Paul
White enthuses over MPC's latest
little marvel.

Roland SBX80 Sync Box 22
If you've got a serious syncing prob-
lem, chances are the new Sync Box
will be your best bet for a solution, as
Paul White explains.

Korg KMS30 26
And on a less spectacular scale, Korg
introduce a synchroniser that won't
break the bank, though it'll still crack
a lot of problems, as Trish McGrath
finds out.

Powerful Combinations Plus 28
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more keyboard combos thoroughly
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musicians around than many would
have you believe, so for them, this
dedicated MIDI sequencer could be
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gates.
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Take one of the most influential elec-
tronic composers of the current
generation, a Fairlight, an entire library
of vocal recordings from all over the
world, and a few more -than -talented
guest musicians, and you have the
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by the team that put it all together in
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The Don't Knows
How much faith do you have in your

local musical instrument dealer?
That might sound to many of you

like a strange question to ask. After all,
you're hardly likely to put your life in his
hands, or ask anything of him other than
some friendly advice and tips on how to
get the best from your gear.

But think about it for a moment. Musical
instruments are getting more techno-
logically complex than ever before, and
the mere fact that their paper specifi-
cations are getting more impressive
means that the people who buy them are
expecting more and more from them.
Often, their expectations are entirely
unrealistic, boosted as they are not only
by spec sheets and glossy brochures,
but also by hi -tech aesthetics and the
wild adulation of 'critics' who should
know better.

There seems to be a philosophy -
growing in stature and popularity- which
says that if you pay a lot of money for a
musical instrument, it should be able to
do all the things you want it to do, bar
none. Far too often, we're confronted
with queries from readers puzzled that
their new hundreds' worth of music
computer won't sync to this or interface
with that, as if there was some inflexible
law that made operational versatility in-
crease exponentially with the amount of
hard-earned cash invested.

But there's another source of mis-
information, potentially more damaging
than any advertising campaign or
marketing push. And I'm afraid the hunt
for that source takes us back to the local
dealer, the man you ask when the manu-

facturers, the distributors and the maga-
zines draw a blank.

I'm not suggesting for a moment that
the average music shop is little more than
a den of unscrupulous thieves who'll spin
any kind of yarn in order to take advan-
tage of another unsuspecting punter-far
from it. For the most part, dealers and
their employees are well-intentioned and
entirely honest in the way they go about
their business. But that doesn't stop
them making statements about products
they simply don't have sufficient experi-
ence of to know any better.

You don't think their role is important?
Well, just ask yourself the number of
times you've been unsure about a certain
aspect of a machine's performance, but
gone ahead and bought it anyway, largely
on the strength of the dealer's assurances.
Ask yourself how much a demonstrator's
personal preference for Synth X over
Synth Y has led you to view the com-
parison in a different light, maybe even
made your mind up for you? Ask yourself,
also, if you believe shop owners and
demonstrators to be automatically better -
placed than you to make value judge-
ments based on product knowledge and
market awareness.

Sure, the fact that your local keyboard
demonstrator is surrounded by the latest
music technology every day of the week
is bound to make him very familiar with
the sort of thing that's available, but that
doesn't mean he knows every last inter-
facing or parameter detail: if anything, his
own views are more likely to be influenced
by personal circumstances and tastes
than yours are, simply because he has

the time and the facilities to exercise his
every whim.

Our own particular sector of the music
industry has little in the way of organised
and recognised education aimed at
making those who earn their living from
music better -informed. Perhaps it's time
we had.

Don't panic - I'm not advocating com-
pulsory MIDI Evening Classes or Soft-
ware Schools, merely a more open and
more forward -looking attitude to the sub-
ject of product evaluation.

The dealers that are winning the sales
battle these days aren't necessarily the
ones offering the biggest discounts. In-
creasingly, the winners are those that
give their staff plenty of 'hands-on'
experience of the machinery they sell
before they actually have to go out and
sell it, and those who encourage musicians
to do the same - examine an instrument
in detail, weigh up not only the advantages
of its paper specification but also its user -
friendliness, its interfaceability, the
sturdiness of its construction, and the
helpfulness - or otherwise - of its supplied
instructions.

Those are the criteria by which musical
instruments should be judged, and if
everybody adopted the same sort of
attitude, there'd doubtless be a lot less
confusion among modern musicians than
there is at the present time. Because if
objectivity is not allowed to flourish, the
myths, the misconceptions, and the
inaccuracies will grow beyond manage-
able proportions. And the poor musician
will remain forever in the dark, magazines
or no magazines.
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D202 (capsule)
D190E (cardioid)
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All the products advertised by Turnkey
are now available from the new

Turnkey Shop at 14 Percy Street
in London's West End - lust off

Tottenham Court Road.
As well as unique offers,

there are new ways to
choose the equipment

that suits your needs best.
Rack Shop Computer

 allows you to compare the
N latest effects, instantly.

' --- 't Video Demos offer info
. , on the newest products
Trade Counter has keenest

prices on all accessories.
' System Sales and hands on

complete eight and sixteen
track setups.

The Turnkey Shop
now open in West End

wel
Our latest

72 page catalogue
is packed with the

latest products,
hints and tips.

glirnow for your
Call or write

free copy.

Visit our unique new pro -audio
store in Central London for the

widest choice in recordina

1985 bonus
with eight
track Fostex
FREE accessories till 1985.
A repeat of the Go Faster package.
which sold out last year

Buy the A8/350,
system at
our low
pro price,
and we will
include, a foot -
switch, remote,
leads, 6 reels tape.
Accessit compressor
and PSU. Offer must
end on January 31st

Call Turnkey now for the
very best deal in eight track.

The very latest in electronic reverb fr
YAMAHA 3
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The widest choice in

Fostex Producer System
I the 250 complete with AKG

D80 microphone, leads and ten
cassettes, so you get started the
minute you get home
Fostex 250 £625

2 Fostex XIS the musicians
sketch book. At a new low

price.
in stock.

Mikes by Mail
£360.00
£30.00

£123.50
£49.00
£54.00

Neuman U87 £P.O.A.
Shure SM57 £99.45

SM58 £128.70
Tandy PZM £21.95

four track systems

2 244 Producer Packages
from Tascam, includes the

same range of basic start up
accessories as with the Fostex.
Tascam 244 £599

4MT44 Challenger This is
Yamaha's contender. Full

simulsync and the latest Dolby C
are featured. Mixers available.
Yamaha MT44 £294

Digital Mastering
for anyone with
VHS or Beta Video
The remarkable new 501 PCM
processor front Sony converts
any video recorder to a master
quality, digital stereo machine.

Hook up instantly with phono
and standard video cables
supplied. Now you can adapt
your video for 16 -bit digital
mastering - for much less than
the price of open reel stereo.

£359

Porta-One Centre
._:cessories

to get me most from Tascams
new Ministudio. Call in to the
flunkey Stipp for a full video demo.
hands-on trial. and tree booklets on
geting the best from a home study

Total
approx

value of offer
items £160.

Rack Shop
Y a Reverb
priced of the nev.
Mono w tune curl. £499.00
MXR 01 Prol..j/

I! fruni Inc .1
:!vets for music. £1695.00

Lexicon PCM60

11400.00
URSA Major Stargate New to
! rtrnki v nt a It
decay. pie delay, mixing and
decay control Masiernig specs

a deniu £2150.00

Check out the best in monitoring
Our range covers JBL, Tannoy,
Auratone, Visonik and Fostex.
From major to nearfield budgets.
Competitive prices on packages

The full range
is on show at
the Turnkey
shop in the
West End.

Stratfords (pr) £117
JBL 4401 (pr) . . . . . £250
QUAD 303 (45W/ch) £135
QUAD 405 (80W/ch) £215

Full details
and prices
on request

15% VAT must be added to all prices shown.

Our Postage charges are;
up to £9 £1.00
over £40 £2.00
over £40 to £300 £3.00

We accept telepnone orders and
payment by credit card. We
operate a daily delivery Into the
London area, Call us for details.

Instant credit of
up to £1000 is now
possible for credit
card holders.
Call for details.

Brent View Road. LONDON NW9 7EL. Tel 01-202 4366 Telex 25769
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Write to: Interface, E&MM, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge
CB4 I UY
Simulations
Dear E&MM,

I read with some interest the article
Man and Machine in your November
issue. The article mentions a plan by
Patrick Mimram to build a modular digital
synthesiser using additive synthesis
techniques applied to sinewaves and
claims that, when completed, this mach-
ine will be the only one of its kind in the
world.

I would like to point out that the
Bradford Musical Instrument Simulator
meets this specification and is on sale now
from licensees in Britain and Germany.
Although simulated instruments presently
on offer are restricted to church and
theatre organs, pianos, harpsichords and
some orchestral instruments, the Bradford
Simulator is a general-purpose machine
capable of being programmed to simulate
many other instruments or to serve as a
digital synthesiser.

The hardware of the Bradford Simulator
consists of a range of modules which can
be plugged together to make up various
sizes and types of system. The heart of the
simulator is the Music Module board,
which contains 64 independent digital
generators that can access sinewaves or
complex waveforms held in a common
waveform memory, having up to 128
single cycle waveform slots. A high-
speed hardware waveform generator
generates sinewaves or complex wave-
forms with up to 255 harmonics into this
memory, and any required spectrum or
pattern of spectral change can be simu-
lated. Waveform generation, allocation of
waveforms to generators, allocation of
generators to output channels and pitch
and amplitude envelopes are all under the
control of two microprocessors located
on the board. Up to eight Music Modules
can be connected together via a ribbon
cable 'Musibus' to provide as many as
512 generators.

Other modules deal with player inputs
and outputs and there is a floppy disk
memory module for storage of instrument
specifications and musical performances.

Ten years' work has gone into the
Bradford Simulator, all of it carried out in
the Computing Department of Bradford
University. Finance has come principally
from the British Technology Group and
further research and development is now
under way to produce software to extend
the range of usefulness of the Bradford
Simulator.

Dr P J Comerford
Project Director

University of Bradford

Further Explanations
Dear E&MM,

I've been following your Fairlight
Explained series with great interest, and
have in the meantime thought of one or
two particular points that I'm sure a lot of
readers would like to see covered in
some way. Among these are the following:
1 Are there any special 'tricks' the Fair -
light is capable of performing, such as
digital delay/harmoniser effects (a la
Emulator), or digital vocoder treatments
(a la Synclavier)?
2 Can the harmonic content of a sound
be programmed to vary across the key-
board registers, creating something
along the lines of PPG's resonance curve
or the Crumar GDS' timbral interpolation
system?
3 Judging from what has appeared in the
Press, it would seem that the new Kurz-
weil 250 has a sound -sampling quality at
least equal to that of the Fairlight - and at
a fraction of the cost! Are there any plans
afoot to improve this area of the CMI's
performance?

Thanks in advance for your reply, and
keep up the good work.

Gary McLeod
Hampshire

Jim Grant replies:
The first question is certainly a difficult

one. After all, what does 'trick' actually
mean? The old CMI is a powerful beast
and, as with any other machine, what you
get out of it depends to a large extent on
how well you know it.

Anyway, delay and harmonising effects
are not specifically catered for by any of
the Fairlight's software, but it is possible
to create limited delay effects in a couple
of ways. One of these is to use the built-in
Music Composition Language (MCL) and
score the music such that identical voices
are played together but with a short delay
between the triggering of each sound. The
timing resolution of the MCL is 1mS, and
voice delays can be programmed to vary
as the music progresses.

The short answer to your second query
is that it's possible for different sounds to
be loaded and spread across the key-
board using the Page 3 keyboard maps.

The more involved answer is a 'trick'.
One of the hardware options available to
Fairlight users is an analogue interface
card. This accepts analogue voltages
and gates and derives from them digital
information that can be put to use by the
CMI. With the aid of software, you can
patch input voltages to keyboards and to
control values on Page 7. Gates can also

be used to open or close Page 7's
switches, while in addition, the whole
process can be programmed in reverse
so that a keyboard voltage is output
along with its gate and key velocity.

Not surprisingly, this facility is most
commonly used as an interface for
analogue sequencers and voltage con-
trolled equipment. But, and this is where
the trick comes in, it's possible to take the
output keyboard voltage and patch it to a
Page 7 control that's selected as an input.
If we also attach the Page 7 control to
vary, say, the start segment, then
ascending the keyboard will cause the
sound to begin deeper and deeper into
the voice data.

Result? Great new sounds that change
in character across the length of the
keyboard.

Lastly, we come to the heated question
of sampling. It has to be admitted that this
is one area of the CMI's performance that
does leave more than a little to be
desired. But let's be fair about this.
Fairlight sampling is eight -bit linear, while
the waveform RAM is just 16KBytes
which, by today's standards, is poor.

There is method in the system's mad-
ness, however, as companding sampling
techniques generate non-linear data
which, although it improves signal-to-
noise ratios, unfortunately precludes the
incorporation of some potentially useful
features such as the arithmetic addition
of voice data to simulate mixing.
Remember also that RAM was expensive
when the Fairlight was designed in the
late seventies: 16 -bit processors weren't
exactly thick on the ground, either. The
CMI is stuffed with 208K of RAM, and in
any case, what it lacks in the digital
domain, it makes up for in the analogue
one. Each channel card incorporates
special circuitry to help squeeze every
last ounce of fidelity out of the sampling
process, and it obviously works well
enough, because if it didn't, the CMI
wouldn't be the instrument it is today.

The Kurzweil is a different story al-
together. The secret behind its outstanding
sound quality is memory - and lots of it.
The sampled data has 16 -bit resolution,
giving a theoretical dynamic range of
close on 96dB. Add some thoroughly
ingenious controlling software, and it's
small wonder there's little comparison
between the two as far as sound is
concerned.

But don't despair, Fairlight fans.
Imagine an instrument with 14 -bit samp-
ling resolution and something like
12MBytes of RAM holding 64 sounds
with further storage space available on a
60MByte Winchester disk. It's on its way.

FEBRUARY 1985 E&MM
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The London Rock Shops
voivektsit lic=2ROland TR-707 I

RHYTHM meow
ROLAND's latest digital drum

machine features powerful new
sounds, a graphic rhythm LCD

display, individual voice
outputs, RAM cartridge,

expandable memory and a great price!
RRP: £525. Please call in person for The

London Rock Shop's Confidential Price.

You'll find all the newest gear on display at The London Rock Shops

We specialise in HI Tech electronic rock 'n' roll equipment from

Roland, Boss, Yamaha, Fostex, Tascam, Oberheim, Korg, Casio

and most other leading manufacturers

LONDON ROCK SHOPS:
26 Chalk Farm Road London MX/1 Tel. 01-267 7851/5381/1771

7 Union Street Bristol Avon Tel. 0272 276944

Open 10.00 a.m. to 18.00 p.m. (Bristol 17.30 p.m.) Monday to Saturday
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All mail order enquiries to Bristol store for immediate attention
Rock 'n Rola

THE LONDON

ROCK SHOP
7. UNION STREET. BRISTOL 120272 276444
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*We accept Access and
Barclaycard and will be happy to
arrange purchases on extended

credit through HFC Trust or Instant
Credit through Club 24.
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CASIO
This new, portable MIDI synthesizer
from CASIO is a real example of
reduced -price high technology. You can
use it as an 8 note, remote keyboard

CZ -101 MIDI POLYPHONIC

MIDI keyboard controller, as an
expander polsynth in a computer -
controlled MIDI set-up or on its own as
a versatile, digital, fat -sounding
polyphonic synthesizer. RRP: £395.
LONDON ROCK SHOP PRICE: £345
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/HARDWARE/
Audio Engineering Services have an-

nounced details of an add-on PCB that effec-
tively enables a standard digital delay line to
provide a sound sampling facility. The control
circuit consists of a peak detector (preset
threshold, attack and decay) and a pushbutton
input driving TTL logic which controls the DDL
output, memory counter position and write
enable. The circuit can operate with DDLs
using either static or dynamic RAM, and has so
far been proven to work with Powertran,
Yamaha and Roland delay lines. The PCB is
mounted in the delay unit and connected by a
ribbon cable through the rear of the machine to
a Cannon connector, which in turn connects to
the remote control unit.

Ideally, each modification should be carried
out by AES, but a kit will be made available at a
reduced price to those with electronics ex-
perience. The complete kit, including fitting
and VAT but excluding collection and delivery,
costs £95 and is available direct from AES,
(0245) 412641, or by taking your delay line to
any branch of Future Music.

/music/
'Inter -face' is the name being given to Klaus

Schulze's European tour, cities, venues and
dates running as follows: Rotterdam, Arena
(February 8); Amsterdam, Pardiso (9); Tilburg,
Norderlicht (10); Paris, Salle de la Mutualite
(12); Brussels, Auditorium (13); Detmold,
Honky Dory (14); Frankfurt, Batschkapp (17);
Stuttgart, Maxim (18); Zurich, Volkshaus (19);
Munich, Halle 20 (20); Berlin, Trinitatis Church
(22); Hamburg, Fabrik (23); Aachen, Audimax
(24); and Castrop-Rauxel, Spectrum (25). A
new album, also entitled 'Inter -face', will be
released by In -team early in March.

/TECHNOLOGY/
Labtek have released some new Hotlicks

Instruction Tapes under the titles of Key-
board Chopbuilder, Heavy Metal Guitar,
Acoustic Lead Guitar, and Classical Guitar.
T Lavitz, who has already been responsible for
the Synthesiser Workshop tapes reviewed in
E&MM November, has designed Keyboard
Chopbuilder to help develop independence of
the hands and the cassette contains warm-up
exercises (no, not aerobics), rhythmic parts for

both hands, as well as several instrumental
tracks in the rock, jazz, blues and swing styles
over which the student can improvise. Further
information from Labtek International, 257
Middlewich Road, Northwich, Cheshire CW9
7DX. 2it (0606) 48684.

/COMPUTER/
/ MUSICIAN/

The Joreth Music Composer System is a
new MIDI sequencing package for the Com-
modore 64 capable of recording in both real
and step time and a mixture of the two. A
maximum of eight polyphonic tracks can be
recorded, and in step mode, the software
produces music score printouts of surprising
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quality. The program is available on disk only
and the package comes with an interface that
links the CBM 64 to a number of MIDI
keyboards and also enables the unit to be
synchronised with non -MIDI equipment: a
tape sync feature is also included. Other
features include full disk saving and loading,
5000 -note capability, step -time input from
either MIDI keyboard or computer, full editing
of step -time data, a sectional facility to build
songs, variable -speed metronome, and in-
dependent transposition of tracks ± 24 semi-
tones. If you're interested, contact Joreth
Music on fl (0386) 831615.

It seems everyone's reading the right
magazine these days . . . we've just received a
software package for the BBC micro from
FSoft entitled Music Maker. Retailing at just
£9.00 inclusive of VAT, Music Maker consists
of three parts - a synthesiser, a sequencer,
and a pair of data files. Making use of the
BBC's internal sound chip, the synthesiser
program allows manipulation of a sound's
amplitude, envelope and pitch, and groups of
16 sounds may be saved to disk or cassette.
The current sound may be played from a two -
octave, three -note polyphonic keyboard set
into two rows of the BBC's keyboard, and this
may be extended to four octaves by use of two
octave shift buttons.

Meanwhile, the sequencer allows up to
three monophonic lines of music to be recorded
in real time, using either one or two sounds,
and a rhythm track may also be added.
Sequences are displayed on the screen in
conventional musical notation (complete with
accidentals), and editing of sequences is also
possible.

Further information from FSoft, PO Box 352,
Brighton BN1 3AY. 0 (0273) 736042.

/ STOP PRESS /
Rose -Morris, one of the largest distributors

of musical instruments in the UK, have estab-
lished two separate Sales Divisions, namely
Korg (UK) and Rose -Morris (UK). The former
will have total responsibility for the sale of Korg
products, together with EMR computer hard-
ware and software, as well as Clarion home
recording systems. Meanwhile, Rose -Morris
(UK) will devote its time to furthering the sales
not only of the entire Vox range, but also of a
wide variety of guitars, brass and woodwind
products.

The new year saw a change of address for
EMAS (The Electro-Acoustic Music Associ-
ation) to 10 Stratford Place, London W1N 9AE.
23* 01-499 2576.

The DX Owners' Club is planning a Hi -Tech
Convention to be held on Sunday, March 24, in
central London, where all the latest Yamaha
Hi -Tech products will be on display. Further
details in next month's Newsdesk.

Lincolnshire readers will be pleased to learn
that STIX are opening two new music shops in
their area, stocking the usual range of Korg,
Roland and Yamaha Hi -Tech gear, TEAC and
Fostex home recording products, as well as a
wide variety of guitars and guitar synths. Drop
in soon to either 407 High Street, Lincoln, or
Silver Street, Boston, Lincs. 21r (0205) 54882.

Maybe it's the season, but Monkey Busi-
ness have opened a new store at 166 London
Road, Southend. 73 (0702) 332743. The
manager is no less than Robert Pearce, well-
known local musician and former manager of
Soundwave, and a couple of full-time service
engineers will also be on the premises. The
shop is promoting a 'hands on' theme, so
punters can let their fingers do the walking
over products from Korg, Yamaha (including
the CX5M), and Akai, as well as the new Casio
CZ101. The guitarists among you can fondle
Trace Elliott, Wal, Jaydee and Steinberger
basses, as well as Fender, Kramer, Washburn,
Tokai, Ibanez and Aria guitars. The new Monkey
Business will also house a wide selection of
drum kits and home recording equipment.

Corrigenda - E&MM January 85 inadvertently
stated that the HH K80 Keyboard Combo
housed a 15" speaker instead of a 12". We
apologise for any inconvenience that may
have been caused by this error.

Also, Gremlins had a hand in last month's
Everything but the Kitchen . . . Firstly, the key
code for the table was omitted, and should
have read: S - Roland Sync Code, M - MIDI,
C - Clock (one pulse per beat), PT - Program-
mable Trigger, I - Interface needed, and X -
Not readily interfaceable. However, we have
since discovered that, contrary to popular
opinion, the Korg sync code is not compatible
with Roland's 24 pulses per quarter note
format, but does in fact run at 48ppqn.
Problems can be overcome by programming
the Roland at half speed, or vice versa, or by
the use of the Korg KMS30 MIDI Synchroniser
(see review elsewhere in this issue). The Korg
code does, however, output and require
a start/stop signal similar to the Roland
standard.

8
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GreatExpectations
FRANKFURT PREVIEW '85
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While a general scarcity of precise
technical information, itself a result
of many leading manufacturers play-

ing their cards distinctly close to their chest,
means we can fit what we know about the
expected newcomers at this year's Frankfurt
Musik Messe into very little space indeed,
none of us at E&MM is in any doubt that, come
February 9, there'll be another lorry -load of
new hi -tech music gear to drool over and
daydream about.

Actually, most of what we already know is
more down-to-earth than that last sentence
might suggest. For instance, Casio will have
their CZ1000 polysynth (reported on in last
month's Newsdesk) on show, and at an
expected RRP of £449, that can hardly be
classed in the 'daydream' category. The Cosmo
computer music system described in this
issue's Outer Limits report may be some way
from becoming a commercial reality, but we
fully expect the Japanese industrial giant to be
up there with the Big Boys with a complete
range of synths, drum machines, sequencers
and computers by this time next year. And on
the evidence of the CZ101 and 1000, that's a
mouth-watering prospect.

Yamaha have already turned the hi -tech
music industry on its head, of course. Their
master plan for world domination began in the
summer of '83 with the release of the DX1, DX7
and DX9 FM synthesisers. At Frankfurt they'll
be adding at least one more, the DX5. As its
numerical designation suggests, the 5 will slot
between the phenomenally successful 7
(£1300) and the rich man's plaything 1 (circa
£8000), with a 76 -note keyboard similar in
construction to that of the former and the
sound -generating hardware of the latter - at
an expected RRP of between £4500 and
£5000. That's not the only trick Yamaha will
have in store, either, because they'll also be
unveiling a MIDI Mother keyboard (88 -note,
weighted action, pressure and velocity sensing,
you know the sort of thing) entitled the KX88.
Mind you, it won't be cheap at an anticipated
£1500, which we still can't help thinking is a lot
of money to pay for an instrument that can't
actually make any sound of its own. If you
choose to buy a KX88, Yamaha will no doubt
attempt to furnish you with a TX816 rack of
eight FM sound modules (first exhibited a year
ago as the T8PR, incidentally) or failing that, a
TX216, which is a quarter of the size, price and
sonic capability.

If, on the other hand, you're one of the
millions that have already bought DX7s,
Yamaha are about to introduce an add-on
keyboardless expander by the name of TX7,
which should hit the shops at around the £700
mark. And to go with it, there's the new QX7
digital keyboard recorder, effectively a scaled -
down version of the company's QX1 multitrack
sequencer. Capable of receiving input in both
real and step time, and storing up to 8100
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notes sans velocity information (6000 notes
with), the lesser QX looks like it could be a bit of
a snip at just £500. We shall see.

The other Japanese majors - Korg and
Roland - aren't being quite so forthcoming
about releasing new product information in
advance of the show itself. Little is known, for
example, of Korg's new DW6000 poly, other
than that it exists and that it'll be accompanied
by, among other things, a MIDI Pedalboard by
the name of MPK130 - certainly a novel idea,
that, and it should prove of not inconsiderable
value to keyboardists who are forever running
out of fingers on stage.

We wouldn't have known much about
Roland's JX8P poly, either, if it hadn't been for
Roland UK getting a single advance model in
the country at the very tail -end of 1984, and
Paul Wiffen doing his darndest to uncover its
every hidden function elsewhere in this issue.
It's really anybody's guess what Roland will
have on show to back the 8P up, but we do at
least know they've got a couple of new home
pianos (the HP350 and 450) and yet another
addition to the Boss product range, the DB66

ti

Dr Beat metronome. No, we don't think it'll set
the world alight, either.

What may be of more earthly significance is
the increase in the number of computer -related
products this year's Frankfurt extravaganza
will almost certainly witness. Goodness knows
how many new MIDI software companies will
make their presence felt (and heard) in the
giant, maze -like exhibition halls, but we can at
least tell you what a couple of the established
software houses will be shouting about.

Italians LEMI will have an update of their
much -praised Future Shock Apple -based
MIDI Package, featuring intelligent quantisation
and an option to defeat incoming velocity data
if desired - it increases the note capacity by
some 1200. The company should also be
displaying some DX7 expansion software that
incorporates a voice dump and puts those
hidden parameters on screen where they can
be seen, a Drumulator expansion board that
allows you to put three sets of sound chips
inside the machine instead of just the one, and
an interface box called the Mastersync - an
update of LEMI's year -old Masterclock that'll
incorporate both SMPTE and MIDI Interface
standards.

Obviously working along similar lines are
Germany's Jellinghaus Music Systems, who
have now finished design of their MIDI Master
Synchronizer (you can use it with just about
any commonly found clock pulse, or in con-
junction with a click track off -tape). Add to that
the company's CG -X analogue -to -MIDI inter-
face and a software -based music transcription
system called. Score Writer, and it shouldn't be

hard to see that, as far as this area of music
technology is concerned, the Europeans have
a clear lead over their Oriental brethren.

Siel, another Italian concern who seem to be
taking MIDI very seriously indeed, aim to help
keep things that way, too. They're planning to
unveil another avalanche of MIDI software for
Spectrum, Commodore 64 and BBC micros,
the most promising of which looks to be a
Database package capable of creating digital
delay effects as well as performing more
traditional software feats.

The Siel story doesn't end there, either,
because the company will also have a brand
new polysynth by the name of DK80 on show.
The advance press info suggests this employs
a bi-timbral system similar in concept to the
multi-timbral principles behind Sequential's
SixTrak and MAX polys, except that it works
two ways rather than six. Still, those two
channels will be fully independent, MIDI
channel -assignable and linkable to the DK's
built-in polyphonic sequencer. There's going
to be an Expander 80, too, plus editing
software to go with it that promises to be every
bit as good as Siel's last voice editing package,
reviewed in E&MM December 84.

And finally, Music Sales are all set to
expand the range of Commodore 64 -based
packages they launched with the wonderfully -
named Music Maker towards the end of last
year. Most of the new programs remain
dependent on the Commodore's scarcely
scintillating SID chip for their sound sources,
but Frankfurt will see the public debut of a
Sampler program capable of sampling sounds
and replaying them over a ten -octave range.
MIDI compatibility and built-in Fourier analysis
are said to be among the Sampler's other
assets, but the biggest one will probably be its
price - just £50 (you heard) inclusive of, well,
everything.

Lingering on the subject of British innovation,
we find the Oxford Synthesiser Company,
whose sole product since inception has been
the OSCar monosynth. Until now, that is,

because Frankfurt will be the setting against
which the company launches an eight -voice
polyphonic Advanced Sound Generator.
Housed in a 19" rack -mounting module, the
ASG will be MIDI -controlled, responding to
velocity and pressure information and incor-
porating elements of both analogue and digital
synthesis. Centrepiece of the module is said to
be a large, high -resolution graphic display that
makes parameter editing a doddle, and the
system is of course fully programmable, with a
total of 256 memory locations onboard. It's
multi-timbral, too, and because many of the
controlling routines are software -based, the
system will be readily expandable to accom-
modate future updates that'll include sound -
sampling, sequencing and music printing.
Looks like OSC are going to be sharing a stand
with LEMI, so if you're going to Frankfurt and
want to get a look in on all the goodies, you'd
better book your appointment early.

Finally, the world of electronic percussion is
unlikely to remain unchanged by events at the
Frankfurt show. Dynacord should have their
complete system up, running and in production,
Simmons are bound to have something up
their corporate sleeve, and those cunning
Swedes over at ddrums will be exhibiting a
complete kit and rack for the first time - the
perfect complement to what are still some of
the best digital drum sounds around.

Well, that's just about the limit of what a few
weeks' detective work has uncovered about
Frankfurt in 1985. It should be better than ever,
but sad to say, we still aren't any the wiser as
regards the new Fairlight, which should be
there in all its glory. Guess you'll just have
to read next month's full report . . .
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Roland JX8P and PG800
Touch -Sensitive Polysynth and Programmer

Roland's newest polysynth is by no means a revolutionary design, but
there's plenty of evidence that a good deal of thought has gone into

determining its range of facilities. Paul Wiffen

Before we go any further, perhaps
we'd better clear up any confusion
that may be caused by Roland's

current model numbers. The JX8P is, of
course, a six -voice polysynth and not an
eight -voice one as its name might suggest;
the PG800 is not an update of the
MPG80 (which is used to program the
Mother Keyboard system's Super Jupiter
module) but a programmer designed
exclusively for this six -voice instrument;
and the special cartridge, the M16C
holds 32 sounds. Clear?

Keyboard
Now that we've dealt with that possible

source of confusion, we can take a look at
the products themselves. The JX8P is an
update of the JX3P poly, which first
appeared nearly two years ago now. We
were then reliably informed that the '3P'
stood for Programmable Preset Polysynth,
but unfortunately nobody at E&MM can
think of eight words beginning with P that
apply to the JX8P. Ah well. Anyway, the
principle advantage the 8P has over its
predecessor is that it's keyboard is
touch -sensitive, responding both to initial
key strikes (velocity -sensing) and after -
touch (pressure -sensing). Both velocity -
and pressure -sensing are offered only by
the Yamaha DX7 in this price range, so
the 8P has little competition in that
respect. However, pressure response is
not independent to each key: you still
have to pay Prophet T8 or DX1 money for
that facility.

The keyboard itself spans five octaves
C -to -C, and is of the fairly standard
Japanese plastic variety. It seems to
cope fairly well with the extra duties the
touch -sensitivity calls upon it to perform,
but a little more travel in the actual keys
might not have gone amiss. In the JX's
monophonic modes, the keyboard always
responds to any new note played, which
is useful for solo work because it means
the instrument reproduces arpeggios and

trills as fast as you can play them.

`Applying Key Follow
to each ADSR

shortens the length of
the envelope as the

pitch rises, itself a
property of many

acoustically-geyerated
sounds.

Preset Sounds
Like the original JX3P (reviewed in

E&MM August 83), the 8P has a selection
of factory preset sounds in addition to
programmable memories: in this case 64

of them arranged in two banks of 32. The
first 32 are listed on the touch pads used
to select both sounds and parameters.
They include a selection of Piano, Organ,
String and Brass sounds, most of which
are reminiscent of previous Roland en-
deavours but come to life with the added
bonus of velocity -sensing, this being
stored as part of the sound. Of particular
note are the vocal sounds Choir and
Voices, which in certain areas of the
keyboard are very realistic indeed and a
vast improvement over the 3P's efforts in
this area, while the sounds based on the
Sync feature are excellent for those
screaming Jan Hammer solos.

The second page of presets is accessec
by pressing the Preset button again. A
small marker comes up on Roland's built-
in LCD to show that the second set o1
presets has been accessed, and these
are then selected via the 32 touch pads
as before. This second page includes
several unexpected sounds such as Log
Drum and Marimba (convincing proof o1
the 8P's ability to handle percussive
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sounds), and an excellent Flute that
makes good use of the built-in Voltage
Controlled Mixer (more on this later) to
add overtones to voices manipulated by
rapid key -strikes. Apart from a few ex-
cusable sillinesses (Bubbles, Psycho
Mellow, and JX Jet -a hangover from the
JX3P, unfortunately), the majority of the
preset sounds are very usable, and as
always, a little editing goes a long way
towards making them more impressive.

One great dilemma that manufacturers
face when designing a synth these days
is whether to give the user the option of
overwriting the preset voices and risk the
instrument losing good sounds due to a
mains 'spike' or a passing Guitarist reader,
or to make sure the presets are irrevocably
stored inside the machine in non-volatile
ROM. As they did with the JX3P, Roland
have opted for the latter solution on their
new poly, which means you're stuck with
their 64 presets. And although these can
of course be edited, they must then be re-
stored in one of the 32 user -programmable
memory locations. This arrangement is
made less restricting in the case of the
JX8P than it was on the 3P by the addition
of a RAM cartridge facility that allows an
infinite library of sounds to be easily and
quickly stored and accessed (so much
better than all that tedious mucking about
with cassettes).

Voice Structure
So assuming you're interested in cre-

ating some sounds from scratch, what
facilities does the JX8P put at your
disposal?

Well, a list of the available parameters
is given in the Edit Map at the right hand
end of the JX's front panel, but the
situation is clarified considerably by a
glance at the layout of controls on the
PG800 programmer. In brief, the JX8P
has two DCOs per voice, a similar number
of ADSRs, and a VCF, LFO, chorus facility
and the Voltage Controlled Mixer just
alluded to.

Each oscillator has four available out-
puts - sawtooth, square and pulse wave-
forms and noise. The pulse wave seems
to be set at about 20%, and there's no
means by which the width can be altered,
either manually or automatically. In 1985,
this is a fairly serious omission as most of
today's analogue synths have this feature
incorporated as standard. However, the
8P's chorus device (which Roland seem
to be very keen on - almost every
keyboard they produce has one) can be
used to add the sort of movement charac-
teristic of Pulse Width Modulation, albeit
with less user control.

As well as the (not exactly uncommon)
provision for modulating the oscillator's
pitch from the LFO for vibrato and trill
effects, the JX also allows pitch to be
controlled by either of the ADSRs, posi-
tively or negatively. This would ordinarily
allow you to create pitch -change effects
such as those provided by syndrums and
the like, but is even more useful in the
case of the 8P because of the Sync
facility incorporated into the design of
DCO2: some truly wonderful sync sweeps

are possible by altering that oscillator's
pitch.

A four -stage Key Follow feature is also
available, not only on the filter (where it is
commonly referred to as Keyboard

`I don't know of any
other synth that

possesses a Voltage
Controlled Mixer that
allows the level of an

oscillator to be
controlled either by
an ADSR or by the

velocity of keystrokes.

Tracking), but on each ADSR as well. This
latter facility has the effect of shortening
the length of the envelope as the pitch
rises, itself a natural property of many
acoustically -generated sounds. Unfor-
tunately, the effect is not continuously
variable: only three positions are select-
able via the appropriate control. Still, the
feature is there, and it's a useful one.

Mixer
The best is yet to come, however.
While several competing synths already

offer the Sync/Pitch-to-Env combination
and Key Follow was present on the old
MemoryMoog, I don't know of any other
synth that possesses a Voltage Controlled
Mixer. This allows the level of DCO2 to be
controlled either by an ADSR or by the
velocity of keystrokes. The former routing
is particularly effective when used with
percussive envelopes, while the latter is a
great help if you're seeking to imitate
certain acoustic characteristics, as evi-
denced by the Flute preset that adds the
harmonics caused by over -blowing when
a key is struck hard. Other effects can be
created by adding DCO2 at a different
pitch or best of all by using it in conjunction
with the Sync and Dynamics features for
some really impressive solo sounds.

Thus far I've made no mention of the
8P's much -vaunted after -touch facility.
This is because it's one parameter that
can't be programmed within individual
memories: instead, the feature has a
section of its own at the extreme left-
hand side of the synth. The parameter's
assignment procedures are also a bit
rudimentary, with only level, vibrato, and
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brilliance (ie. the filter) being controllable
via additional playing pressure. Then
again, they are the most logical parameters
to control. Mind you, I would have ap-
preciated the addition of a further facility
for the control of oscillator pitch (preferably
for each oscillator individually), as bends
and sync sweeps would then be access-
ible direct from the keyboard. On the plus
side, though, the amount of after -touch
can be programmed with some degree of
subtlety through the appropriate slider.

Performance Controls
Also at the extreme left-hand side of

the keyboard lie the JX's real-time per-
formance controls. Bend and Portamento
amounts can be programmed and then
introduced via their respective switches.
Personally, I rather wish Roland would
call their performance device by a name
other than Bender (`performance device'
doesn't sound any better to me - Ed), as
more far-reaching - and decidedly last-
minute - design changes are by no
means out of the question if this area of
the JX's layout is anything to go by. To
explain, the Bender has a joystick ball -
type housing that looks at first as if it
should be used to introduce the LFO in a
fairly radical fashion. In fact, that housing
is only present for aesthetic purposes (or
so it would appear), though it's still
possible to accomplish a reasonable
range of variations in vibrato level.

We haven't finished with the 'not
storable in memory' side of the JX8P's
layout, either, as it's this section that
allows the synth's six channels to be
triggered in different ways. First mode we
come to is Poly which, not surprisingly,
allows normal six -voice polyphonic play-

ing, while Unison puts all the voices on
one note for lovers of full-frontal solos.
Like Unison, Solo is also a monophonic
mode, the difference being that it uses
only one voice channel.

The best thing about the 8P's key
mode choices is that when Unison is
selected, the instrument's Master Tune
parameter can be used to detune the
voices away from each other, in addition
to detuning oscillators apart: the LCD
helps out here (something it does very
often, in fact) by showing how many
cents the various pitches differ by.

By now, you're probably thinking what
a shame it is that the Roland's after -
touch, performance control amounts and
key modes can't be stored as part of a
sound. Well, you're right - it is a shame.
But there is a compromise solution in that
any voice - complete with settings for
any or all of the parameters mentioned
above - can be stored away as a Patch.
Unfortunately, there are only eight spaces
available for these Patches, and they
have to be accessed in sequence (hence
`Chain', I guess). Still, you shouldn't have
much difficulty programming your par-
ticular octet of voices in a sequence that
matches a concert running order, for
instance.

MIDI
The JX8P has been blessed with

Roland's most comprehensive imple-
mentation of MIDI so far. Besides the now
standard features such as Program
Change, Bend Enable/Disable, and Mode
changes, the 8P can also accomplish
some more recherché things along the
MIDI bus, viz Mode Send, Volume Change,
adjustment of Dynamics, and two forms

of message completely new to this re-
viewer - one called Local that allows the
8P's voices to be turned off so that only
the sounds from a connected MIDI slave
unit (eg. an expander) are played from the
keyboard, and another called Active
Sense that helps eliminate the problems
that can occur if MIDI connections are
severed, for whatever reason.

And the JX8P can transmit/receive on
any of 16 MIDI channels, while the cus-
tomary In, Out and Thru sockets are on
the back panel. Pretty impressive stuff, all
in all.

There's some more goodies at the new
Roland's rear, besides, like an output
level selector that enables easy matching
between the JX and a wide variety of
performance environments such as stage,
studio, rehearsal and so on; stereo out-
puts (the right-hand one provides a mono
signal if that's what you require); sockets
for stereo headphones and a Hold pedal;
and a Memory Protect switch and five -
pin DIN connector (for the PG800) to
complete the rear panel arrangement.
Incidentally, the programmer is held in
place on top of the right-hand end of the
8P's front panel by magnets, which seems
a sensible solution.

Conclusions
A synth that's of a sufficiently flexible

nature to appeal to several different sorts
of keyboard player, I'd have said. For the
pianist in search of a collection of usable
synth sounds that can be played with
velocity sensing, it should prove a strong
competitor, even in DX7 territory - even
more so if a fat, analogue -type sound is
what's wanted most of all.

In the world of conventional analogue
polysynths, there's little or nothing to rival
the 8P (with the possible exception of the
limited -availability Bit One) on a value for
money basis. It is a little tedious to
program in the absence of a PG800
module, but at least the separation of
synth from programmer means that the
purchase of the latter can be delayed until
finances allow: not everybody can be
Geoff Downes, you know.

The news on the voice storage front is
somewhat mixed, of course, because
although storing sounds on cartridge is a
lot easier than dumping them to tape, it's
still a great pity that Roland's designers
couldn't endow the instrument with more
than eight memory locations capable of
storing after -touch and performance
control data.

You'd be right in thinking that the JX8P
incorporates little in the way of revol-
utionary design principles, but in a lot of
cases, evolution is preferable to revolution,
and there's no doubt that the new Roland's
implementation of MIDI, for instance, has
been well worth waiting for.

RRP of the JX8P is £1250, while the
PG800 programmer is a further £180.
Further information can be had from
Roland UK, Great West Trading Estate,
983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx
TW8 9DN. 23* 01-568 4578.
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MIDI, the whole MIDI and nothing but the MIDI.

1 Felgate Mews, London W6 9JT.
Tel: 01-748 9009. Telex: 21897.

Oberheim OB-8V
An 8 voice programmable
Poly Synth with 120
programmes and the
Oberheim sound.

MIDI SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS  OBERHEIM
KEYBOARDS KORG YAMAHA ROLAND

SEGUE TIAL CIRCUITS MIDI
YAMAHA  ROLAND cOMPUTERS

./1 SOFTWARESequential Circuits
Drum Tracks
A fully programmable Drum
Machine with 13 digitally
recorded drums. Each
sound has individual tuning
and volume.

idia=11114=
We are pleased to

announce the opening of
THE MIDI SHOP', London's

new centre exclusively for
MIDI equipment.

From today you'llbe
able to find the very latest

MIDI technology in
keyboards, drum

machines, computers and
software all under one

roof. So if you would like
to sample tomorrow's

music, come and see our
West London showroom.

Where else would you
go for the best in MIDI ?

MIDI

LONDON'S
BRAND
NEW
D

CENTRE
Sequential Circuits
Six Tracks
A fully programmable Poly
Synth with a six track digital
recorder. Each track is fully
independent of the other.
ROLAND MSQ 700
An eight track digital
keyboard recorder that can
be used with MIDI or DCB
equipment.

ROLAND
VJUNO 106

A 64 timbre Poly Synth. An
affordable MIDI
programmable Synth.

Oberheim XpanderY
A matrix modulation
system that lets you connect
27 sources to any of 47
destinations per voice .
Imagine being able to
interface all of this to
anything you wish! Velocity
keyboards, sequencers,
Guitars, Computers, MIDI
and CV's simultaneously.

-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Also available
"The MAX",
- the latest
keyboard from
Sequential
Circuits.

EIRLIM OBERHEIM  YAMAHA LINN  MXR
ROLAND  SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITSMAC :I

ThE MIDI &MOP
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MPC Programmer 8
Computer -controlled Rhythm Sequencer

Once again, those cunning MPC people have come up with something so
devillishly useful, you wonder why nobody started making it months ago.

Paul White

These days, it seems the part of the you've gone for the Commodore variant,
drummer is forever being taken by you get an interface unit that plugs
electronics. And if you don't straight into the cartridge slot at the back

happen to like the lack of tonal variation of the 64, and this is linked via ribbon
inherent in the way most drum machines cable to a custom -designed trigger pulse
go about their business, you've no alter- box. In addition to the eight jack sockets
native but to go for electronic drums or that provide the trigger outputs, the top of
individual modules like E&MM's Syndrom. the box contains eight pushbuttons and
As yet, most electronic drum systems an equal number of rotary controls. An
have been designed to be triggered from eight -pin DIN outlet is also provided to
pads, but while this has undoubtedly allow for direct connection to a Simmons
been of great benefit to drummers fearful SDS8 electronic drum kit. A bit cheeky,
of being left behind by the onslaught of but useful nonetheless.
technology, it has the unwanted side- In the normal course of events, the
effect of making drum sequencing a real trigger box's first seven outputs are used
headache. It's in response to this dilemma to trigger some arrangement of sound
that MPC have come up with an eight- modules, while the eighth carries only
channel rhythm sequencer that doesn't accent pulses. However, if you feel you've
cost the Earth, and is readily interfaceable got enough of an accent already, you can
with three popular home computers. connect the appropriate socket to a

The model sent for review talks amic- further sound generator of some descrip-
ably with the Commodore 64, and its tion. Meanwhile, the rotary controls
ROM -based software means that the above each channel pushbutton are used
system is ready to go the instant it's to set the output pulse height, though just
powered -up. MPC also make versions in case you're unsure as to what this
for the Sinclair ZX81 and Spectrum might mean, in most cases it cor-
micros, though in those instances the responds to volume: the pot fitted to the
software has to be loaded from cassette accent channel sets the amount by which
and you have to forego the sync facility - all the other outputs increase in level
more on this later. when an accent is programmed. The

Once you've parted with the requisite buttons themselves are used for real time
quantity of greenbacks, and assuming programming, and work in a manner

similar to that of the Tap button on
dedicated drum machines such as the
Roland Drumatix.

System
On powering -up, the system's menu is

immediately displayed on your monitor
screen, and presents the following set of
alternatives:
1 Compose Bars
2 Make Sequences
3 Compose Songs
4 Save Songs
5 Load Songs
6 Download to MPC
7 Configuration

In all, up to 52 different bars can be
composed in step or real time, and to
help you on your way if you select the
latter mode of entry, channel six can act
as a metronome output on every third or
fourth beat as and when required.

The screen display itself is not unlike
that of the Boss Dr Rhythm Graphic or
Roland TR707, in that a grid is provided
on which you insert and delete beats. The
matrix is normally 16 beats wide by seven
voices (plus accent) deep, but bar length
can in fact be expanded or contracted by
up to a maximum of 24 beats. Standard
Commodore cursor controls are used to
position beats within a bar, and these are
easily deleted if you make a programming
cock -up.

Each bar programmed can be named
either by a letter of the alphabet or a
shifted character, giving a possible total
of 52 different bars. There's also a facility
for linking adjacent pairs of bars together,
should this be your desire, and to this
end, the bar display is capable of showing
two bars simultaneously at any time. You
can even copy complete bars into other
locations for further editing, which should
be a boon for the positionally indecisive.
Once you've programmed all the bars
you deem necessary, the next job is to
assemble complete sequences.

A sequence may consist of up to 64
bars. That might not sound like all that
much at first, but if you make sensible use
of repeat commands, you shouldn't have
much trouble making up entire songs
from stored sequences. You've got a
maximum of nine repeats per repeat sign
at your disposal, and provided that each
of these ends with an end -of -repeat sign,
you can even put repeats within repeats.
A bit like BBC Television, in other words.
Mind you, failure to comply with these
regulations will almost certainly leave you
with a mutinous computer on your hands,
so watch it.
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Songs
You can build these up from bars,

sequences, or a combination of both, up
to a total of 64 sections. Note though that
once this point has been reached, not
even repeat passages are possible, so
you've got to make sure you implement
these at the Compose Sequence stage.

One good thing about the way this part
of the system functions is that once
you've played your song through to its
logical conclusion, it stops. Certainly a
relief after those software packages that
insist on returning to the beginning and
playing the whole thing through again ad
nauseum.

An entire set of 25 songs can be saved
on cassette for future use (the whole
process takes less than two minutes), or
alternatively, they can be downloaded
onto an MPC Drum Computer, should
you happen to have one lying around.
Another nice touch is the Configuration
page ('7' on the main menu), which you
can use to change the names of per-
cussion voices if your module line-up
changes at any time. And perhaps more
importantly, this page also allows you
access to this version's built-in Sync
function.

Let's get one thing clear first of all. This
system has only a sync output, so there's
no way of inputting some external sync
source such as a tape signal generated
by the MPC Sync Track, for example.

Unfortunate, but there you go.
There are two modes of sync operation.

The first outputs 24 pulses per quarter
note and is available from the DIN socket
on the interface box. This conforms to the
Roland DIN sync system and therefore
allows the Programmer 8 to be used in
synchronisation with such drum machines
as the Roland TR606 and 808. The
second mode provides one pulse per
beat, and among other things can be
used to step sequencers at semi -quaver
intervals or trigger percussive patches set
up on a conventional analogue synth.

Conclusions
The Programmer 8 system is incredibly

easy to use, making the programming of
entire drum parts a lot less onerous than it
is on a lot of dedicated units. I've owned a
TR606 for years, but I still find composing
and editing songs a real struggle: this
MPC innovation should change all that. A
brief look at the handbook is all you need
to start composing, and the bottom of the
display incorporates a prompt sheet to
remind you of any commands you might
have forgotten.

Admittedly, Spectrum users are a little
less fortunate in that they'll have to load
the software from tape as well as foregoing
the sync facility, and I do feel that a sync
input that enabled the system to be run
from a sync track on tape wouldn't go
amiss. Still, it may be that pressure from
the professional recording lobby will

eventually persuade MPC to include such
a provision on future models. I hope it
does.

Even as it stands, the Programmer 8 is
a joy to use and versatile enough to
satisfy most realistic demands. After all,
it's possible to store an entire live set's
worth of rhythm tracks with this machine.
Can't be bad.

This Commodore 64 version of the
Programmer 8 as tested carries an RRP
of £220 including VAT, while the Spectrum
and ZX81 variants are both £199. Further
information from MPC Electronics, The
Gables, Station Road, Willingham,
Cambs CB4 5HG. Ei* (0954) 60264.

Technical
Specification

Channels 1-7 provide positive -going
pulses whose voltage can be varied
between 0.5V and 4.5V. Use of the
accent control enables this to be
increased to a maximum of 8V. The
accent output on Channel 8 is a fixed-

height (4.5V), positive -going pulse,
lOmS in width. Use with the E&MM
Syndrom may necessitate pro-
gramming accents on every beat, as
the 4.5V pulse height may not be
sufficient for reliable triggering.
Power is provided by the host com-
puter, so no batteries or power pack
are required.

Not just a keyboard, more a mini
recording studio - that's the Casio CK-500.

Besides the full electronic keyboard you
get a twin -deck cassette recorder, built-in
microphone and 3 -band FM radio. All in
stereo.

Having twin cassette decks means you can
multi -layer sounds, recording your keyboard
playing individually, along with taped music,
vocals or other instruments.

The possibilities are endless. And so is the
fun, as you edit and mix your own sounds.

If you like composing music too, you'll
enjoy experimenting and playing back
instant results.

Eager to try out the Casio CK-500? Your
local dealer will be glad to play along with
you. And we'll gladly give you his address.

IMENNIIIIIIIIMININ111111111111111111111110W
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The Ca,io CK-500 home recording centre £345 (RRP)

CASID®
Casio Electronics Co. Ltd., 1000 North Circular Road,
London, NW2 7JD. Telephone: 01-450 9131.
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I,MKB 1000 & MKB 300

= MIDI KEYBOARD
CONTROLLERS,

SBX-80 SYNC BOX

***1
t999

The SEIX-80 earl affordable progrannsable tango
controller that can generate and read SMPTE time
code it generatesDIN pre signals controlled by MIDI

 008.24 -clock signals or SMPTE tine code thus
the SEIX-80 can be coed as a master tempo controller
for almost all electronic instruments the tempo is
controlled by the tempo knob. the tap switch on the
front panel or by the cad, signals stored in external
equipment. The SEW -Wallows a musician to contra

metro ant not arty in time with the metronome
rhythms of a *urn machine or a sequencer, but also in
time with ha own rhythm. The S8X-80 can memorise
all the changes of tempo n any canpositnn a display
shows all the data rewired including the tempo value
and time arichronisation with tape records -
indispensable for multi -track recording - is achieved
using SMPTE time code instead of or dnary FSK tape
sync ewes inthis way. The 580-80 allows equipment
to be synchronised with a tape recorder from the
middle of composition. It is also posers to overdub a
rhythm machine or a sequencer over  composition
the is recorded without FS K tape arra.

MI911111111 I I

Roland
PRODUCTS
JUST IN!!
MKB 1000

=

Now with new modules! Rolands system of the
future available right now! The fantastic velocity
sensitive MIDI keyboard has acoustic piano feel
with real wood keys. It can control all MIDI
pianos, synths, guitar or drum machines, as well
as its own selection of MIDI modules with a total
of 128 programmable memory banks, plus dual
split. Whole parts of the keyboard can be
assigned and memorised in any timbre!!
Rolands budget MKB300 keyboard controller
offers the solution for a high quality master
MIDI controller packed with features at a low
price!! Rolands new Planet series rack mount
MIDI modules point to the future of MIDI
expansion. The 6 voice Planet and 8 voice super
Jupiter otter full synth features in a convenient

and compact 19" rack system.

MKS 10 PLANET P
MIDI PIANO MODULE

MKS 30 PLANETS MIDI
POLYSYNTH MODULE r.

MK SUPER JUPITER 
MIDI 8 VOICE SYNTH
MODULE

MSQ 100 POLYPHONIC MIDI

SEQUENCER
Following their success with the world's fired
MID sequencer the MS0700 Roland now
introduce a new budget version packed with
features at a price Inc all.

NEW £POA

G707 GUITAR

//7

G700 MIDI GUITAR

CONTROLLER
 The guitarists Preset come true!! At last guitarists

pin the world of synthesis watt the MID
connection. Unlimited sound melon and control
from your guitar, excellent backing from the
0707's raw dampened neck with 80mound

memories warble within
1117177neb61plUs unlimited expulsion possibilities

- through the MID bus.

JX8P
TOUCH SENSITIVE 1:

POLYSYNTH Is
Rolands Brand new Digital

Analogue Polysynth with optional
PG800 Programmer.
AVAILABLE NOW!

JX8P £1250

SUPERCUBES
COMPLETE NEW RANGE

OF NEW POWERFUL
COMPACT AMPS

LEAD RANGE
GIPS L40 £230

SCL60 £245
SCL100 £275

BASS RANGE
SCB40 £375
SCB60 £295
SCB100 £365

TR707 ROLAND'S
NEW

DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE
BREAKS THE PRICE

BARRIER ONLY

£525!!!
LOOK At THESE FEATURES
* 10 Totally Digital Sounds including 2
snare 2 bass

 * Independent outputs for each sound
* Midi + Sync outputs
* 69 patterns on 4 song, 1p songs with
memory Cartridge
* Real or step time
* Shuffle - flame, LCD display

JUNO 106 6 VOICE POLY MIDI

KEYBOARD
Unique 6 voice PohiPhOnic synth with 64 hrnbre
memory and midi output at a budget price! Now
you really can afford a programmable synth with

MIDI connections. Endless features and
histication! Come and by one now!

ea

01

77511;

SALE: SPECIAL OFFERS!! 1
I ,i -Rolanc$

MC202 £199
CSQ600 £199

GUITAR SYNTHS
G700
G707

£145
£650.00

0.00

G808
G303

£599.00
ROLAND JUNO 106 £499.00

+ HEADPHONES £775 G505498:01G202

GR 3
£

0 0 £399.00

KEYBOARDS

ROLAND JUNO 60
+JSQ60 SEQUENCER
CB JUNO CASE+ HEADPHONES -
ROLAND JUNO JX3P
+PG200 PROGRAMMER CB JUNO

£795 DD2 £135 DM3 £99.001-
DR110 £125 HC2 £49.00

+ HEADPHONES
£699

£49.00E:
£65 HAS £95.00

1 CE3

ROLAND JP8 - +HEADPHONES ... £1996! CE2 £65 PC2

ROLAND SH101
BF2 £75

DRUM MACHINES+MSI HANDGRIP CASE & HEADPHONESE249
TR606

m

SH101 £199 TR808
£160i
£ I et

CR8000

£4E9359 9!! !1
e49525!!
£1
£299!

.... . TR909

le i I Ili i I !!ill i ilia D1170
TR07

IIIIM

SEQUENCERS
MC4B+ OP8 OCE £2999 £699!!!

BOSS PEDAL BARGAINS

ow:



COMING SOON - INCREDIBLE NEW YAMAHA
PRODUCTS!! CALL FOR INFO.
QX1 DIGITAL SEQUENCE RECORDER

RX11
RX15 £499
KX5 REMOTE KEYBOARD 0295
Fabulous new PCM MIDI drum machines et new
affordable prices. RX15 has 13 sounds,-

BM 1M War

with
aro 100 patterns, 10 songs. RX11 has 16 sounds,

MT44 Complete System with Recorder 2000 events, 10 songs. 16 letter LCD display
Mixer & Rack, £479 inc. VAT. and LED display.

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER

The Yamaha 0X1 is a fully MIDI compatible digital sequence recorder, provided with 8 MIDI output channels allowing the
musician to control up to 8 separate MIDI instruments. In addition to the exceptional control flexibility it offers, the 0X1is
unique in that it features a built-in 5" floppy disk drive, enabling fast, easy storage and recall of sequence programs. Two
methods of data entry are possible with the QX1. real time write, and step write. Memory IS configured so that one
individual 'song' Of selection is made up of 8 tracks, each polyphonic. There are 32 banks, one bank holding a skogle
selection composed of 8 tracks. Total memory capacity is 80,000 notes. The W1 also features a wide range of editing
and utility functions. Tape Sync IN/OUT jacks, a 2-line/40 character LCD display panel. and it a designed for stylisticcompatibility with the Yamaha DX synthesizer line.

TX816FM VOICE GENERATOR SYSTEM
Independent MIDI -driven FM voice generator modules ITF1) havebeen developed by Yamaha so it is not necessary to
acquire 8 complete MIDI synthesizers to make the most of the QX1. An 8 -module system, the TX816, contains 8 TF1
voice generators in a convenient rack -mountable package. Each TF1 module permits 16 -note polyphonic output, and
can hold up to 32 different voices in memory. 32 function memories are also provided.

YAMAHA SPECIAL DEALS
KX5 Remote Keyboard ...£295! R100 Reverb £399!
CS01 Portable Synth £99! MT44 Multitrack £499!
PF10 Pianos £695! MR10 Drum Machine £69!

202 NEW KINGS ROAD,
FULHAM, LONDON SW6
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE

TEL 01-731 5993

01-736 4771

10 BADDOW ROAD,
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.
TEL. 0245-352490

It youre while tor a personal computer to make music. look no further, Yamaha's amazing 585 otters the same
MOOFPO sound synthesizer quality as its lantern 00 synthesizer series, hes all the features of the innovated
MOO computer system.
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CX5M Music Computer
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104-106 ELM GROVE,
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS
TEL 0705-820595

1 4, CAN

Instant Credit Available. 11 0,

System includes CX5
MSX computer, YKO1

Mini keyboard, YRM12
FM voicing software

and FM cartridge
hardware!

85 ST MARY'S STREET
SOUTHAMPTON. HANTS.
TEL 0703-26798
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'N14 DW6000 KORG MPK130
DIGITAL WAVEFORM MIDI PEDAL CONTROLLER

POLYSYNTH

MIDI 69 PROGRAMS WITH MIDI + POLY SUSTAIN8 WAVEFORMS £1099 3 OCTAVES £399!!!

CZ101
8 NOTE POLYSYNTH
16 VOICES
33 WAVEFORMS
BATTERY POWERED
£345

CASIO
CT6000

6 NOTE MIDI POLYSYNTH
WITH TOUCH RESPONSE &
AFTERTOUCH STEREO MIDI
20 PRESETS
MANY FEATURES

-------- £645

AMPLIFICATION
BRITISH AMPLIFICATION AT ITS BEST!!!

UNBEATABLE QUALITY & PRICE!!
LEAD COMBO'S Bass Combo's
Wasp Lead £75 Cobra 90 0285
Hornet lead E165 150w Combo £425
Cobra 90 £225

Cobra 90T £225

Keyboard Combo's PA
Cobra 90 £285 Marlin 150 £295
150w Combo £425 Marlin 300 £375

Cobra 90 PA £185

NEW USA STRATS IN STOCK AT
LOW LOW PRICES!!! £285 inc VAT
FENDER AMPS AT NEW LOW PRICES
Harvard Reverb II £149.00
Studio Lead £299.00
Yale Reverb £235
Montreux £395.00
Princton II Reverb £285.00

CHROMA Polaris
6 VOICE DIGITAL ANALOGUE,
132 PROGRAMS, BUILT IN SEQUENCER

aEOUEflriAL CiRCUin inc

SIXTRAK
6 VOICE

MULTITIMBRE
SYNTHESIZER

64 INTERFACE FOR COMMODORE 64
DRUMTRAKS DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

New Model 910 expansion software for
6 track and Commodore 64- £595

ECHO  EFFECTS
Yamaha D1500 midi delay ....£612
Yamaha RV1000 reverb £566

£399
£799

£299

£249
Time Matrix £1595
MXR Digital Reverb £1750

Roland SDE1000
Roland SDE 3000
Boss DE200

Fostex Reverb
Lexcon Digital Reverb £1725
Yamaha RVI Digital reverb £7588
Deltalab 1050 delay £199

£1799.00
GREENGATE

DS3 POLYPHONIC
DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER

Incredible price break
through sound sample
board for Apple IIE
ly £250 with digital scan

_Alp poly keyboard £5.50+ VAT
Complete Apple IIE system, Apple IIE +
2 drives, cards, keyboard and
software £1400 +VAT
New looping software in stock!

- musoloomommill



INC. VAT 6

NEW MN15 Compressor/Mixer
only £40
Mains supply, punch in/out switch
ALL IN STOCK NOW

 11  111111 I 11111 II II    

PERSONAL MULTITRACK
AT FUTURE MUSIC
B16 Another Fostex First Sixteen tracks high
speed recording on 1/2" tape with Dolby C
£3960 + VAT
B16 Remote £345 inc. VAT
We have a number of Mixers available for use
with the 016, all of which are subject to special
package prices. Here are a few examples:
B16, Remote, Dynamix 24.8.16 £4755 inc. VAT
B16, Remote, RAM 18.8.16 £3999 inc. VAT
B16, Remote, Allen & Heath 24.8.2
£5450 inc. VAT

FOSTEX A8 SYSTEM

CALL FOR PACKAGE PRICE
ON A8 SYSTEM INC A8
TAPE RECORDER, 350 MIXER
3060 METER BRIDGE

... a....
*

SPECIAL OFFER!
A8 system with free Accesit compessor
Fostex remote switch, punching switch,

6 reels of tape & all leads

£1799!!

111111.11.111M  I  II 1111 I I I

44..*.itee4mikliapti
AVAILABLE IN 10 AND 16 INPUT CHANNEL VERSIONS (RM10/RM16)
THE RAM HAS 4 ROUTABLE SUB -GROUPS. TWO MASTER OUTPUTS
AND 8 TRACK MONITORING FACILITIES.

IT IS TOTALLY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 4 AND 8 TRACK RECORDING
APPLICATIONS ON EITHER - 10 OR a 4 DBM TAPE MACHINES.
EACH INPUT CHANNEL OFFERS THE FOLLOWING:

XLR BALANCED MICROPHONE INPUTS
RCA TYPE PHONO AND JACK LINE LEVEL INPUTS
INSERT POINTS
3 BAND EQUALISATION (INCLUDING VARIABLE SWEEP MID
BAND PARAMETRIC CONTROLS)
2 AUXILIARY BUSSES
SWITCHABLE PHANTOM POWERING
PEAK OVERLOAD INDICATOR
PAN CONTROL AND PFL CIRCUITRY
AFL ON THE TWO MASTER AUXILIARY RETURNS
MONITOR DIM CONTROL
2 HEADPHONE OUTPUTS

SPECIAL PRICE ONLY FROM
FUTURE MUSIC!! RAM10£599!!

RM 16 ow iNc VAT
RM 18 f1885 INC VAT

Accessit
FOSTEX SIGNAL
PROCESSORS
3070 DUAL COMPRESSOR/

LIMITER £260 inc. VAT
3050 DIGITAL DELAY £275 inc. VAT
3030 STEREO 10 BAND GRAPHIC EQ

£160 inc. VAT
3180 STEREO REVERB £335 inc. VAT
2050 LINE MIXER £140 inc. VAT
3010 32 WAY NORMALISED PATCHBAY

£45 inc. VAT

 AFL ON THE TWO MASTER AUXILIARY RETURNS
 MONITOR DIM CONTROL
 2 HEADPHONE OUTPUTS

FULL FEATURE MIXERS AT INCREDIBLY LOW
PRICES

:AKA!
MG1212
The incredible 12

I channel mixer recorder
I on 1/2" cassette tape.

£5999
AX80 8 VOICE PROGRAMMABLE

SYNTH TOUCH SENSITIVE
MIDI 96 SOUNDS

£1295
I I III 11111

15
Alultitrackti

NEW LOW PRICE

£299!!!

U

I
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The 013-8 Polyphonic Synthesizer
8 Voice Synthesizer (2 independent
4 voice synthesizers)
120 Patch programs
5 Octave keyboard with programmable
split point
12 Split Programs
12 Double Programs

I Stereo/Mono Outputs
Arpeggiator

I: NEW,XPANDER
7. IMO! SYNTH connect 27 sources to any of 47 destinations

!Imagine .being able to control each of

Matrix Modulationim system that lets you
these voices easily and independently. Ain

I per voice, with an interactive block diagram and
I

I

'MODULE 120 display characters to make it easy to use. Imagine
Ibeing able to interface all of this to anything you wish;
i Velocity Keyboards, Sequencers, Guitars, Computers,I " MIDI and CVs simultaneously, and of course, the Oberheim System. We've had
ii I! these fantasies, too. The Oberheim Xpander . .. the fantasy realized. Realize

your fantasy at your local Oberheim dealer or write for more information.
in

4111

THE INCREDIBLE OBERHEIM RANGE IN STOCK
AND ON DEMO AT FUTURE MUSIC

the DSX Digital Polyphonic Sequencer
6000 Note Capacity
16 Voice Polyphony
10 Sequences, each with 10 tracks
10 Merges
Loop and Transpose
Auto -Correct
Programmable Tempo

15

202 NEW KINGS ROAD.
FULHAM, LONDON SW6
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE

TEL 01 731 5993
01-736 4771

10 BADDOW ROAD
CHELMSFORD. ESSEX
TEL 0245 352490

ELECTRONIC DRUMS

SIMMONS
ELECTRONIC KITS,

SDS 7 Digital
g analogue kit

SDS 8 analogue

kit

Introducing the

incredible new

SDS1 Digital
DRUM!!! £250

SDS EPB sound

ITSDmSp7l!er£

f3o9! r0

ED DIGISOUND
MODULES
New Dynamic sound
modules give high
'quality digital percussion
tat low price!!!

Instant Credit Available.

,1

5 KIT QUALITY ELECTRONIC
SOUNDS AT UNBEATABLE LOW
PRICE!!! £499 Ultimate

1(stands1 percussions new
extra) up 5 kit offers

high quality
sounds. New

design!
Incredible value

Can be triggered from
acoustic drum pad or
anything!!
Snare
Bass drum
'Torn

£99
£99
£99

Cymbal £99
Snare/bass ..£125
Power £26

MIDI DRUM
iINTERFACE Ten
*349 inc VAT

Convert your drum kit and pads
to trigger any midi drum machine
or synth!
Assign each drum to any sound!
Includes Delta Pickups.
Call for details.

The DMX Programmable Digital
Drum Machine
Real Sounds Recorded Digitally
2000 Event Capacity
24 Drums
100 Sequences
50 Songs
Auto -Correct
Programmable Tempo
Interchangeable sounds ,Individuelly Tunable

104- 106 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH
HANTS
TEL 0705 820595

ACOUSTIC I DRUMS

YAMAHA
SERIES 9000!!! IN STOCK
NEW CHERRY WOOD AND
BLACK AND NOW AVAILABLE IN
POWERTOM!

THE ULTIMATE!!

NEW! MX ;IGX_IDX
PROFESSIONAL,
SERIES)
KITS!!
Top quality professional system
kits now in stock! Power Toms

ew finishes ex ort kits £449
11 1

PREM'IEB

4,01011

85 ST. MARY S STREET
SOUTHAMPTON HANTS,
TEL 0703 26798

SONOR
The Drummers
Drum!
Sonor Signature
Series on Demo!
The Finest
DrumKit in the
World!
Come and Try
Sonorlite! from £
Signature quality

TX;MWEOgS

NEW APK ADVANCED
POWER KIT!!
In natural wood finish!!
With Tri Star stands!!

15 Piece Power
Toms!!!
In Stock
Now!

cp
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Phonic plus! In
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/HARDWARE/

Roland SBX80 Sync Box
It may have an inauspicious title, but don't be fooled, the Sync Box is a
versatile and thoroughly professional tool. Paul White

not seem important if you're just writing
10 -second jingles, but if you're mixing
the soundtrack for Star Wars and some-
one fluffs a drop -in two minutes before
the closing credits, the last thing you
want to do is have to take it from the top.

In the context of systems that use the
Sync Box, the SMPTE code is first
recorded on one track of a multitrack
recorder (or video recorder), after which
the tempo information can be entered in
one of two ways. If the composition has
not yet been started, the Sync Box can be
programmed either numerically or with
the Tap button: you'll then have set the
master tempo for the piece. On the other
hand, if a part of the music already exists,
or if the overall tempo must be set to
match the timing of a sequence of images
on film, then the Tap facility may be used
all the way through the piece. Then,
providing that the operator can keep
time, the stored tempo will run perfectly
in sync with the existing material, by
following a SMPTE code that can be
generated by the Sync Box or by some
external means.

Well, that's a general overview of what
the Sync Box can do, so a brief look at its
physical attributes is probably now in
order.

put as simply as possible, the Sync
Box is a programmable tempo con-
troller that can be used to control

the tempo of sequencers or drum
machines via MIDI or the now familiar DIN
sync facility first introduced by Roland. A
variable timebase pulse output means
that many other machines will also sync
to the SBX80.

There are three possible methods of
programming the tempo generated by
the Sync Box: one is by the obvious
expedient of the tempo control knob,
whilst the remainder entail using the Tap
button or feeding an external click or beat
into the Audio In jack on the rear panel of
the machine. The Tap facility is actually
one of the system's most powerful func-
tions, as it enables live sessions or
recorded tracks with no time code of their
own to control the tempo of the Sync
Box, and hence all manner of drum
machines and sequencers.

To perform this task, you do require an
interface of sorts to perform the ongoing
real time tempo extraction algorithm, but
fortunately, most readers will already
have one of those. Yes -the human brain
(plus index finger driver interface) is
what's used to tap out the tempo of the
music on the Tap button (what else?), and
the Sync Box then converts this tempo
into both MIDI and DIN sync formats so
that your drum machines and sequencers

follow you rather than vice -versa.
Alternatively, a tempo (or sequence of

tempi) may be recorded into the Sync
Box using either the Tap/External Click or
the internal numerical entry system and
associated keypad. This enables multi -
tempo compositions to be stored, and all
entries can be modified using the
machine's built-in editing system, which
allows the tempo to be changed and bars
to be added or deleted.

SMPTE
Introduced by the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers (yes,
that's where the acronym comes from),
the SMPTE time code was originally
designed to synchronise video tape to a
soundtrack which, in most cases, is
recorded and played on a machine quite
separate from the video equipment.

Unlike click -tracks or simple sync
clocks, the SMPTE code carries informa-
tion that accurately defines any given
position on the recording tape, in units of
both elapsed time and video frames. This
added sophistication means you don't
have to run the track from the start in
order to pick up synchronisation: the
machine just has to wait until it sees the
appropriate piece of code on tape, and
then it locks on automatically. This may

Construction
On unpacking this device, I was gen-

uinely surprised to find that it was not
contained in a 19" rack -mounting module.
Measuring a smaller than expected
325 x 303 x 107mm, the unit weighs in at
3.5kg and, for those of you who suffer
attacks of inexplicable paranoia whenever
an electricity bill pops through the letter-
box, it consumes only 11 watts.

The free-standing case is fabricated
from sheet steel with plastic side panels,
and the two-tone grey paintwork is taste-
fully set off with a touch of Roland's
distinctive orange legending. The photo-
graph should give you a general idea of
the layout (and its inherent complexity)
but what it probably doesn't show is that
all those dinky little perspex pushbuttons
light up when active. A green fluorescent
type of readout is used for the main
display, and this is a multi -function device
capable of showing either SMPTE location
data or tempo and time signature in-
formation.

Turning to the Sync Box's rear panel,
you'll see that this is also fairly busy,
including as it does the connections to
and from the tape machine as well as the
MIDI and DIN sync sockets. Additionally,
an external pair of footswitches may be
plugged in for remote start/stop-continue
operation, and an audio input is provided

22 FEBRUARY 1985 E&MM



HARDWARE/

so that the Tap button entry system may
be implemented by applying an exter-
nally generated pulse or suitably amplified
microphone.

Outputs are also fitted for the Roland's
internal metronome and the timebase,
the latter being a clock pulse output that
can be set to give between one and 120
pulses per quarter bar by means of a front
panel switch. This means that a wide
range of drum machines and sequencers
can be persuaded to accept orders from
the Sync Box, in addition to those con-
forming to Roland's DIN sync specifica-
tion.

Facilities
On power -up, the Sync Box enters

manual mode, and the tempo may be set
using the Tempo control, the Tap button
or the keypad: in the last-mentioned
case, the tempo is entered in beats per
minute. Associated with the Tap button is
a three -position (`quick', 'medium', and
'slow') slider switch: in the 'quick' posi-
tion, you only have to hit the Tap button
twice and the tempo is computed from
the time elapsed between the first and
second push. The 'medium' setting, on
the other hand, takes a mean value from
three taps, while 'slow' uses four taps to
generate the mean tempo.

If the Sync Box is used in conjunction
with MIDI equipment, Song Select mes-
sages may be transmitted, though I

believe that some MIDI drum machines
have no provision for interpreting this
data, which is a shame.

And still on the subject of manual
mode, two measures of count -in are
generated by the built-in metronome. If,
however, you decide to use real time
record mode, a count -in will have to be
programmed if you need one.

As intimated in the introduction, the
facility exists for Sync Box users to 'play'
the Tap button throughout an existing
piece of music in order to produce a
synchronised result. In effect, what you're
doing is resetting the tempo every bar, so
there's no chance of the system wander-
ing out of sync. Actually, it is possible to
fool the Sync Box in this mode, as I found
out when trying to tap in a very fast
tempo, because the system then locks
onto every other beat, silly thing.

Using the main display, it's also possible
to set a time signature, in order to create
bar lines, and this may be changed again
during the course of a composition. This

is essential if some sort of editing facility
is required, as the microprocessor would
otherwise be unaware of where one bar
stops and the next starts. Another ex-
ample of technology not being as bright
as it might be.

Modes and Codes
By putting a SMPTE track down on

tape before you start (or even afterwards
if you use real-time Tap entry), the tempo
program can be made to lock accurately
to tape. The SMPTE code should be
recorded on an outside track at a level of
between -3 and OdB, and the adjacent
track should be left free to avoid crosstalk
problems. Commonsense, really. Once
the SMPTE code has been recorded, it
can be verified to ensure there are no
dropout errors and, once that's been
accomplished, you're ready to go.

The external audio click input means
that a click signal recorded onto a spare
track of the multitrack tape machine can
be used to program the tempo if this is
convenient. And if it isn't, you just use the
Tap button or keypad numerical entry.

Apart from enabling you to insert bars,
delete bars and alter time signatures, Edit
mode also makes it possible to offset the
timing of your entire composition forward
or backward in time against the code
track. The handbook acts as a compre-
hensive source of information regarding
all the edit functions, but personally, I

would have liked to see a more readable,
less ambiguous manual than this one. It
really is heavy going in places, though if
you have the necessary time, patience,
and enthusiasm, it'll get you there in the
end.

In Use
This machine is so flexible that it would

take a lot of time (and expensive equip-
ment) to check out all its possible appli-
cations. However, I can say with confi-
dence that all the basic functions work as
described in the aforementioned manual,
though not surprisingly, that isn't always
the reliable reference source it should be.
For example, in the section about record-
ing the SMPTE code, the book states:
`By pressing the Tape switch, light up
the SMPTE REC indicator'. This sounds
fine, but the fact of the matter is that you
have to press the switch four times in
order to step through to the correct func-

tion. Perhaps Roland's authors could do
with brushing up on their English numbers.

Real-time tap programming turned out
to be fun (for 'fun', read 'not too difficult'),
though I did experience a few difficulties
getting my aged TR606 to sync properly.
A couple more scans through the instruc-
tions soon sorted things out, however.
Operator error this time, obviously.

All in all, I tried out enough of the
machine's functions to be convinced that
the Sync Box does what it purports to do,
and for the (relatively speaking) modest
asking price, that's really quite a lot.

Conclusions
A SMPTE-based system at this price is

unheard of, or at least, it was until Roland
came along. Everything the unit is sup-
posed to do, it does without fuss, though
I was disappointed to find out that there
was no way of using the Sync Box as an
autolocator for storing tape positions.
Also absent is the facility to synchronise
two tape machines via the SBX80's
SMPTE connections and although I know
that isn't what Roland's new baby was
designed to do, the omission seems a
strange one in view of the fact that, once
you've developed a SMPTE system, it
takes only a little extra hardware to
implement these additional features.

Nevertheless, what you get for your
money is a powerful tool capable of
performing musical tasks many of you
might have thought impossible, such as
synchronising drum machines and
sequencers to existing pieces of music.

The Sync Box has a memory capacity
of 3967 beats, which works out at just
under 1000 bars in 4/4 or 3/4. And with a
typical tempo of 120 beats per minute,
the maximum playing time will be in the
order of half an hour or so, which should
be enough for almost everybody.

It may not make any sound of its own or
look like the sexiest bit of hi -tech gear yet
created, but the Sync Box is potentially
useful enough to be sorely missed once
you've had the use of it for any length of
time. Which, in retrospect, is probably
why Roland only let me keep mine for a
couple of days . . .

RRP of the Sync Box is £900 including
VAT. Further information from Roland
UK, Great West Trading Estate, 983
Great West Road, Brentford, Middx.
Er 01-568 4578.
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Once again, Powertran and E&MM combine to bring you
versatility and top quality from a product out of the
realms of fantasy and within the reach of the active
musician.

The MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back
from a keyboard (either MIDI or Iv/octave). Pitch bend or
vibrato can be added and infinite sustain is possible
thanks to a sophisticated, looping system.

All the usual delay line features (Vibrato, Phasing,
Flanging, ADT, Echo) are available with delays of up to 32
secs. A special interface enables sampled sounds to be
stored digitally on a floppy disc via a BBC
microcomputer.

The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top
professional units such as the Fairlight or Emulator. But the
MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5 -figure price tag. And, if
you're prepared to invest your time, it's almost cheap!

Write or phone now to place an order.
Powertran Cybernetics Limited,
Portway Industrial Estate,
Andover, Hants, SPI 0 3EM.
Telephone: 0264 64455

VISA

Specification

Memory Size: Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes.

Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds.

Storage time at 8 KHz sampling rate: 8 seconds.

Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds.

Converters, ADC & DAC: 8 bit companding. Dynamic
range: 72 dB.

Audio Bandwidth: Variable from 12 KHz to 300 Hz.

Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti-aliasing and
recovery.

Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator.

MIDI control range: 5 octaves.

+1N/octave control range: 2 octaves with optional
transpose of a further 5 octaves.

Delay Line

Introduced in 1982, Powertran's
DDL has brought digital quality
effects to thousands of
musicians. Still available in
kit form at only £179.00 + VAT.

POWERTRAN cybernetics lid
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Korg KMS30
MIDI Synchroniser

Finally, a company has summoned up sufficient nerve to design, build and
market an interface box that's affordable as well as extremely useful.

Trish McGrath
411111110
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Ever since the new generation of MIDI
synths and sequencers hit the
scene, musicians have been desper-

ately trying to update their equipment to the
new format as quickly and as painlessly as
possible. Unfortunately, in the majority of
cases this necessitates using erstwhile equip-
ment alongside newer MIDI instruments, and
coming face to face with that horror of horrors
- interfacing.

Basically, what most of us need from a
synchronisation point of view is a simple to use
unit that will convert clock signals from MIDI to
the most popular analogue sync codes, and
vice versa. And if it'll also enable you to run
your MIDI drum machine from a click track on
tape, so much the better. Cue the Korg
KMS30.

There's no doubt that the KMS has been
launched to further the cause of Korg's own
product range as well as to solve some
previously insurmountable interfacing pro-
blems. After all, if it hadn't been for the new
Synchroniser, there'd have been no way any-
body could've linked the Poly 800's MIDI
sequencer with any Korg drum machine. And
besides, the DDM drum machines are in-
compatible not only with the Poly 800 but also
some (let's face it) very popular non-Korg
drum machines and sequencers, so the KMS
allows the excellent Super Percussion unit to
complement a drum machine other than the
Super Drums, for example.

Measuring a compact 232 x 35 x 131mm
and weighing in at a reasonable 850g, the KMS
comes complete with its own 9V AC adaptor
and is constructed from a grey metal casing
with blue livery. The all-important five -pin DIN
sockets comprise one MIDI In, two MIDI Outs,
one Sync In and two Sync Outs, with a couple
of phono sockets (Tape In and Out) provided
for syncing everything to tape. Each of the
three Sync sockets enjoys an accompanying
toggle switch that's used to select either a 24
or 48 pulses per quarter note sync code, which

L.

won't be particularly heartening news to Ober -
helm owners but should satisfy most other
mortals.

Since the KMS doesn't actually generate a
clock signal of its own, a Master Clock Select
switch provides a means of selecting which of
the three kinds of possible clock input signals
(MIDI, Sync or Tape) will be used as the master
clock for the outputs. A Tempo LED flashes in
time with the beat and, as well as a Power
On/Off selector, a Synchronisation On/Off
switch enables and disables the unit without
the user having to unplug cables. Handy.

Operation Options
So that's about it. Those of you expecting a

series on Understanding the KMS30 will be a
little disappointed since, as far as the actual
hardware goes, most of it is pretty self-explan-
atory. Operating the unit consists of switching
it on (it does help sometimes, you know),
deciding on which generation of hardware will
provide the master clock (let's say it's MIDI),
and connecting the MIDI Out from the chosen
unit to the MIDI In on the KMS. If you set the
Master Clock Select to MIDI, MIDI Outs 1 and 2
will effectively operate as MIDI Thrus, so they
could be sending unprocessed data to an
expander or MIDI drum machine (normally,
both MIDI Out jacks send only clock and
start/stop data, note information being dis-
regarded by the unit). Meanwhile, if your KMS
is on the ball, Sync Outs 1 and 2 will output
whichever sync code is indicated by the 24/48
ppqn selector.

The procedure is pretty similar if you decide
to use a sync code as the master synchroniser.
Connecting, say, a TR606 to the Sync In
socket (set to accept a 24 pulses per quarter
note code in this case), with the Master Clock
Select switch set to Sync, and the MIDI clock
signal is output from the MIDI Out sockets,
with the Sync Out sockets emitting either a 24
or 48 ppqn code.

Perhaps a rundown of popular bits of gear

whose owners may find a KMS30 useful
wouldn't go amiss, so here they are (listed in
brain cell data retrieval order):
Sync (24 ppqn) - Roland TR606, TR303, and
TR808 drum machines, MC202, MSQ700 and
MSQ100 sequencers, E -mu Drumulator*,
MXR 185 Drum Computer*, Hammond DPM48
drum machine, and the SCI Drumtraks*.
Sync (48 ppqn) - Korg KPR77, DDM 110 & 220
drum machines, the Linn Drum*, and the SCI
Drumtraks (input only).
MIDI - Clef Band Box, Korg Poly 800, SCI
SixTrak and Max synths, SCI Drumtraks,
Roland TR909, TR707 and PB300 drum
machines, MSQ700, MSQ100 and PR800
sequencers. (PS. I lied about the Clef Band
Box.)

(Both the Yamaha RX15* and RX11* drum
machines can synchronise to all the above
formats.)
* Machines marked thus may also need to
generate a 5V trigger pulse on Pin 1 to start
and stop the Roland clock.

Taping in Sync
Perhaps the KMS30's most desirable feat-

to generate a click track,
derived from a drum machine or sequencer
input (sync or MIDI), which can then be
recorded on one track of a multitrack tape
machine. Any overdubbed parts will then be in
perfect sync with each other, provided the
click track has been recorded properly. The
procedure for this is straightforward and
clearly explained in the KMS30's refreshingly
concise user manual. The click -track could
also be used for triggering the playback of a
computer sequencing package if a Sync In
socket is provided on the MIDI interface. The
synth's audio outputs are routed to a new
track and, like before, a multitracker's cap-
ability is extended without actually overdub-
bing and gaining a generation of tape hiss.

And, if you do use a click track as the Master
Clock, it does mean you have the option of
recording a guide drum pattern and replacing
it later (provided you haven't bounced the
drums down or recorded over the click track),
as well as actually recording the drum machine
audio output directly to the stereo master.

Conclusions
At £155 including VAT, the KMS30 is the

solution to many previously unsolvable in-
compatibility problems, and as such should
find favour with the entire hi -tech music
fraternity. Korg have obviously given its list of
facilities some thought, because its usefulness
won't be at an end even when the analogue
versus MIDI dilemma has reached its logical
conclusion: the tape sync feature will still be as
worthwhile as it ever was.

An effective and highly laudable piece of
contemporary interfacing, then, that does
what it sets out to do with complete trans-
parency and reliability.

Can you afford to be without one?
Further details from Korg (UK), 32-34 Gordon
House Road, London NW5 1NE. fir 01-267
5151.
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POWERFUL
COMBINATIONS

Hot on the heels of last month's five -unit round -up of the latest in key-

board combo design comes a duo of reviews on the combos that didn't
make it here in time. Paul White

Vox Venue
Keyboard 100
Although Vox have changed hands on

numerous occasions throughout their
long and chequered history, they are
probably still best remembered for their
legendary AC30 amplifier.

The Venue is nothing like an AC30.
Built to satisfy the demands of today's
multi-keyboardist, the Vox Venue seems
to offer a reasonable degree of sophisti-

cation whilst remaining quite affordable.
Basically, it's a 100W solid-state combo
with three separate input channels, each
with its own bass, treble and volume
controls. The auxiliary circuits are organ-
ised in a manner very similar to that
employed by Carlsbro, in that a push-
button for both 'effect' and 'reverb' is
fitted to each channel. To the right of the
front panel is the Master section, and this
includes the master volume, reverb and
presence controls in addition to the
effects loop sockets and the reverb
footswitch socket. Each channel has twc
inputs of different sensitivities, which

should help to minimise instrument
matching problems.

Fabricated from chipboard and ply-
wood, the cabinet measures 24" x 21" x
91/2", and is neatly covered in grained
black vinyl. Standard plastic stackable
corner protectors give the whole thing a
finished -off look, and the solid-state
amplifier section itself is located in its
own compartment at the top of the
cabinet.

In the speaker department, output
power is handled by a generously -rated
15" driver and a sizeable high -frequency
horn, both of which are mounted in a
sealed section of the cabinet.

The Venue's back panel is well re-
cessed, containing as it does output
jacks (for extension speakers), the DI and
slave out -puts, and a headphone jack for
players too embarrassed to expose their
practising to the outside world. The
mains connector is of the now standard
IEC type and as an added bonus, a large
Union Jack is printed on the back of the
heatsink cover to remind you and your
Japanese support band of the amp's
origins.

In spite of its solid construction, the
front panel design of this combo lends it a
somewhat cheap and cheerful air. On
checking out the combo using the trusty
DX7, however, I was impressed by the
clarity and power it provided and,
although the tone controls are fairly stan-
dard, they're still more than adequate for
any normal require-ments.

The reverb is the usual spring type,
which sounds effective on keyboards but
a little twangy on drum machines. Mind
you, there's no denying it would cost a lot
to improve this performance significantly.
If anything, background noise levels are
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better than average, but these do of
course increase a little if a lot of top boost
or reverb is added.

So, with the possible exception of its
rather unflattering front panel design (red
buttons and purple stripes - the Pro-
duction Editor would never approve), the
Venue looks good, and it works very well
indeed, giving a strong, clean sound up to
quite high levels with plenty of bottom -
end punch available at the tweak of a
knob, if you'll excuse the expression.

McGregor
Keyboard
Combo

McGregor is already a household
name in the UK and most parts of the
planet, but probably not in the field of
musical instru-ment amplification. This
combo could be set to change all that,
however. Designed and built in sunny
Warrington, home of the most famous
vodka distillery this side of Leningrad,
this combo represents a conscious, no -
holds -barred effort to satisfy the dis-
cerning professional musician, some-
thing that's reflected in both the physical
size and the asking price of the amplifier.

The fact that the McGregor is a three -
channel keyboard combo with reverb will
raise few eyebrows: it's when you realise
that it's powered by a 200W MOSFET
amplifier and incorporates no less than
four loudspeakers in a three-way ported
enclo-sure that it starts to take on the
appearance of something a little bit
special. These features, coupled with a
seven -band graphic equaliser and two
auxiliary effects loops, make the McGregor
a very flexible amplifier indeed.

The McGregor's cabinet is quite con-
ven-tional, being built from 3/4" chipboard
and plywood and finished in a standard
black vinyl with black stackable corner
pieces. But even though the handles and
speaker grille are also off -the -shelf items,
the design still exudes quality, this being
due partly to a tidy front panel design and
partly to the grey -painted baffle which
shows off the speakers to excellent
effect.

The main speaker is a McKenzie 15"
drive unit, whilst two 5" units and a horn

tweeter handle the mid and high frequen-
cies, a combination that gives a clear,
natural sound with plenty of kick. I'm glad
that the makers have resisted the temp-
tation to fit a strap handle on the top of
the unit for carrying purposes, as this
combo is certainly no lightweight. Still, if
you're concerned about space, the over-
all size is only about 32" x 201/2" x 14", so

the McGregor will fit easily into the back
of most cars without any problem.

Each of the three input channels is
identical with the notable exception that
the third channel incorporates a DIN
socket for connection to a tape recorder.
Rotary controls are fitted for volume,
treble, bass and reverb functions, whilst
pushbuttons select the two auxiliary
effects loops. Both high and normal
impedances are fitted to the first two
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channels, but the third input has only a
high impedance: in practice, though, this
should match virtually any input source.

Moving right brings us to the graphic
EQ, and this is a fairly standard but none-
theless effective seven -band design that
will normally be used to compensate for
anomalous room acoustics among other
things. Directly below this are the effects
loop sockets, the line output jack and the
footswitch socket, whilst to the right are
the reverb and master volume controls. In
the extreme lower right-hand corner is
the power switch, the operation of which
will no doubt be familiar, though appar-
ently, some Guitarist readers still believe
that the small red indicator LED is some
sort of light bulb. It is not.

The McGregor's multiway speaker sys-
tem certainly adds a touch of class to the
overall sound. During the test period the
breath of flutes, the gentle bowing of
violins, and the tinkle of bells all sounded
clear and natural, which is really rather
surprising as all the sounds came from a
DX7. The reverb behaved itself extremely
well and there was always plenty of
power in hand, though if you wish to
unleash the full 200W output on your
audience, you'll need an eight -ohm ex-
tension speaker cab to handle the extra
power.

The basic tone of the amp is so good
that virtually no variation in EQ is needed
to obtain a decent sound, but if you're
really intent on using some, there's plenty
of control available, even before you start
to use the graphic EQ. And background
noise remains commendably low at all
settings.

At around £450, the McGregor is a little
bit more expensive than most of the com-
petition, but it really does perform well.
Just about all the facilities you could wish
for are included except for a headphone
outlet, and that really is the McGregor's
only minor problem (or should that be
miner problem?).

The combo's high power, clean sound,
and low background noise levels make it
an attractive proposition for both pro-
fessional and semi -pro players, and if
you're looking for that extra bit of quality
and versatility, you've simply got to give
McGregor a fair audition.

Prices and Addresses
Vox Venue Keyboard 100 (£299) - Vox
Limited, 32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5.23' 01-267 5151.
McGregor Combo (£450) - MTR, Ford
House, 58 Cross Road, Bushey, Herts.
VT (0923) 34050.
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Roland MSQ 100
MIDI Digital Keyboard Recorder

Roland's budget MIDI sequencer has been available for little while, but has
managed to evade the eagle eye of E&MM - until now. Trish McGrath

III

CL.C.Cot

MSG 100DIO1TAL
KEYBOARD

RECORDER

LOAD soot

While sequencer software pack-
ages for home computers have
been flooding the marketplace

in recent months, dedicated MIDI se-
quencers are still quite scarce. E&MM
reported on the Roland MSQ700 in April
84, and that machine has since proved
extremely popular, so what has the
MSQ100, in effect a scaled -down version
of the earlier model, got to offer? Well,
polyphonic recording is possible in both
step and real time, there are overdubbing
and editing facilities, and tape dumping
and synchronisation to drum machines
are also possible.

The front panel is economically laid out
(ie. lots of shifts and multifunction
switches) and sturdily constructed (it
forms part of a dark grey metal casing),
and separates into Mode, Tempo, Display,
and Record function switches. Mode
consists simply of Play Only (otherwise
known as memory protect on), Load/Play
and Data Transfer (where recorded data
can be saved to cassette tape or to
another MSQ100 via MIDI).

Connections
It makes sense, to me at any rate, to

check out the back panel options first in

order to clarify what you can and can't
use to record from and sync to. Apart
from the necessary power supply socket
(9V DC), the MSQ100 provides MIDI In,
Out and Out/Thru sockets and connec-
tions for Tape Load and Save, as well as
Sync In and Out for synchronisation to
drum machines and sequencers operating
on the 24 pulses per quarter note standard
(TR606, TB303, and so on). However,
Korg DDM owners will need something
like that company's KMS30 (see review
elsewhere this issue) to convert the Korg
48 pulses per quarter note code. The
DCB connections fitted to the MSQ700
are conspicuous by their absence - hard
luck Juno 6 and 60 owners - so this is
very much a MIDI only unit, at least when
it comes to linkable synths.

Tucked away on the rear panel are
eight Function switches that determine
what MIDI information is to be recorded,
among other things. These tiny buttons
(have a matchstick at the ready for
toggling) give you the option of recording
key velocity, bender/control change and
after -touch data, though using these will
of course have its effect on the memory's
note storage capacity (quoted at 6100
single notes without velocity, 4900 single
notes with it). A further switch selects the

type of information being sent from the
MIDI Out jack - this can be either the
recorded data or, with the switch set to
Mix, data being received from a master
keyboard, which is sent to a sound mod-
ule or expander unit in addition to
being processed by the MSQ.

Yet another function switch (!) deter-
mines whether the MIDI Out/Thru jack is,
er, Out or Thru. Although its purpose may
not be instantly obvious, this switch does
let you play a slave module during re-
cording (MIDI Thru), thereby 'getting into
the groove of things' (whoever invented
that phrase must be even older than our
Publisher) in addition to functioning
normally as MIDI Out during playback.

Finally, the Metronome can be set to
sound on either a crotchet or quaver- so I
guess that if you set it to a crotchet you
could fool yourself into thinking it was a
quaver and play along with your Korg
drum machine. (I never said it was
easy . . .)

Recording
Before you can begin to digitise your

masterpiece, the clock source you want
to use must be specified from a choice of
Internal, MIDI or Sync. Basically, MIDI
allows the MSQ to be started and
stopped by a MIDI drum machine or
sequencer, but seeing as this entails
occupying the MIDI In socket, it's a
facility that can really only be used in
playback mode. If you need your MIDI
drum machine to play along during re-
cording, you'll have to connect to one of
the MSQ's MIDI Outs and set it to receive
start/stop and clock data only. Similarly,
Sync is chosen when a drum machine
operating at 24ppqn is to serve as the
master synchroniser.

When the tempo is dictated by the
MSQ's internal clock, a urge rotary con-
trol is used to vary it from Slow to Fast. If
this sounds vague and imprecise - don't
despair. Pressing Tempo Check puts a
reading of the current metronome speed
up on the LCD, and the parameter itself is
variable from 33 to 254 beats per minute,
which is a big enough range for anybody,
really.

And so to the real business of recording.
In real-time mode, measures are counted
automatically so either 3/4 or 4/4 time is
best selected beforehand (later editing
will be a shambles otherwise). Pressing
the Load button commences the two -bar
lead-in, whereupon recording com-
mences regardless of whether or not
you're actually playing anything, so you're
free to leave blank beats (or even whole
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EVERYTHING AND ANYTHINC
TO DO WITH ROLAND

THE ROLAND HOTLINE - 0632-32417

TRUST AND RELIABILITY ARE WORDS MUSICIANS' WANT TO HEAR MORE
OF WHEN THEY BUY EQUIPMENT, SO IT'S GRATIFYING TO KNOW THAT
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A ROLAND PRODUCT FROM A COMMITTED
ROLAND STORE, YOU ARE BUYING WITH UTTER CONFIDENCE AND
SECURITY.
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TR707
SUPER DIGITAL
DRUM MACHINE
WITH INDIVIDUAL

OUTPUTS AND MIDI

£499
INC. VAT

MKS -10

MKB-1000
MOTHER KEYBOARD

NEW FROM ROLAND
NOW IN STOCK
THE MIDI CONTROLLERS ARE HERE ALONG
WITH ALL MODULES
MKS -80 SUPER JUPITER
MKS -30 PLANET SYNTHESISER
MKS -10 PLANET PIANO
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MKS -30

WE STOCK ALL MIDI ACCESSORIES FOR THE ABOVE INCL
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STEP TIME AND REAL TIME SOFTWARE.
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A new and unbelievably powerful MIDI equipped
synthesizer that lets you play six completely different

instrument sounds at one time!

Sequential is proud to introduce MAX. A multi
timbred, fully polyphonic synthesizer with a surprisingly
low price tag. But MAX's low price is just part of the
story. We think that when you compare the new MAX
to other synthesizers available, you'll find that MAX
offers more sound, more features and more value than
any other comparably priced instrument.
Standard features include:

o On -board digital multi track recorder (six tracks!).
o Six completely independent synthesizer voices, each

with its own four -pole filter (no shortcuts here!).
o On -board

analog
drum
sounds!

o Keyboard split and voice assignment (when used with
Sequential's 920 software package and a Commodore 64).

o Extensive MIDI capability makes MAX the ideal
MIDI expander/computer peripheral. For instance,
MAX sends and receives on all 16 MIDI channels.
MAX also responds to velocity information from
other velocity -equipped MIDI keyboards.

We Listen to Musicians.

bECILIEWCiAL
For a complete catalog, please send a £2 postal order to: Sequential (Europe), P.O. Box 16, 3640

AA Mijdrecht, the
Netherlands.
Commodore 64 aS a
registered tr.-ler:lark
of Commo,lore
Business Machines.
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bars) to suit your own arrangement.
When you've played the sequence, Stop
completes the bar and playback is initiated
by pressing Reset and then Play or
alternatively, playback can commence
from any chosen measure. If you want
your sequence to loop endlessly, look no
further than the Repeat Play button, and if
your sequence length proves to short,
simply move to the last measure and
press Load once more.

Recording in step time follows the now
almost standard method of selecting the
shortest timing value and using multiples
of this base value interspersed with rests,
tied notes, and measure ends to complete
your piece. Worth noting is the fact that
the base value on the MSQ can be
changed freely during the input stage
(which is good news) the options available
being quavers, triplet quavers, semi-
quavers, 1/16th quints (five steps to a
crotchet), 1/16th sixths (six steps to a
crotchet), and 1/32 notes. This should be
sufficient for most applications, and the
Roland's resolution in real time was good
enough for the machine to record any
fraction of a bar I cared to chuck at it. And
since measure ends are inserted manually,
the MSQ can accommodate time signa-
ture changes at any point during recording
in step time, should you feel so inclined.

Editing
The MSQ100 provides a fair quota of

editing facilities, such as Copy, Erase,
Insert and Delete, all of which are simple
to operate and eminently useful. How-
ever, since editing is carried out to par-
ticular measures, it's important to insert
measure ends correctly if you've recorded
your sequence in step time, for obvious
reasons. Using the Back and Forward
Measure buttons lets you home in on the
bar in question, and Copy allows you to
copy a measure to the end of the existing
data (but not to any other point in the
sequence). Erase deletes the sequence
from a chosen point to the end of the data
(this can also be used to start from
scratch again), while Insert, not sur-
prisingly, provides a means of inserting
additional music at any point during the
sequence, and Delete will remove a bar
as and when required.

The display flashes an assortment of
useful messages during the editing stage,
and these include current measure
number, how much more data can be
recorded (available note storage), current
tempo, and the MIDI channel being
recorded.

This last function is actually called MIDI
Channel Shift and contrary to what I

implied in the last sentence, doesn't in
fact tell you which channel is being
recorded. Confused? Well, stay tuned
DX7 and Korg Poly 800 owners. In their
infinite wisdom, Roland have endowed
the MSQ100 with the ability to receive
information on a particular MIDI channel,
but record it as if it had been data
received on a different one (this is where
the 'shift' element comes into it). So,
owners of a polysynth capable of trans-
mitting only on MIDI Channel 1 and an

expander module with assignable
channels can record their first part on
Channel 1, alter the MIDI Channel Shift
value to +1 (ie. Channel 2), and then
record the overdub. Provided both
modules operate in Omni Off, Poly mode,
both sequences will be played simul-
taneously but on separate MIDI channels
- 1 and 2. You didn't know the MSQ
could do that, did you? Frankly, neither
did I till I got to page 26 of the manual.

`Since measure ends
are inserted manually,

the MSQ can
accommodate time
signature changes at

any point during step -
time recording.

Overdubbing
Further parts can be added by moving

to Overdub mode, resetting to the required
measure and pressing Load as normal. If
you're only using one keyboard, you can
overdub as many times as you see fit, up
to the maximum number of voices your
synth can handle. It also goes without
saying that if pitch -bend, vibrato or after -
touch are used on one channel, any
overdubs on that same channel will also
be affected. Incidentally, the MSQ is
capable of remembering program change
data, but to make sure you're going to
start in the right voice, you've got to enter
the bank and patch number for the first
sound during the lead-in.

Of course, if you're lucky enough to
possess more than one MIDI synth, you
can overdub using all sorts of different
channel numbers, and the MSQ100 will
then do a reasonable imitation of a
multitrack tape machine. If two MIDI Outs
are not enough, you can use the MIDI
Thru sockets on your modules (if they
have any) or pick up one of Roland's
handy little MIDI Thru Boxes. Do bear in
mind though that once sequences are
overdubbed, all the data is automatically
merged and editing must be carried out
to complete measures.

Alternatively, a particular channel
number (assigned by the MIDI Channel
Shift button) can be erased using the
Channel Erase function. I'd still rec-
ommend saving patterns to cassette
quite frequently though, so as not to risk
losing valuable data.

The MSQ100 can also give the gift of
dynamics to any MIDI drum machine that
accepts Key Velocity information, simply
by recording a sequence on a touch -
sensitive MIDI keyboard, using the ap-
propriate notes (ie. 'C' for bass drum, 'D'
for snare and so on). This refreshes the
drum machine software most hardware
cannot reach. Or something.

Conclusions
I must admit to being pleasantly sur-

prised by the MSQ100. I did find the

multifunction switches a little bewildering:
the Back Measure button, for instance,
performs no less than six functions,
depending on what mode you're in. Still,
like anything else, you get used to it.

Data remains in the unit's memory as
long as the AC adaptor is connected, but
is completely erased a day or so after
disconnection. Since the contents of the
memory can be saved to cassette, this in
itself shouldn't present a problem, though
you'll need to bring a cassette player with
you to a gig for good measure, I imagine.

So if you're on the lookout for a
compact and versatile dedicated MIDI
sequencer, and suffer from techno-fear
where computers are concerned, why
not have a bash at the MSQ1 00? It has a
trick or two up its sleeve. . .

RRP of the MSQ100 is £525 including
VAT. Further information: Roland UK,
Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great
West Road, Brentford, Middx. 01-568
4578.

learn
Rock Guitar
wi Arlen Roth

yearn
Rock Piano
with John Jarvis

You can learn the secrets of Rock Guitar
from Arlen Roth, one of America's finest
performers and teachers on this special
Hotlicks course of 6 one -hour cassette
lessons.
Here's just some of what you get:
Rock chord work, power chords, flat 5ths,

hammer-ons and , pull -offs,
blue scales, pentatonic

scales, string
bending

techniques, proper
vibrato, "flash guitar",

speed techniques and much
more. The course is packed

with licks in the style of the
Who, Chuck Berry, Allman Bros,

Van Halen, Hendrix, Page and others.
Definitely no music reading required!
OTHER HOTLICKS GUITAR COURSES AVAILABLE (each
consisting of 6 one -hour tapes) Beginner's guitar, Lead

guitar, Acoustic lead, Advance
lead, Blues guitar, Rhythm & Blues
Nashville, Jazz/Rock Fusion, Jazz
Guitar.

John Jarvis, one of Rock n' Roll's
all-time greats with credits
which include Rod Stewart,
Ringo Starr. Diana Ross, Crystal
Gale, Art Garfunkel and Leo
Sayer, has created a Rock Piano
series for Hotlicks that will have
you learning and playing hot
from the very first tape. You
don't even have to read music!

The full course consists of 6
hour-long cassette lessons and
includes: rhythm patterns, 12
bar blues, transposing, soloing,
chord studies, ear training, rock
notation, minor keys, blue
notes, rock ballads, improvising,
advanced stylings from jazz,
blues and country, tips on
studio work etc., etc.

Each Hotlicks cassette lesson is
available individually at £8.95
or E52 per complete 6 tape course
from good music stores.

im mon MEI --
Yes! I want to learn those Hot Licks.

Please send me full details and the name of my nearest stockist.

Name

Address

labtek Middlewich Road,
international Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DX
limited Tel. (0606) 48684 EMM2
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If thestrap fits...
The KX-5 Remote Keyboard offers you total

performance control without physical restriction,

Via its MIDI port you can access any number of
electronic MIDI instruments-synths, drum machines,

sequencers - from the front of the stage.

It's as light as a guitar yet incorporates a full set of

performance controls plus a velocity and pressure sensitive

keyboard to allow full exploitation of the most sophisticated

instruments like Yamaha's inimitable DX7. No other over -

the -shoulder keyboard can come close.

The Yamaha KX-5
A genuine step forward for keyboard
players

* 32 -way programme select 9 3 -Octave transpose 
Mono and poly modes *Touch -strip pitch bend Volume/
Modulation wheels  Portamento control Sustain

Breath control facility

i/119.00 R.R.P.

YAMAHA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

 MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE
Te (0908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222

IMO IM NM MI MIN
IPlease send me further information on the KX-5 I

Remote Keyboard.

Name

AddressI
I
I

Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd, Mount Avenue, I
Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK1 1JE.
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Higher Education
Newcastle CAT School of Music

A personal overview of one of Britain's more unusual and forward -
looking music schools, from the pen of one of its students. Paul Evans

The School of Music and Performing
Arts which forms part of the New-
castle College of Arts and Techno-

logy is the only specialised music school
of its type in the North East of England,
and indeed, it's one of only a very few in
the country. It offers some unique courses
and opportunities for young musicians,
and aims specifically to prepare its stu-
dents for careers in all branches of the
music and entertainment industries.

Established in 1964 with a mere 24
students, the School quickly made its
reputation, and as a result of its rapid
growth in popularity, moved into its current
purpose-built premises in 1974. The
three -storey buildings house lecturing
and teaching rooms and instrumental
teaching rooms for individual and group
tuition, including two piano keyboard
laboratories, a drum studio and a tuned
percussion garage. There are rehearsal
rooms for the many groups, bands and
orchestral ensembles based in the Col-
lege as well as a suite of 19 student
practice rooms, an electronic music studio
and a fully -equipped concert hall.

The School is well supplied with musical
instruments. Almost anything is available,
from early medieval instruments, orches-
tral brass, strings, woodwind and tuned
percussion to modern jazz and rock
instruments and state-of-the-art com-
puter music systems, synthesisers and
drum computers. The College also has its
own video studio (which is utilised within
the music and performing arts courses)
and the facilities of the New Tyne Theatre
are available for stage musical pro-
ductions.

The department continues to grow in
popularity, attracting students of all ages
from all over the country and presently
operating near its full capacity of over 250
full- and part-time students. Further ex-
pansion is now in progress, and the
School has recently acquired the floor of
another building to accommodate further
growth.

Courses
Electronic music comprises only one

part of the wide range of studies taught at
the School of Music, but because of the
flexibility of the course structure, any
student may take an active interest in
electronic music if he or she wishes. You
might be interested to learn of the range
of courses on offer: some are geared
specifically to the needs of the rock, pop
and jazz musicians and composers who
make up a large portion of E&MM's
readership, while others adopt a more
traditional outlook.

In addition to the usual GCEs and the
popular Performing Arts Foundation
course in drama, singing and dance,
courses are offered in three general areas
of musical study: traditional 'Classical'
music courses; early and medieval music;
and light and popular music. And these
can be studied at two levels - the initial
two-year Foundation Courses and the
advanced three-year Professional Dip-
loma Courses. I'll concentrate on the light
music courses, since I can't imagine too
many of you are actively engaged in the
study of medieval composers.

Only a handful of colleges in Britain
offer the Light Music Foundation Course.
It's specifically designed to meet the
needs of young musicians in the rock,
pop and jazz fields. To stand a chance of
joining the course, you should be tech-
nically capable on your chosen instrument,
which may be keyboards, guitar, bass,
drums, voice or anything else, but you
need not necessarily have had any
previous formal training. The main require-
ment is that you should be talented and
prepared to work hard to develop that
talent. On the Foundation Course, gaps
in your musical education are filled by
practical and theory classes, and instru-
mental proficiency is further developed.
The aim is that by the end of the course,
you'll have a good general musical educa-
tion and be adept at playing (and reading

for) your chosen instrument.
On completion of the Foundation

Course, you can either leave to pursue
your ambitions as bait for the sharks of
showbiz, or progress to the Professional
Diploma Course, where nobody is likely
to bite your head off unless you're dumb
enough not to work hard.

The Diploma Course is an intensive
one, however, on which you should be-
come proficient on two or more instru-
ments and study music theory, history,
analysis, harmony, arrangement and
orchestration to fairly advanced levels. In
addition to all this, you can study a choice
of many specialised options, the list of
which is (almost) endless and includes
popular music techniques, improvisation
and electronic music. You'll also find
yourself playing in the College's Big
Band, not to mention smaller bands,
medium-sized bands, choirs, theatre
orchestras, Newcastle Jazz Festivals,
Edinburgh Fringe festivals, lunchtime
concerts, concerts on Metro Radio,
concerts not on Metro Radio, sound -
tracking sessions for communications
students in the video studio, and generally
gaining experience of performing in every
conceivable situation you're likely to find
yourself once you've left the confines of
the School.

Students who make the most of the
opportunities presented by the Diploma
Course can become versatile, experi-
enced, professionally -minded musicians,
with an advanced general music edu-
cation as well as a great proficiency in
their chosen specialisations by the time
they complete the course. So these are
the aims of the Music School and, by and
large, they are admirably met.

As a student there, I'd say the best
thing about the School is that a// the nec-
essary facilities and tuition are already
provided: it's up to the students to make
the most of them. You're encouraged and
assisted to develop freely and choose
your own directions and specialities and
the courses are comprehensive and flex-



MUSIC/
ible enough to accommodate the divers-
ity of interests that results from this
freedom.

Speaking of specialisations, it's time to
return to E&MM's own.

Electronic Music
The College's electronic music facility

began in a small way nine years ago, with
the ubiquitous EMS Synthi 100, a Revox
A77 tape recorder and a pair of Altec
monitor speakers. Despite the apparent
simplicity of this set-up, it was used
enthusiastically by all those involved, and
live performances were given of students'
material and of compositions by Kevin
Stephens, the senior lecturer in charge of
the electronics facility.

As synthesiser technology advanced,
better instruments became available, and
the School of Music augmented its instru-
mentation by buying one of the first
programmable polyphonic synthesisers
- a Roland Jupiter 4 - in 1978. The
emphasis has, until very recently, been
laid firmly on live performance and this
led to the purchase of a high -quality
Carlsbro PA system with which the JP4
was frequently used in concerts given by
diploma students.

Kevin Stephens and the School's
Director, James Joseph, have pursued a
policy of obtaining the best instruments
available, assuming that this is financially
possible. When it became clear that
computers were going to play an increas-
ingly important role in modern music
(around 1981), they ordered an Apple Ile
computer music system, which has been
used as a compositional, arranging and
transcribing tool for works as complex as
the 1812 Overture. The recording facilities
were simultaneously expanded by the
arrival of a second Revox, a Soundcraft
16:4:2 mixing desk, a Sharp amplification/
monitoring system, numerous pairs of
headphones, a Roland RE501 chorus-
echo-reverb unit and a cassette dupli-
cator.

Paradoxically though, electronic music
was of secondary interest to most CAT
School students until the dramatic
emergence of electronics as a major
force in modern music resulted in the
department begin-ning to attract a new
breed of student wishing to specialise in
this field. In order to meet the growing
demand, Joseph obtained the depart-
ment's proudest possessions: in 1984 a
Rhodes Chroma computer -synth and the
latest updated version of the E -mu
Drumulator digital percussion computer.
A Rhodes Triad interfacing unit, together
with concurrent hardware and software
expansions to the Apple, have completed
a state-of-the-art computer music system
of which students are currently taking full
advantage. Other new arrivals are a range
of signal proces-sors and effects that
include a compres-sor, flanger, gate,
chorus, octaver, EQ distortion and over-
drive pedals, and a selection of dynamic
mics and C-ducer contact mics for
acoustic instruments.

The department has a strong commu-
nity spirit, and co-operation between the

students has resulted in the semi-
permanent residence of a Korg modular
synth system, a Roland CR78 Compu-
Rhythm, Yamaha DX7, Moog Source,
various delays and effects and several
multitrack cassette machined in the Elec-
tronic Music Studio. And cassette master-
ing machines, in addition to the Revoxes,
are provided by the College's Educational
Technology Resources Centre. The facility
also enjoys a good relationship with local
dealers Rock City Music, who supply and
service all the equipment. In return, stu-
dents have occasionally provided studio
demonstrations of the Chroma and Drum-
ulator for the store's customers.

New Multitrack
As part of the School of Music's con-

mics and Sennheiser headphones. Fin-
ally, the department hasn't forgoten
those little essentials that make all the
difference to a studio - mains hum
suppressors, VDRs to protect the elec-
tronics from voltage surges, miles of
spaghetti to connect everything together,
and (surprise, surprise!) plenty of tape for
the multitrack and for mastering onto the
Revoxes.

Plans for the future include adaptation
of all equipment to the MIDI standard and
software for the Apple (and a new BBC
micro) to control everything via that
standard, so long as nobody's watching
Star Trek on the colour monitor, of course.

Security is tight at the College, so the
studio facilities are only available when
the department's technician, Raymond
Hislop, is there, unless you make special

Spot the guitar. Choma, Apple Ile, Korg MS series'
and Jupiter 4 are the stars of the show.

tinuing growth, and as a reflection of its
serious commitment to electronic music,
James Joseph recently allocated the
funds to provide the Electronic Music
Studio with a fully -equipped multitrack
recording facility. After consultation with
Kevin Stephens and, ahem, the author, it
was decided to install a comprehensive,
high -quality, eight -track with an open-
ended, expandable system design. The
system (which will have been installed by
the time you read this) consists of a
Tascam 38 with full transport remote
control, punch in/punch out footswitches
and two Tascam DX4D noise reduction
units, while a new AHB System 8 model
168 mixing console will be used in con-
junction with the Soundcraft (plugged
into the 168's expander inputs) to give a
32:8:4:2 mixer. The AHB's ability to use
the group outputs in mixing will allow a
maximum of 40 line inputs, and this
should make the most of the individual
voice outputs on the Chroma, Dkumulator,
JP4 and other instruments.

From now on, monitoring will be via a
pair of Tannoy Little Red Monitors
powered by Quad 405-2 amplifiers, with
the Sharp system acting as a domestic
reference. The high quality delays avail-
able from the RE501 obviate any need for
a DDL as yet, but future outboard addi-
tions will probably include a compressor/
limiter (to control high -transient signals
such as vocals and bass guitar), and a
couple of high -quality AKG condenser

arrangements with the powers -that -be.
However, the studio is in use nearly all
day, every day, for a variety of different
purposes. A great deal of time is spent
generally investigating and practising with
the Chroma/Apple/Drumulator system in
conjunction with the Korgs and JP4.

Other, more concrete uses of the studio
include the following.

Diploma students Gordon Hall, Bill
Robinson and John Simpson are currently
in the studio arranging and recording
various pieces for their course projects.
Other students create 'vocal' sounds on
the Chroma and use them to perfect their
choral and harmony arrangements, while
various jazz groups rehearse with it.

As the first students to specialise in
electronics and studio techniques at the
School, the main users of the facility are
the author, Peter Riani and Stephen
Scorer. We're currently writing and
demoing an album of pastoral English
pop music for a five -piece studio band,
Absent Friends, for release after this year.
And we're also rehearsing a small elec-
tronic -acoustic orchestra for a perform-
ance of 'Tubular Bells', specially arranged
by Steve Scorer, to be staged in the
College's concert hall at a future date.

Further information about the School of
Music can be obtained from: the Depart-
mental Clerk, Room 141, School of Music,
College of Arts and Technology, Maple
Terrace, Newcastle upon Tyne NE4 7SA.



And don't forget our very special
package deals including
products from Tascam, Fostex,
Soundcraft, E.V. Yamaha,
Soundcraft, Beyer, JBL etc...
The Choice is Yours!

WE ARE MAIN SOUTH LONDON
AGENTS FOR STUDIOMASTER

CK P
TASCAM PORTA ONE

NOW IN STOCK...ONLY

£429.00 INC. VAT!
FREE PAIR OF TEAC HEADPHONES

WITH EVERY PORTA ONE
WHILST STOCKS LAST!

I86-MITCHAM LANE
STREATHAM, LONDON SW16
01-769 5681 and 01-769 6496

122 RUSHEY GREEN
CATFORD, LONDON SE6
01-690 8621 and 01-690 8622

SIMMONS
SAMPLE YOUR OWN
SOUNDS WITH THE
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lip
THE UP5!!
A Completely

New
Electronic Kit

including 5 pads,
control unit leads

+ 2x
Premier Stands

£550!!
CALL IN AND
HEAR IT NOW

SIMMONS SDS7+SDS8 KITS NOW IN STOCK!!
TED DIGISOUND MODULES DIGITAL DRUMS

Single Modules £99 Double Modules £149... Can be triggered from anything with
transducer attached. So why not turn a cardboard box into a power bass drum TODAY!!

NICER'

ROLAND MSQ100
Extensive memory real + step time, polyphonic
programming. Nice 'n easy to use!!

NOW IN STOCK AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE

SIXTRAKS/JELLINGHAUS PACKAGE
Multi Timbral real time sequencing with full auto correct and editing
package includes Sixtraks Synth, 12 Track Disc, Commodore interface

£965!!

SPECTRUM SEQUENCING PACKAGES
MIKON ... Excellent Graphics, masive memory. Probably the most
powerful step time program around £108
EMR ... Real time sequencing, powerful performance package £169

YAMAHA CX5
MUSIC COMPUTER

A complete Electronic Music
NEW 'Factory' allowing creation of

FM Digital Sounds and multiple
timbre performance of musical
compositions...
ALL THIS FOR LESS THAN £600!!

Synthesisers Now in Stock include...Sixtraks, T8, Prophet 600, Poly 800,
DX7, DX9, Juno 106, JX3P, DK600, EX800, Expander, Oscar. Computer

interfaces + software Now in Stock include... Seil, Jellinghaus, EMR +Micon.
In Store Demos for the BBC Model B, the Commodore 64, and the ZX Spectrum!!

Roland's Revolutionary MKB1 000
MIDI keyboard/controller complete
with the latest MIDI modules, is now
on show at both our branches. Plus
many other exciting Roland Products

sop,vcv.A. DRUMTRAKS
New sound chips now available including bass drums,
congas, timbales, syn toms, agogo bells... Features suchvOti as programmable tuneability have ensured that the Drumtraks

remains one of the best units available. NOW IN STOCK

NEW ROLAND TR707
Digital Drum unit employing the highly successful
programming aids of the DR110 and the TR606 . . . Midi
equipped, sync to tape, excellent sounds.
NOW IN STOCK £525

YAMAHA RX15+RX11
Two superb digital drum units featuring excellent real +
steptime programming . . . Can even be used as Midi
Keyboard Sequencers!! RX15 £499 RX11 £799

EMU DRUMULATOR
The biggest on -board memory of the Lot! Over 10,000
event capacity makes the Drumulator a wise choice for
nvoioaino m sici. .

SOUND PROCESSING
YOU'RE JUST 19" AWAY FROM HAPPINESS!
with the NEW IBANEZ DM1100

Excellent bandwidth, monster delay time of 3.6 seconds!
NOW IN STOCK AT ONLY £325!!
WE ALSO HAVE IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING UNITS
Ibanez DM1000 yamaha R1000
Ibanez DM2000 D Fostex 3070
Ibanez DM2000 D Accessit Reverb
Roland SDE1000 D Vesta SL020
Roland SDE3000 D Vesta RV2
Boss DE200 D Fostex patch bay
Korg SDD1000 D Isopatch Patchbay
Yamaha D1500 D Fostex 3070
JHS Digitec D Great British Spring R

Vesta DIG410 D Frontline X4 R/D

D = Digital Delay

R

C
R

C
R

R =Reverb C = Compressor/Limiter

TOKAI PEDALS BY MAIL
Overdrive £33
Delay £85

Chorus £55

Flanger 54

Compressor £34

Metal Driver 39

ALL SENT POST FREE!
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ON CASSETTE
It seems there are more E&MM readers making demo tapes than ever

before. We take a critical look at some of them. Neville Unwin

Kris McKuen Derby
Containing as it does nearly an album's

worth of minimalism, McKuen's cassette
Linear Functions is music you either love
or hate. A repetitious montage of changing
textures forms the basis of each track
and develops slowly to achieve a hypnotic
effect. I found myself listening for and
trying to anticipate the slightest change in
the music before it actually took place,
but the most interesting aspect of Kris'
work is undoubtedly the varied synth
textures he's created. Melody plays an
important role, too, but at the cost of the
harmonic progressions, which are for the
most part rather conventional. Never-
theless, it's the music's originality that
makes this one of the most inspiring
cassettes of the month.

Holiday Patrons
Cleveland

Three very different tracks from the
Holiday Patrons. 'Destroy Me' sets a
deep, unemotional vocal against a

powerful, driving beat, while 'Muscle
Sport' is an entertaining (read 'humour-
ous') look at bodybuilding: the third track,
'I'm in Love with Love', is almost a blues.
The band's unco-ordinated backing
vocals work particularly well, proving that,
just because you can't sing, doesn't
mean you can't shout effectively. Holiday
Patrons are not primarily a synth band,
and there are no drum machines or
sequencers within earshot. Instead, their
music is less complex than many more
technologically -oriented groups, but it's
also played with a better technique than
most, even if that simplicity is carried to
extremes at times.

There's Nothing New
Under the Sun Luton

At first sight, a tape that seemed to
represent the height of pretention. No
fewer than 26 tracks (most of them,
thankfully, short) based on 'ancient
writings and the Bible' follow each other
without pause. Nevertheless, each track
has something of interest to offer. There's
a wealth of technical effects and diverse
instrumental arrangements that ensures
that the music never becomes dull. Over-
dubbed tapes, solo speech, choral singing
and a variety of synth sounds all contribute
towards this end. However, pretentious
aspects aside, the continually unexpected
song endings result in the music becoming
disjointed, particularly when there's no
'breathing space' between songs. The
actual material used is interesting, but is
just not given enough time to reach a
satisfactory conclusion.

Andy Pandy and the
Mad Teddies
Harrogate

At the opposite end of the musical
spectrum come this (intriguingly -named)
Yorkshire band. Not only does their
image embrace the world of children's
television, so do their songs. 'Tick Tock',
for instance, is the tale of Looby Loo's
kidnap by the Action Men, while 'Party
Time' contains a mixture of kiddy talk and
nonsense words -a clear winner for the
Silliest Song of the Month award. The
object of all this seems to be to present
the most ridiculous subjects in a perfectly
straightforward - even dramatic - manner.

As Andy Pandy sings with confidence, we
notice a hint of David Bowie in the
delivery. And although there's a dance
flavour in many of the songs, they're on
the whole, thoughtfully arranged and
accommodate a variety of atmospheres.
Those rock musicians who like to take
their image seriously might find this band
frivolous, but there can be no doubt
they've taken as much time and care as
any over the finished product.

Woodside Cambridge
Unusual among E&MM demo hope-

fuls, Woodside are a guitar -based band.
Mysteriously entitled Jade their cassette
features a variety of styles, from the
obviously commercial 'New Day' to
'Commuter Belt', a slow track that, again,
comes close to blues territory. Technically,
every track is well played. Tim Maitland's
various bass styles and brother Chris'
excellent drumming being particularly
impressive, and these are complemented
by the quality of the recording. The vocals
aren't always intelligible, which is a shame,
and Woodside would almost certainly
benefit from the inclusion of a keyboard
player in their line-up, as that might result
in a bigger variation in sound texture.
Something which, despite effects pedals,
is somewhat lacking on the evidence of
this cassette.

The Best ofthe Rest
Julius, alias Paul Spicer from West

Sussex, offers just one track, made
worthwhile by the strange intervals in the
distinctive vocal line. The lyrics are con-
ventional, the accompaniment simple yet

effective. In contrast to this demo, which
was recorded in just four hours of studio
time, The Producers' demo is (perhaps
appropriately) rather over -engineered.
It's technically well performed, though, if
rather unadventurous in style. Still, they
do at least use a Frankie bass sound
(played on an OSCar though I'm not sure
it's the same sound as the one we
published in Patchwork) with more
imagination than that band managed on
'Relax'. Meanwhile, Oxford's Paul Hop -
good features on two tapes this month.
His solo offering, 'The Mystery of the
Sheep in the Suitcase', is almost minimalist
in character, and concentrates on
unusual, shifting harmonies. However,
it's rhythmically too conventional and
sonically too predictable to keep it from
becoming monotonous. Produced by
Paul Hopgood, The Turquoise Mole
Eaters are a different kettle of fish, and
definitely an oddity. To put it politely, the
spontaneous nature of their songs in-
creases towards the end of the tape, and
although a neil 'heavy concept' version of
'Freebird' is at times quite amusing the
playing on all the tracks is ragged, the
remainder of the songs being too over-
done to be funny. More effective are
Wakefield's Citron Girls. Their satire
'How I Made a Million Dollars by Leading
Two and a Half Lives for the FBI' shows
that a song needn't be musically com-
plicated to succeed, while 'The New
Trash from America' uses skilfully -mixed
excerpts from radio broadcasts to bring
home its message.

If you've made a demo tape you'd like
reviewed in E&MM, send it well -protected
(accidents do happen) to On Cassette at
the editorial address. Don't forget to
include plenty of recording/equipment
details, as well as a recent photo if
possible.
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SORRY . . . NO PRICES!!

II

OUR SUPPLIERS HAVE FORBIDDEN US TO PRINT OR QUOTE OUR TELEPHONE PRICES
SO IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ANY ITEM, VISIT OUR STORE

FOR THE BEST SURPRISE OF 1985

CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Keyboard Combo
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Lead Combo
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Bass Combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Keyboard Combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Lead Combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90. Bass Combo
CARLSBRO Sherwood 90, Solo Artist Combo
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, keyboard Combo
CARLSBRO Stringray 150, Lead Combo
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Pro Lead Combo
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Bass Combo
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Keyboard Top..._.........,
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, PA Top Reverb
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Keyboard Top
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Lead Top
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Bass Top
CARLSBRO Marlin 150, PA Top
CARLSBRO Marlin 300, PA Top
CARLSBRO M150 Mono Slave
CARLSBRO M300 Mono Slave
CARLSBRO 5300 Stereo Slave
CARLSBRO 5600 Stereo Slave
CARLSBRO 200 watt I x 15. Pro Cab
CARLSBRO 100 watt I x 15, Bass Cab
CARLSBRO 100 watt 1 x 15 Keyboard .........

dtfaitdrait
MARSHALL 2203 100 WATT MN Top
MARSHALL 2210 100 watt Split Top
MARSHALL 1959 100 watt Super Lead Top
MARSHALL 1992 100 watt Bass Top... ...........
MARSHALL 2204 50 watt MN
MARSHALL 1987 50 watt Super Lead Top
MARSHALL 2205 50 watt Split Top
MARSHALL 1966 50 watt Bass Top
MARSHALL 1984 400 watt 4.12 Bass Cab
MARSHALL 1935 280 watt 4x 12 Lead Cab
MARSHALL 1960 280 watt 4x 12 Lead Cab
MARSHALL 1936 140 watt 2.12 Lead Cab
MARSHALL 5005 12 watt Lead Combo
MARSHALL 5501 12 watt Bass Combo
MARSHALL 5301 12 watt Keyboard Combo
MARSHALL 5002 20 watt Lead Combo .........
MARSHALL 5502 20 watt Bass Combo
MARSHALL 5302 20 watt Keyboard Combo
MARSHALL 5010 30 wall Lead Combo
MARSHALL 5503 30 watt Bass Combo
MARSHALL 5210 50 watt Lead Combo
MARSHALL 5305 50 watt Keyboard Combo
MARSHALL 5306 60 watt Keyboard Combo
MARSHALL 5506 60 watt Bass Combo
MARSHALL 5520 150 watt Bass Combo
MARSHALL 4010 50 watt Valve Lead Combo
MARSHALL 4104 50 watt 2 x 12 Valve Combo
MARSHALL 4210 50 Split Channel Combo
MARSHALL 5275 75 1.12 Revert Combo
MARSHALL 4103 100 2 x 12 Valve Lead Combo
MARSHALL 4211 100.12 Valve Split Combo

76, if2p_

SIDEKICK 10w lead combo..
SIDEKICK 20w lead combo
SIDEKICK 30w lead combo
SIDEKICK 30w bass combo
SIDEKICK 50w bass combo
STUDIO Lead 1 x 12 50w
STAGE Lead I x12 100w
STAGE Lead 2010 100w
MONTREUX 1 x 12 100w
LONDON 10 12 100w
LONDON 2.12 100w
SHOWMAN 1x 12200w
SHOWMAN 2 x 10200w
SHOWMAN 1 x 15200w

lk,Roland
ROLAND Spirit 10
ROLAND Spirit 25
ROLAND Spirit 30
ROLAND Spirit 50
ROLAND Spirit 15 Bass.. ..........
ROLAND Spirit 30 Bass
ROLAND Spirit 50 Bass

ROLAND Cube 40 _OBOSS EFFECTS
ROLAND Cube 20

ROLAND Cube 60
ROLAND Cube 100
ROLAND Cube 40 Keyboard
ROLAND Cube 60 Keyboard
ROLAND Cube 60 Bass
ROLAND Cube 40 Chorus
ROLAND Cube 60 Chorus
ROLAND JC50 Jazz Chorus
ROLAND JC120 Jazz Chorus

KULOS
KUDOS 251, 100 watt Monitor
KUDOS 251.200 watt Monitor, pair
KUDOS 351 150 watt Speakers, pair
KUDOS 653, 320 watt Speakers, pair
KUDOS 666, 600 watt Speakers, part
KUDOS KL5 Loudspeaker Sands, pair
KUDOS MX6400, 6 Channel PA Amp

TRAYNOR 12/201, 12/2 Pro Mixer
TRAYNOR 6400, 120 watt Mixer Amp ........ .....
TRAYNOR 4200 70 watt Mixer Amp. ...........
TRAYNOR PS600 Stereo Slave
TRAYNOR CS 115H, Cabs ............... .
TRAYNOR CS 120H Cabs par
TRAYNOR CS110T Cabs, pair

YAMAHA
NI -TECH CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX

009 Synthesizer.

CE20 Synthesizer

8X11 Digital Rhythm Unit
8X15 Digital Rhythm Unit
CX5 Music Computer
CALL IN FORA DEMONSTRATION OF
THIS AMAZING MACHINE

KEY CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX
Poly 6 Synthesizer
Poly 61 Synthesizer
Poly 61-M with Mid'
Mono Poly Synthesizer... .................... .....
Lambda Synthesizer
SAS -20 Personal Keyboard
EPS1 Stage Piano/Strings
80-S Symphonic Piano/Strings
80 Symphonic Piano
Poly 800 with Midi
60800 Midi Expander Module
RK-100 Remote Midi Keyboard
DDM 110 Digital Rhythm Una
DDM-220 Digital Latin Rhythms

IkRoland
MAIN DEALER FOR S.E. ESSEX
ROLAND Juno 106 Polysynth ....... .

ROLAND Juno 6 Pohysynth
ROLAND Juno 60 Polysynth
ROLAND MKB1000 Midi Keyboard
ROLAND MKSI 0 Piano Module
ROLAND MKS30 Synth, Module
ROLAND SH101 Mono Synth

ROLAND JSQ-60 Sequencer
ROLAND MS0-100 Midi Recorder ..........
ROLAND MSQ-700 Midi Recorder
ROLAND MC202 Micro Composer
ROLAND PG200 Programmer
ROLAND TR707 Digital Rhythm Unit
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix
ROLAND TB303 Bassline
ROLAND MPC0. 8 Pad Midi Controller .........
ROLAND GR700 Guitar Synth

CASIO
CASIO CZ -101 Amazing
CASIO CT6000, Amazing New Model ..........
CASIO CT6I0 Stereo Model
CASIO CT310S, Battery/mains Keyboard
CASIO KX-101, Stereo Cassette Radio
CASIO MT8000. with Chorus and Revert
CASIO MT800 with Stereo Speakers
CASIO MT400V, with Stereo Speakers
CASIO MT200, with Computer Interlace ...
CASIO MT200, Standard Keyboard
CASIO MT68, Auto Chord/Bass/Rhythm ....
CASIO MT46, Auto Chord/Bass/Rhythm
CASIO MT41, Auto Bass Section
CASIO MT35, Auto Chord/Bass/Rhythm
CASIO PT80, with ROM Pack
CASIO PT30, with Memory
CASIO PT20, with Memory
CASIO PT -1. New Model with Memory
SEQUENCERS
ROLAND MS0700,6.700 notes
ROLAND JSQ 60.2,500 notes
ROLAND MC -202, 2,600 notes
ROLAND CS0,600. 600 notes
ROLAND TB -303, Bass Line
ROLAND CS0-100, 168 notes

New DD2 800MS. Digital Delay Pedal ..... .
New HM2, Heavy Metal Pedal.... ............... ..........
New TU12H, Chromatic Tuner
new HAS, Playbus Headphone Amp
New RHI1M, Headset With Microphone
BF2 Flanger ..... ..... NFI Norse Gate......_
CE2 Chores FA1 Pre Amp
CE3 Chorus Case+ Power
C52 Compressor HC2 Handclapper
DS1 Distortion PC2 Perc. Synth
SD1 Overdrive Power Supply
GE7 Graphic TU12 Tuner._..._.........
GEI 0 Graphic BX400 Mixer
PH1 R Phaser BX600 Mixer
'NW Touch Wah ..... .
DM2 Delay
FOC2 Octaver
VB2 Vibrato

KM04 Mixer ..........
MS100A Monitor
DM100 Echo

CASSETTE RECORDERS
TASCAM Porta-one mini studio
TASCAM 225 Syncset
TASCAM 244 Ponastudio. 4 track.................
TASCAM 234, sync. set ... .......... ..........

TASCAM PE -40, sync -set pre -amp .
TASCAM 3 -unit, sync set flightcase .......... ........
TASCAM Sync -set system. as above
CLARION XA-5 mastering unit
CLARION XD -54 -track
CLARION floor console for above unit
CLARION Remote control
CLARION 05000 System complete as above_
YAMAHA MT -44 4 -track
YAMAHA MM 30 Mixer with Graphic
YAMAHA RB-30 patchbay and rack
YAMAHA MT system as above, complete ,

ARIA R -504,4 -track .

CUTEC MR808, 8 -track, arriving soon .....
CUTEC MR402 4 -track Mk!!

RHYTHM UNITS
SEQUENTIAL Circuits 'Drum Tracks'digital
YAMAHA RX-11 digital
ROLAND TR909 Analog/Digital
HAMMOND DPM-48 digital
YAMAHA RX-I5 Digital
KORG PSS-50 Super Section. digital
ROLAND CR8000, 8 memory
KORG KR5513 96 rhythms
ROLAND CR5000, pre-set ............... 
KORG KPR77 analog
KORG DDM-110 digital drums
KORG DDM-220 digital Latin percussion
ROLAND TR606 'Drurnatix
ROLAND DR 110. Dr Rhythm
SOUNDMASTER SR99
KAY memory rhythm 16

STEREO MIXERS
YAMAHA MC1204 12 into 4, studio or stage. ..... .
TRAYNOR 12/201. 12 into 2. reverb.....,.,
PRO -Mark MX3, 12 into 4, studio
STARSOUND Dynamix, 16 into 2. studio
CUTEC MX 1200, 12 into 2. studio or stage.
MTR 12/8/2 studio mixer
STARSOUND Dynamix 12 into 2, studio
ROLAND Boss 8X8008 into 2
MTR 6/4/2 Studio Mixer
KORG KM -X8 8 into 2
STARSOUND Dynamix, 6 into 2
ROLAND Boss 8X6006 into 2

RACK PROCESSORS
ARIA SO 520 stereo graphic & Spectrum
ARIA SO -525 stereo graphic ....................
ARIA AR 525 stereo reverb
CUTEC GS -2200 stereo graphic & Spectrum
CUTEC SA -2000 Spectrum aoalysers .......... 
CUTEC AE -400 reverb with analog pre -delay
VESTA Fire SF -010 dual flanger/chorm
VESTA Fire SF 010 dual flanger/chorus. .....
VESTA Fire RV1 stereo revert..,...... ............ ........
VESTA Fire RW stereo reverb... ..... ........ ..........
VESTA Fire SL -020 dual compressor/limiter
VESTA Fire TC-810 two channel aural exciter.....
TASCAM MX 80 8 channel microphone mixer....
TASCAM PE -40 4 channel pre -amp equaliser.....

DIGITAL DELAYS
YAMAHA 01500, 16 memories and midi
KORG SDD300 programmable
ROLAND SDE-3000, 8 memories
YAMAHA R1000 digital reverb
IBANEZ HDI 000. harmoniser and delay
ROLAND SDD-I 000 new model
CUTEC CD -425 with sub delay
EVANS MDD 1500 with sub -delay
IBANEZ DM2000 modulation
BOSS DE200 with modulation and hold
IBANEZ DM1100 modulation
EVANS Midi -1000, LED Readout
ARIA DEX1000, LED Readout
WASHBURN WD -1400, modulation__ .....
JHS bigloot digital pedal, modulation

ANALOG DELAYS
ROLAND RE301 with chorus. Oland
ROLAND RE201 with reverb, s/hand
EVANS EP250 rack mounted

EVANS AE250 rack mounted
CARLSBRO AD -1 studio echo
EVANS EP100 echo pet .............
CHASER EM -400 rack mounted
JHS ET -100 echo lock .........
EVANS MX -101. rack mounted ..
MELOS DE -1, standard echo .....
CHASER EM -51. echo super ...

MONITOR SPEAKERS
CLARION Studio Monitors ......... .
KUDOS 251's 100 watts pair ...... ..........
BOSE 10I's 100 watts, pair
KORG MM -25 powered
YAMAHA MS -10 powered
BOSS MS -100. 100 watts
BOSS MA 15 powered
BOSS MA -5. powered
SUZUKI MX 100 powered pair

MICROPHONES
Over 100 on stock including:
Shure, AKG, Audio Technics, Evans, Beyer,
Sennheiser Studio Microphones. Also Stands,
Booms, Shockmounts etc.
Phone for Amazing Prices.

USA Standard Stratocaster, sienna sunburst

USA Standard Stratocaster. brown sunburst
USA Standard Stratocaster, ivory .......................
SQUIRE Vintage Stratocaster, '57 or '62 models
SQUIRE Vintage Telecasters '52 model
SQUIRE Vintage Precisions '57 or 6 models . ..... .
SQUIRE Vintage Jazz Bass '82 model_ .....
SQUIRE Standard Stratocasters, rosewood neck
SQUIRE Standard Stratocasters, maple necks_
SQUIRE Standard Telecasters, maple neck........
USA Elite Stratocasters, rosewood neck.
USA Elite Stratocasters, maple neck ........ ....

TOKAI
TST-50 Vintage 3 pick-up '58 model. pink .....
TOT -50 Vintage 3 pick-up '58 model, black.........
TST-50 Vintage 3 pick-up, '58 model, gold
TST-50 Vintage 3 -pick-up '58 model, blue
TST-50 Vintage 3 pick-up '58 model, blue
TST-50 Vintage 3 -pick-up. '58 model, sunburst
TST-50 Vintage 3 -pick-up '58 model, white
TST-50 Vintage 3 -pick '64 model, pink
TOT -50 Vintage 3 pick-up. '64 model, black
TST-50 Vintage 3 pick-up. '64 model, sunburst
TOT -50 Vintage 3 pick-up. '64 model, white
TST-50 Vintage 3 pick-up. '64 mode. gold
TST-80 Vintage 3 pick-up. 50 model, V neck
TST-50 Vintage 2 pick-up. '54 model. blonde
TST-50 Vintage 2 pick-up. '54 model, sunburst
TST-50 Vintage 2 pick-up. '64 model, blonde
TST-50 Vintage 2 pick-up, '64 model, E/binding
TJB-45 Vintage '64 azz bass, black
TJB-45 Vintage '64 'azz bass, white ........ .....
TJB-45 Vintage '64 azz bass, sunburst
TJB-45 Vintage '64 am bass. blue
TJB-45 Vintage '64 'azz bass natural
WE- 70 Flying I/'58 model inc. case
TOKAI 335 Semi-accoustic. '58 model
NEW model Talbo, metal body, white or black

0 YAMAHA
SG 1300T guitar with tremolo. ors,
SG 3000S guitar metallic black
SG 1000S guitar, jet black finish.
SG 1000 guitar. s/hand, tobacco. ......... .....
SG 500 guitar. s/hand, cherry ..... . ........... ............
SG 200 guitar, jet black
SG 200 guitar, tobacco sunburst ..... ...
SG 90 guitar, circa '74 nice example ..... .....
SG 35 guitar, circa '74 browns_ ..........
SC 400 guitar. red finish
SF 600 guitar, chestnut finish
BB 3000 bass, metallic black, fabulous
BB 1000S bass. brown satin
BB 1200 bass, cherry sunburst
BB 400 bass, fretless. black,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
BB 400 Sass fretless. cherry.._.._.._..__...._
BB 300 bam, jet black finish .....1=4
THUNDER I Guitar, light oak finish ..... ................
THUNDER Jet Guitar, all black ............ ...........
THUNDER I Active Guitar, light oak .......... .........
THUNDER I Active Guitar, red.

THUNDER I Guitar, with tremolo, black ...............
THUNDER I Guitar with tremelo, red
THUNDER II Guitar. white ........ ... ............
THUNDER IIActive Guitar
CONCORDE I Guitar, red or black.
THUNDER I bass, light oak finish
THUNDER Jet bass, all black
THUNDER I bass, red or black
THUNDER I Active bass, light oak
THUNDER I Active bass, red or black
THUNDER II bass, metallic silver
THUNDER III bass, let black finish

.Thaste,z
RS440 guitar, new model. black ..... .....
RS 530 Guitar, new model black . ...........
RS 1300 guitar, new model. natural
RS 1100, all black, inc. metalwork ..........
ROADSTAR II Custom, white/blue or green
BLAZER, natural finish
BLAZER BL 500, deluxe. blue ..... ..... .........
AM50 semi-accoustic guitar, tobacco...
AM100 semi -acoustic guitar. tobacco
ROADSTAR RB820 bass. silver..........
ROP STAR RB650 bass. white
ROADSTAR RB630 bass, black
ROADSTAR 00630 bass, white
ROADSTAR II custom bass
RB 750 bass, new model, black
RB850 bass, new model. black ...........
RB 950 bass, new model, black

ARIA
TA30 Guitar, semi -acoustic 335 model, cherry ...
TA30 Guitar. semi-accoustic 335 model, black
CS-BG Guitar, Cardinal Black 'n Gold model.._.
URCHIN Guitar with temelo, black
WILDCAT. New Model, black hardware and body
SB-BG Bass. black 'n gold series
SB Elite II Bass. jet black
SB Elite I bass. jet black
SB 600 bass. jet black
ROB Special II bass, fretless. natural
RSB Special II bass, black
RSB Special ....ass, black
RSB Standard bass, natural finish

WASHBURN
STAGE SERIES A5 guitar. black
STAGE SERIES A5, guitar. white
STAGE SERIES A5, guitar, tremolo. black
STAGE SERIES A10, guitar, tremolo, white.

..... :::.. ": ..... :::. .......

.. .

KEYBOARDS GUITARS
DRUMS & PERCUSSION
AMPLIFICATION
HOME RECORDING

Southend (0702)553647
300 302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS7 2DD.

STAGE SERIES A20 guitar, tremolo, red
FORCE -3 pick-up. tremelo, white
HB-35 semi-accoustic, natural finish .........

['Roland
08700 8 G707 Guitar Synthesizer Outfit

/circa Lao 
LUDWIG Big Beat kit, drums only, mahogany
wood finish
LUDWIG Power toms, 4 -drums only, black cortex
LUDWIG 6 -drum double bass drum kit, no stands
LUDWIG 5 -drum big beat outfit, no stands but
8 inch Coliseum Snare

Premier
PREMIER APK 5 -drum kit, black
PREMIER APK 7 -drum kit, black
PREMIER APK 5 -drum kits. cherry
PREMIER APK. 5 -drum kits. rosewood
PREMIER APK 7 -drum kits, rosewood
PREMIER 5 -drum Soundwave Power Tom outfit
nc. Trilock
PREMIER 5 -drum Soundwave Outtit with
Lockfast. dark wood
PREMIER 5 -drum Crown outfit inc. stands.
natural wood
PREMIER 5 -drum Royale outfits inc.
stands/pedals
PREMIER 5 -drum, Elite kit, big sizes

YAMAHA

SERIES 9000!!! IN STOCK
YAMAHA 5000 series 5 -drum outfit inc. stands,
black
YAMAHA 7000 series 4 -drums only, black finish

DLX SERIES
5 -piece kit in lacquered wine red
PEARL 7 -drum Innovation outfits inc. stands,
black or silver
PEARL 5 -drum Professional series inc. stands.

PEARL 5 -drum Professional series. drum only
inc. Snare
PEARL 7 -drums wood/fibreglass Inc. stands rob
PEARL 5 -drum Export series kits. inc. stands
PEARL 5 -drum Export Power tom ouffits,
incl stands
MAXWIN 705 5 -drum outfit new style
stands/hardware
MAXWIN 405 5 -drum outfits inc. stands/pedals

ammoNs)
SIMS

Gret Simmons Sounds at a price you can afford

TAMA
TAMA TECHSTAR ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS
TAMA 5 -drum Swingstar kits inc. stands/pedals
TAMA 5 -drum Swingstar kits, no stands
TAMA 5 -drum Power Tom kits inc. stands/pedals
TAMA 5 -drum Power Tom kits, no studs

-IAA;
TRAK SERIES DRUMS
FROM JAPAN
TRAK 7 -drum Power Tom outfit inc. stands,
black or silver
TRAK 5 -drum system two power tom outfit incl
stands, black or silver
ACOUSTIC DRUM DEPARTMENT
CAPELLE 5 -drum Turbo outfit with Power toms &
heavy duty stands, black
CAPELLE 5 -drum Turbo kit, drums only, no
stands
ROGERS 5 -drum R360 outfit inc. stands

PAM
'NEW DIMENSION' CONNOISEUR RANGE
'RUDE ROCK RANGE ALL SIZES
'2002' PRO RANGE MOST SIZES
'505' DELUXE RANGE MOST SIZES
'404' BUDGET RANGE MOST SIZES
'101' BEGINNERS RANGE GREAT VALUE
NEW 5 -SERIES COLOURED CYMBALS black or red
NOW IN STOCK!!!

DRUM HARDWARE
Huge selectionof Stands, Pedals. Tama, Pearl,
Premier, Capella etc. Too many to list so please
phone for Amazing Discount Prices
KLONE ELECTRONIC KITS inc. the amazing
'Multi Klone' NOW IN STOCK..... .......

Please send me details of the following items 

(1)

(2)

(3)

Name

Address
111

Tel. No
awn
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°N RECORD
Vital vinyl for warming winter days - with more than a surprise package

or two in store. Dan Goldstein
Morgan Fisher
Look at Life
Cherry Red BRED 64

Well, a real turn -up for the book in February's
electronic music Record of the Month stakes.
Some of you may remember Fisher as a
member of late -sixties overnight success
combo The Love Affair. Me, I remember that
his was the tortured but inspired imagination
that resulted in Miniatures, an album consisting
of 51 minute -long recordings by artists famous
and infamous that surfaced about ten years
later.

But here he is, beating all -corners to make
the brightest, most original long-playing con-
tribution to 1985 so far. Recorded in Japan,
where Fisher has been living for the past year
as a convert of the Rajneesh religion, Look at
Life is a celebration in every sense of the word.
Morgan makes plentiful use of the best modern
technology can offer him (a couple of Casios,
Yamaha GS1, DX7 synths and REV1 pro
reverb system), but still succeeds in making
music that lifts like no margarine I know of.

There's a variety of styles on show here,
from the systems patterns of 'Lord of the Full
Moon' through the lilting Latin of 'Samba de
Carnival' to the undisturbed calm of 'Erik', as
good a tribute to Monsieur Satie as you're
likely to find this side of Japan's 'Nightporter'.

Above all, Look at Life tugs the listener away
from the grey indifference of everyday life and
into a world where deceit and pretence are as
far away as they'll ever be, though in the case
of the next record to come under the micro-
scope, that obviously isn't far enough . . .

Wendy Carlos
Digital Moonscapes
CBS 1M39340

Absurdly sub -titled 'An Evolutionary Syn-
thesiser Tour de Force', Carlos' latest offering

promises the world (nay, the galaxy) and
delivers, well, nothing really. I suppose it's
stating the obvious to say that Carlos' inven-
tiveness has completely deserted her since
she made Switched -on Bach (as a man) back
in 1969 or whenever it was, but even that
knowledge didn't prepare me sufficiently for
the mediocrity of Digital Moonscapes.

In the (diabolical) sleeve notes, Carlos claims
to 'love the orchestra' and then proceeds to
rob that august musical tradition of almost all
its natural glory and sparkle by using a number
of dreary, lacklustre synth sounds lovingly
programmed on a brand new Synergy/Crumar
General Development System. And while an
unhealthy preoccupation with the synthesis of
acoustic timbres means that there's scarcely
an original synth sound anywhere on the entire
LP, there's also no escaping the fact that
there's hardly a musical progression here
that's worthy of the name.

If there is a lesson to be learned from Digital
Moonscapes, it's that you can't rely on tech-
nology to do all the work for you if you haven't
an original musical idea in your head - so don't
get carried away with that costly computer
music system you always promised yourself.

How the mighty have fallen.

Jean -Luc Ponty
Open Mind
Polydor 823 581-Y

Another synth player who's been around a
bit, though Ponty can at least claim some
instrumental versatility in view of his well -
documented exploits with myriad forms of
electric violin. What he can't claim with any
conviction is that Open Mind breaks much in
the way of genuinely new ground, either
musically or technologically.

Still, where Ponty scores over Carlos is in
being able to instill some sort of passion into
his playing after all this time. Even when a star
of similar stature such as Chick Corea (the
title -track) or George Benson ('Modern Times
Blues') drops by to make a guest appearance,

Ponty keeps his cool and continues playing
with confidence and self-respect.

Not an earth-shatterer then, but Open Mind
should keep Ponty's fans happy, and enhance
his reputation as one of the most emotional
synth performers of the present era. If there's
anybody capable of proving that solo synth
performance needn't be an egoistic indul-
gence, it's him.

Steve Roach
Structures from Silence
Fortuna FOR-LP024

And by way of complete contrast, an album
of floating, reflective computer music from
Roach, a young Californian composer who'd
already made his mark as a writer of more
'dynamic' electronic music before turning his
hand to the crystalline ambience of Structures.

According to the composer, 'the essence of
this music is what you feel when it ends, a
returning to the silence', but personally I got
more involved in it while it was still playing - it
makes a colourful but inoffensive backdrop
to more or less anything. Which, if you think
about it logically, is exactly what good muzak
is all about.

Technical details are scarce, but we are at
least furnished with the information that the
composer listened to no outside music whilst
in the final stages of committing side two to
tape, so the recording should theoretically be
free of conscious plagiarism. Actually, there's
more than a hint of the Eno School of Ambience
in the way Structures is put together melodic-
ally, which will no doubt please those already
converted to the attractions of this sort of
music, but leave the rest of the record -buying
public out in the cold.

The album is much the better for its lack of
compromise, however, so if you're interested
(and the record is only a tiny part of what's now
an excellent Fortuna catalogue), contact Lotus
Records at 23 High Street, Newcastle under
Lyme, Staffs ST51QZ. IT (0782) 628916.
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LOOK
WHAT PETER'S TAKING TO

HOLLYWOOD

"THE 61'S ALWAYS BEEN GREAT.
HAVING MIDI'S MADE IT BRILLIANT."

"DIGITAL DRUM SOUNDS AT THIS
PRICE? AND YOU CAN SYNCHRONIZE

TO MIDI TOO! "

"KORG DELAYS ARE SUPERB. I LOVE "THE TRULY PORTABLE 800'S FANTASTIC.THE 2 SECOND SAMPLING ON THE 1000."
ESPECIALLY WITH THE EX 800 MODULE:'

"I CAN REALLY RELY ON KORG -
ASTONISHING QUALITY AND VALUE."

LADIES AND GENTS MEET MR PETER
OXENDALE - CURRENTLY PLAYING KEYBOARDS
WITH FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD.

BEFORE HE HEADED OFF ON AN
AMERICAN TOUR WE HAD HIM TEST OUR KORG
RANGE. WE THINK HE LIKED IT.

AND SEEING AS HOW YOU ONLY HAVE
TO GO AS FAR AS YOUR NEAREST POST BOX TO
FIND OUT MORE, WHY NOT FILL IN THE
COUPON NOW? -
I'D LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT KORG.

NAME

ADDRESS

KORE
E&MM 285

KORG (UK), 32-34 GORDON HOUSE ROAD.
LONDON NW5 1NE TELEPHONE: 01-267 5151
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7=0 JEAN-MICHEL JARRE

France's most successful composer of electronic music had a new album,
Zoolook, released at the end of last year. Here he explains the motivation
behind the recording and describes the technology that made it possible.

Paul Wiffen & Dan Goldstein
of '84, and among the collaborating
experimenters are Marcus Miller, Adrian
Belew and Laurie Anderson. In fact, none
of those three characters made an
especially large contribution to the new
record. Zoolook is first and foremost
Jarre's work, from conception to execu-
tion, with the other artists drafted in to
spice things up a little as and when the
composer saw fit.

It's a remarkable album in many ways.
More than any other Jarre recording, it
relies heavily on the talents of computer
technology (in the shape of the Fairlight
CMI and the Emulator), partly because
the machines have improved immeasur-
ably since the recording of Magnetic
Fields, the composer's previous all -new
release, but mostly because a major
element within Zoolook's sonic make-up
is the sampling - and subsequent elec-
tronic treatment - of vocal snippets from
a huge variety of cultures and ethnological
backgrounds.

Whenever one of electronic
music's most influential figures
foists a new long-playing record

on the unsuspecting public, that public
tends to sit up and take notice. Even
more so if it's been the best part of four
years since he released a collection of

all -new work, and if he's recruited a
number of other well-known musical
experimenters to assist him in the new
album's production.

The figure in question here is Jean -
Michel Jarre, the album is Zoolook,
released in the UK by Polydor at the end

Language Samples
What inspired Jarre to attempt such a

task?
'Well, it was a concept I'd been thinking

about for quite a long time. Five or six
years ago, the Director of the French
Opera asked me to consider writing a
modern opera, though not necessarily a
rock opera. I was interested, but also a bit
cautious about accepting the offer,
because I consider that the operatic form
is better suited to the 19th century that it
is to the 20th: the most famous opera
composers of today are in fact people like
George Lucas, Stephen Spielberg and
Stanley Kubrick - film directors rather
than musicians.

'On the other hand, I was also interested
in refashioning some kind of operatic
form, treating the vocals in a manner
entirely different to what rock music
tends to do with them. When the China
concerts ended, so did a certain period of
my career: I had become tired of the more
usual sorts of synthesiser music, and
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particularly the cosmic Star Wars
approach adopted by so many people
today. So I became continually involved
in the everyday sounds around me -
instruments like the Fairlight allow you to
do that nowadays.

'I did a lot of travelling at that time, and
it occurred to me that the way many
musicians use pure ethnic music seemed
rather artificial. It's become fashionable
over the last three years or so to take a

group of ethnic instruments and juxtapose
them with rock ones, but that seems
incongruous to me 'Sometimes it can work
- as it does with Peter Gabriel's music -
but that sort of thing I consider to be the
exception. It seems to me much more
interesting to take words or parts of words

from different languages and work with
them.

'Some of the voices and words on
Zoolook were recorded during my travels,
while the others are the result of my
working with a French ethnologist, Xavier
Bellanger, who had travelled a great deal
himself and had a large collection of tapes.
We listened to all the sounds between us
and I selected the words I wanted to use.
My selections were based on phonetic or

musical qualities rather than what the
words meant as such.'

It's the sheer scope of the linguistic
samples present on Zoolook that gives
probably the best clue as to why the album
took so long coming. Languages used
include such oddities as Aboriginal, Balin-

ese, Eskimo, Pigmy and Sioux, but not all
the album's samples are voices, and not
all the instruments used are samplers.
Because Jarre still finds time for lower -tech
hardware in the form of ancient Moog, ARP
and EMS synthesiserS, his custom-built
Matrisequencer, and a Mkl Linn drum
machine as well as a more up-to-date
model. The assortmentrnakes for a colour-
ful collection full of i -st and vitality, and
that's precisely the 66hiposer's intention.

Synthesisers
'I like to be adaptable where synthe-

sisers themselves are concerned', Jarre
affirms. 'I wouldn't like to limit myself to
any particular system, be it analogue or
digital - the reason I use any instrument is
simply that it cari*iake the sound I

require. Because as you know, every
synthesiser has its own specific sound.

'Generations of instruments come and
go, and some of them will be good and
others not so good. If you take the violin
world as an example, it's probably the
dream of the average violinist to play a
Stradivarius, an instilment built in the
17th century. And that's because nobody
since then has succeeded in building a
violin with the same actual sound. It's my
opinion that the same goes for electronic
instruments: second Or third generation
instruments are not necessarily preferable
to those from the *V.

'For example, I donsider some of the
sounds on the first Linn are much better
than those on the LinnDrum, but because
the LinnDrum has greater programming
possibilities and some of the sounds
have been improved, people have a
tendency to think that it is automatically a
better instrument.

'And I don't think there's any way that
the newer Japanese instruments such as
the DX7 will ever replace the older ana-
logue synths. It takes a long time to edit
sounds on them because altering para-
meters is so complicated, and in almost
every respect they represent a completely
different approach. If anything, the
Japanese seem to be considering syn-
thesisers as versatile organs - they're
thinking primarily in financial rather than
musical terms.

'That's why I prefer to weigh up the
possibilities of any new instrument very
carefully. And strangely, the last patch I
constructed was an 'bid Moog 55 - a
modified one that used to belong to
Robert Moog himself.'

And in addition to the composer's
sampling computers and purely electronic
sound generators, Zoolook also has its
fair share of conventional rock instruments,
courtesy of the collaborators mentioned
above. As a result, some of it sounds
decidedly commercial and accessible by
comparison with some of Jarre's previous
works, though it's unlikely Tommy Vance
will ever play it on his Radio 1 rock show.
Because although the instruments them-
selves might be conventional, the musi-
cians playing them do so in decidedly off-
the-wall ways, which is what attracted
Jarre to the idea of working with them in
the first place.
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Collaborators

`It was a combination of factors that
made me decide to use other artists on
this album. I chose the people I did
because I admired their previous work
and because I felt they could lend some-
thing useful to the album as a whole, but
there was also the fact that working with
synthesisers can be very lonely. You have
to approach it like a painter, alone in a
bunker or something, so the idea of
integrating other people came quite
naturally.

`I tried to choose artists that were
known not only for their session playing
ability but also for working at the very
edge of their particular field. For example,
I consider Marcus Miller to be not only the
best bass player in the United States, but
also someone who has a very unusual
approach to his instrument: he's able to
play rock, jazz, breakdance, any number
of styles. And Adrian Belew is someone
who probably forgot what a typical guitar
sounded like some time ago. He's able to
get just about any sound out of his guitar,
and was therefore fantastic to work with.
Then there's the dummer, Yogi Horton,
who's also a very flexible musician: he's
worked with Talking Heads and on many
different kinds of sessions.

'As for Laurie Anderson, she's so much
more than a musician: she's really a
multi -Media artist. I've admired her work
for quite a long time from a graphic and
conceptual point of view, as well as from
a musical standpoint. I enjoyed working
with her enormously - she was always
subtle and delicate, and the way she
talks, moves and performs reminds me
continually of a Japanese opera singer!
She'd brought back some recordings of
Japanese words after her tour there, and
we mixed them into other sounds.

`I also asked her to sing something as if
it had been written by aliens from another
planet - the idea was that she wouldn't.
be able to understand the meaning of
what she was singing, only the emotions
behind it. She did it all beautifully.'

It can't have been an easy task, captur-
ing all that artistic and technological
energy on tape, yet already, Zoolook has
been on the receiving end of a good deal
of laudatory comment from the recording
cognoscenti. Obviously, much of the
credit for that must go to Jarre's own
technical and musical expertise, but the
composer himself has much praise for
mixing engineer David Lord, whose own
experience of producing computer in-
struments in tandem with acoustic ones
proved invaluable.

'Only the title -track from Zoolook was
not mixed by David Lord', he recalls. 'He
knew just how to cope with Fairlight
sounds because he co -produced Peter
Gabriel's last album, and he also used to
be a classical conductor and keyboard
player in his own right. I liked his sensitivity
and versatility very much. He was actually
quite impressed by the Fairlight sounds
I'd created and used on the album. I took
a long time constructing them with a lot of
high frequencies and harmonics, because
as you know, wide bandwidths are difficult

to achieve on the CM I. I also had to use a
lot of tricks such as compressing and
expanding the sound: there's actually the
same amount of treble on the Fairlight
voices as there is on Laurie's vocals, and

as you can imagine, that took a long time
to perfect.'

But the temptation to use other instru-
ments - such as the Synclavier and
Emulator II - with wider frequency
response hasn't yet been yielded to?

`Well, the new Emulator was released
after the record had been completed, so it
was, ahem, rather difficult to make use of it.
But seriously, the trouble with modern
technology is that it's not always worth
learning how to use yet another new
instrument, especially when you consider
that it might take just as long as it would
to learn the guitar, piano or flute. Just

`I feel that the fewer
statements are made
about music, and the

more music is listened
to, the better.'

because you can play one synthesiser,
doesn't mean to say you can play them
all. And at the moment, I like the Syn-
clavier but can cope much better with the
Fairlight, so I'm happy with that.'

History
E&MM took a long and detailed look at

Jean -Michel Jarre's musical past when
we last interviewed him, back in June
1982. There seems little point repeating it
all here, but one historical fact to which
many commentators have attached great
importance is the fact that Jean -Michel is

the son of two highly musical parents.
Even before he'd made his first commer-
cial recording, his father was a notable
filmscore and soundtrack composer. Did
that fact really have a far-reaching effect
on Jarre's career?

'Ironically, my parents separated when
I was only five, and I grew up without my
father as he was living in Los Angeles: I

didn't see him at all between the ages of
five and fourteen, and after that only once
every couple of years. So I think any
influence must be hereditary, and I don't
think my father's being a musician has
been an advantage or a disadvantage,
really.

`But one man who did play a large part
in influencing me was Pierre Schaeffer of
the Music Research Centre in Paris (which
Jarre attended in 1968 after graduating in
harmony, counterpoint and fugue at the
Paris Conservatoire). He was the first
man I met who was able to think not just
in terms of harmonies and rhythms, but
also in terms of sound textures.

`On the whole, though, I found the
whole attitude of people at the Re-
search Centre too intellectual to be really
interesting. I believe that there is some
sort of quality in every type of music, but
although intellectual approaches are very
interesting on a purely intellectual level,
I'm not so sure they're very useful from a
musical point of view. In fact, I think an
excess of intellectuality can actually be
very dangerous. It can lead people to
believe that cultural and intellectual back-
ground is what makes music more or less
interesting. That tends to be the attitude
of contemporary classical enthusiasts,
who favour the likes of Boulez and
Xenakis.

'I think it's totally absurd to have to
write a book to explain a certain concept,
then another to explain why that concept
was a failure. Personally, I prefer to think
of music in terms of whether or not it

gives me the shivers! The worst crime of
all nowadays is to justify the music
you're writing in terms of the instruments
or musical concepts you have in mind.
Recently, I have come to feel more and
more that the fewer statements that are
made about music and the more music is
listened to, the better. The end result
should speak for itself. Mind you, there's
nobody worse than the French for analys-
ing and explaining.'

And, as if in acknowledgement of the
truth of that last statement, Jarre con-
tinues at some length on the reasoning
behind Zoolook's highly individual
arrangement and why its release - or the
creation of something like it - has been
on the cards for some time.

'After I left the Research Centre, I

secured a contract with the Paris Opera,
so I was quite involved with contemporary
classical music as well as the rock world.
I didn't want my music to be a compromise
between the two, rather a means of
integrating them. That's why I spent time
doing so many different things, TV com-
mercials, soundtracks, ballet music,
producing rock singers, writing lyrics and
generally experimenting - in unconscious
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preparation for so future project that
would involve mu ithout any specific
lyrics.

'I'm convinced today's public is
conditioned to lis only to songs. In
their eyes, instrum I music represents
only commercials oundtracks, which
to me seems crazy. Zoolook is vocal
rather than instrumental music, but it has
no lyrics as such, and why should it?
What difference does it make whether or
not you add lyrics to a song? On Zoolook,
the voices are used as other instruments,
so that even some of the rhythm tracks
are made up of sampled words, treated
and arranged to take the place of per-
cussion.'

'I'm convinced that today's public is
conditioned to listen only to songs. In
their eyes, instrumental music represents
only commercials and soundtracks, which
to me seems crazy. Zoolook is vocal
rather than instrumental music, but it has

no lyrics as such, and why should it?
What difference does it make whether or
not you add lyrics to a song? On Zoolook,
the voices are used as other instruments,
so that even some of the rhythm tracks
are made up of sampled words, treated,
and arranged to take the place of

:
per-

cussion.'

Museum Pieces
Setting aside for the moment the sub-

ject of Zoolook (because for all the
originality and elegance of its musical
motivation, it sounds at times uncomfort-
ably like a very comprehensive Fairlight
demonstration record, or the sort of thing
E&MM's Paul White would come up with
given a drum machine, a Powertran
MCS1 and unlimited 48 -track studio time),
the record is not in fact Jarre's first
original vinyl offering for four years, as we
might have implied earlier. Because in
addition to there being a number of
previously unreleased pieces on the live
Concerts in China double album, the
composer also made a totally new LP a
year or so ago. And if you're wondering
why it never appeared on the shelves of
your friendly local High Street record
shop, the reason is that only one copy of

the disc was ever pressed. Given that
Jarre must be as aware as any other artist
that commercial reality and record com-
pany practice demand that he should try
to sell as many records as possible, what
prompted such a surprising and flagrant
piece of anti -marketing.

'It started as a result of a request from a
group of friends of mine who are painters
and sculptors. They were planning to
stage an exhibition at a Paris gallery that
would include, for example, normal super-
market products transformed into art.
They asked me to provide the music,
which I did. So the record became a
single work of art, like a painting.

'I like the idea of a record as a single
object, which is an attitude that harks
back in a sense to the sixties and seven-
ties, when everything about a record was
regarded as having an almost magical
quality, even down to the way the sleeve
was printed. It's still the same with books:

the cover, and the smell and feel of the
pages all count towards a book's overall
quality. Yet nowadays, I think records
tend to be regarded as if they were no
more than Kleenex boxes.

'My album was a reaction against that,
something that made the point that a
record could be interesting as a single
entity. In one sense, it was also a joke at
the record company's expense, because
it was the very opposite of their usual
practice, which is to emphasise a record's
commercial potential.

'That's why it was only played once on
the radio - it became an open invitation to
anybody wanting to make an illegal
recording and then sell it. You can imagine
the record company's reaction to that! It
was quite fun, and it may also have made
the industry realise that the reason record
piracy is flourishing is that the public sees
a record as a work of art, while the record
companies see it as just another mass-
produced commodity.'

And, like countless other composers
who've stuck to their artistic guns and
refused to give in to the dictates of
commercialism, Jarre had great difficulty
getting as far as being able to release his
work to the public in the first place, as he
recalls.

'Because Oxygene (Jarre's first suc-
cessful recording) consisted of entirely
instrumental music, none of the record
companies thought it would work. The
only people who took the 'risk' of releas-
ing it were a small French company called
Dreyfus Music. Even after it had become
a hit in France, people said it couldn't
possibly be a success anywhere else.
Then eventually, after it got to the top of
the charts in Britain and all over Europe,
the critics explained that it was successful
because of its originality and because of
its use of melody. It's easy to be wise
after the event.

'You know, there'll always be a continual
fight between the artists and the music
industry. In a way, I feel extremely privi-
leged to be in a position where I'm able to
write the music I want to. Every day I

receive enthusiastic fan letters from
England, France and elsewhere, in which
people comment on the music in an
intelligent fashion, and that seems to be
symptomatic of a healthy relationship
between artist and audience. To me,
achieving contact with my audience is
the most important aspect of my music.

'I don't really care whether there are
only five people deciding what music is
played on English radio, and that my
album doesn't receive much airplay as a
result, though obviously it's a very sad
state of affairs. And I don't care if I don't
receive any attention from the press or
other media, because my records still
seem to sell well without much in the way
of airplay or press coverage.'

Visions of China
Jarre's dislike of the press in general,

and the British press - E&MM excluded,
naturally - in particular, stems from the
sound battering the first of his China
concerts received from almost all signifi-
cant quarters. Was he affected by that
criticism, and does he still look back on
his Oriental trip as a satisfactory accom-
plishment?

'It was undoubtedly worthwhile, partly
because of the fact that in China, you're
free of all the Western media's attitudes
to modern music. Even when I was there,
they made a great fuss about my being
the first person to play that sort of music
in China, and set me up as some sort of
Tintin figure, which was utterly ridiculous.

'The reviewers knew we were bound to
have problems with power and so on
during that first concert, but they took no
account of that, and treated it as if it were
just another gig. In fact, all the other
shows were perfect: it was only at the first
concert that technical problems were
encountered.

'In all, I was very,impressed with the
Chinese musicians' standard of playing,
considering that, due to the lack of
power, we'd had no rehearsals as such.
The first time we played together was that
first show, and everything went perfectly
for them. Our playing was another matter,
I think, but I still regard it as most
successful, from a personal as well as a
musical point of view.
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Much of her work as a performance artist
focuses attention on how modern society is
coping with the onset of high technology, but
Laurie Anderson's live and recorded pieces use
it to the full, as she explains. Dan Goldstein

ritain's singles charts are frequently
and colourfully littered by novelty

records that attain surprisingly high
positions because people think they're
funny, and they can be either funny ha-ha
or funny peculiar. Laurie Anderson's '0,
Superman', which reached number two
in the autumn of 1981, fell firmly into the
latter category, but the song was a lot

more artistically worthy - and a lot more
serious - than most of its purchasers
were ever likely to realise. Ostensibly a
series of multiple vocal 'ahs' covered in
assorted sequencer patterns and some
fairly arcane spoken lyrics about industry,
the song was actually only a part of an
ambitious long -player entitled Big Science,
which in turn was an even smaller part of

a work of performance art by the name of
United States, which Anderson subse-
quently presented at venues in the US,
Europe and Japan.

Just to prove that there were plenty of
punters able to see what lay behind the
aural gimmickry of '0, Superman', Ander-
son and her Colleagues played to full
houses almost everywhere they went.
And what those audiences witnessed
was a remarkable evening (or in most
cases, two evenings) of perceptive scien-
tific, ethnological and political comment,
presented through media both musical
and'visual. Accompanying Anderson were
a bevy of session musicians, slide tech-
nicians and tape operators, with the
technological hardware comprising
Prophet 5 and Roland Vocoder Plus
keyboards, a trusty Revox B77 (for all
those 'ah's, among other things), and a
whole host of harmonisers, delays, and
other speech processors to help Anderson
simulate the voices of the many 'charac-
ters' within United States' complex and
occasionally unwieldy plot.

Voices
If there's one theme that runs through

all Ms Anderson's musical work, it's the
importance of the words people use,

`I prefer to treat
synthesiser sounds as
well as acoustic ones,
because I don't really

like the sound of
electronics straight

from the can.'

what they mean and the way they're
spoken. To find her actually singing on
one of her tracks is rare: more often she'll
simply speak the lyrics over a musical
background or intone them in a vaguely
musical fashion. Have words and voices
always been of importance to her as an
artist?

'Well, I think my fascination for words
has come about from my writing, first at
school and then through my work as an
art critic. They became the initial medium
through which I wanted to express myself
- the music came later. The thing is, I

never write lyrics that scan properly in the
usual sense, so I began writing and
recording music to act as a counter -
rhythm against the words.

'What's happening now is that things
happen in different ways, so that when
I'm working, it's difficult to know what'll
come first - the music or the words.'

And as the performances of United
States proved, Anderson has little difficulty
sustaining an audience's attention, so
that each new event, whether musical or
lyrical, is as fresh as the last. She excels
at taking everyday words and expressions,
pulling them out of their normal context

'11111111111=11111111,
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and putting them to use in different ways,
thereby springing linguistic surprises on
the unsuspecting concertgoers, who
gradually realise just how limited and
vacuous their everyday speech is.

Still, it was a while before Laurie Ander-
son matched her artistic preoccupation
with technology with a music system that
would enable the means to be as con-
temporary as the end . . .

'I got a Synclavier round about Christ-
mas 1983', she recalls. 'Sound sampling

/music/

is a process that's more or less tailor-
made for the sort of things I want to do, so
I was immediately interested in what I

could get out of the system personally. I
wasn't interested in how the Synclavier
worked inside,' because I'm not the sort
of person who'd start at the beginning of
a 100 -page user manual and read all the
way through to the end before actually
using the instrument.

'For me, electronics was a part of
music from the word go. Before I actually

had any electronic instruments of my
own, I was using tape recorders and
making music by recording sounds and
editing them together. I always wanted to
have a studio of my own, but it hasn't
always been all that up to date, and the
equipment hasn't always had to be hi -
tech.

'I had an antique Eventide 910 Har-
moniser that I was particularly fond of.
One day they gave me a call and told me
they'd changed one of the circuits inside
and got rid of the glitch on it, and I just
turned round and said "but the glitch is
the most beautiful thing about it". Progress
isn't necessarily for the better.'

Instruments
Too true. Much of Anderson's work

parodies progress by taking it to extremes,
like the instantly movable buildings of Big
Science's title -track, in which an American
landscape is made up only of potential
occurrences rather than existing edifices.
How can you give anyone directions to go
anywhere if the locality only comprises
sites such as 'the place where they're
thinking of building a drive-in bank'?

And as well as denying that much
recent technological development is likely
to have any sociological usefulness,
Anderson refuses to give musical tech-
nology an entirely free rein in any of her
own work, either live or in the studio. Her
own pet acoustic instrument, the violin, is
afforded the same significance as any
computer, synth, or signal processor,
while it seems there'll always be room for
other musicians playing acoustic instru-
ments on future Anderson projects.

`The first thing
Jean -Michel asked me

to do was sing
completely out of my
range, which I wasn't
really prepared for.'

'I like the way you don't have to be a
technically brilliant performer to get the
best out of something like the Synclavier',
she muses. 'But that doesn't mean to say
I'm against virtuosity - far from it. I think
being able to play an acoustic instrument
is actually one of the most wonderful
things in the world, because it involves
you so physically. The music becomes an
extension of your nervous system, and
playing the instrument is a very powerful,
emasculating process.

'I worked with a brilliant virtuoso violinist
a few months ago in Europe, and I was
just amazed to watch what he was doing,
what he was capable of achieving. I don't
think that sort of performance will ever be
simulated satisfactorily.'

Anderson's musical openness doesn't
end there, either, because by her own
admission, she'll use whatever sound
appeals to her and seems to fit in with
what she's working on at the time.

'I've always been interested in proces-
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sing and treating acoustic sounds - and
they could be anything, domestic sounds
or noises from out in the street. I prefer to
treat synthesiser sounds, too, because I
don't really like the sound of electronics
straight from the can.'

Sampling
We've already revealed that it's the

sampling power of today's computer
music systems that acts as Ms Anderson's
major source of 'treatment' for sound
signals both acoustic and electronic, but
that's scarcely anything new in 1985.
What is less usual is the degree to which
she's collaborated with contemporaries
who've also sought to exploit the musical
potential of high technology.

Peter Gabriel, arguably Britain's best-
known exponent of the Fairlight CMI, co -
wrote one of the tracks on Mister Heart-
break (the follow-up to Big Science,
released last year), while even more
recently, of course, she was invited by
France's Jean -Michel Jarre to make a
vocal contribution to his largely Fairlight-
based long -player, Zoolook. She actually
appears on only one track - the appositely
titled 'Diva' - but her contribution is start-
ling enough to make it easily the most
appealing piece on an album rich in vocal
and technical experimentation. How did
that unlikely transatlantic joining of forces
come to pass?

'It came right out of the blue. When

appear on the album, I wasn't familiar
with any of his previous work at all, but
I listened to some tapes of what he'd
finished of Zoolook at that time, and I

thought that a lot of what he was doing -
especially the way he was sampling
voices and manipulating them - was very
beautiful, so I agreed to do it.

'The first thing he asked me to do when
I started work in the studio was to sing
completely out of my range, which I

wasn't really prepared for. But he talked
me into it, and after we'd recorded every-
thing I just left him to change and
manipulate my voice as he wanted to.
And actually, I'm very, very happy with
the way it's turned out.'

There's an irony too, in the fact that
Jarre asked Anderson to sing words that
made no sense whatsoever in any known
human tongue: so without really knowing
what she'd let herself in for, she ended up
adding yet another linguistic string to her
already highly capable bow, if you'll
pardon the pun.

Given that, musically speaking, Laurie
Anderson's creative output doesn't fall
into any recognisable pigeon -hole, or
even a group of them, it seemed a good
idea to ask what music she listened to
during the course of, say, a normal week.
I expected her to admit to a healthy
appetite for music of most eras and
ethnic backgrounds - I was wrong.

'Well, to be honest I don't listen all that
much to other people's music, unless I'm
doing it for work reasons, as I did for the
Jarre album. I'm not the sort of person

who can sit down and listen to a record or
a certain piece of music over and over
again just for the sake of it. I guess I'm
susceptible to just about anything, but at
the moment I'm getting into a lot of
Cuban music, which is being played in a
lot of the clubs around where I live in New
York.'

I suppose it's testament to the woman's
capacity for sheer hard work that she
looks like packing even more into 1985
than she did the previous year. Her most
significant current project is the making
of a film chronicling her second major
tour (though this only went as far as the
US and Japan), while late spring/early
summer should see her start work on
another new album ('I really haven't got a
clue what it'll turn out like') for WEA, the
label she signed to a few years back.

In fact, the company have been remark-
ably good to Laurie Anderson over the
period she's put her work into their care.
And their faith in her as an artist that could
potentially earn them more than a dollar
or two is evidenced by their apparent
keenness to release a live version of
United States in all its glory, something
they accomplished as 1984 began to
draw to a close. Obviously, no multi-
media event is ever likely to survive the
transition to an entirely aural medium
without some unwanted artistic degrada-
tion, but United States manages the
change surprisingly well. Again, a lot of
the credit for that must go to Anderson's
remarkable way with words.

Still, at a UK price of more than 225, it's
unlikely that anyone other than the dedi-
cated few (and those that attended the
show's London presentations, of course)
will ever be exposed to the work. That in
itself must pose the artist some kind of
problem. I mean, what's the point of
making social and political comment if
hardly anybody is ever going to hear it?
Would Laurie Anderson be doing what
she's doing now if she had no record deal
and consequently little means of com-
municating with the outside world?

'That's a difficult one - I don't really
know what I'd do. All I can say is that I'll
continue to work in this field as long as it
pays for itself. Sure, I was surprised at the
success '0, Superman' had over in Eng-
land, but things have been quite steady
since then, and United States has been
doing pretty well in America, so I don't
have any immediate worries on that
front.'

You get the impression that even if all
the commercial dice were loaded against
her, an artist of Laurie Anderson's wit,
perception and individuality would still
succeed in making an impact somewhere
along the line. Few people who heard it
are ever likely to forget '0, Superman',
and in fact, experience has taught me
that very little of what Anderson does is
easily forgettable. She has a habit of
creating things - be they musical, lyrical
or visual - that stick firmly in the imagina-
tion long after concurrent events have
sunk without trace. And that, surely, is
what being a performance artist is all
about.
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A Few r Owners

"The best lead line synth to come out since the MiniMoog
- but with MIDI". Geoff Downes, Asia

"The OSCar is the most exciting synth in my line up. Three
of us in the band use one." Billy Currie, Ultravox

"It has all the features of classic synths like the MiniMoog
or ARP, and much more". John Foxx

Here are just some of the people who have bought
themselves an OSCar over the past 6 months. From Dead
or Alive to the BBC Radiophonic Workshop, musicians
everywhere are turning to the OSCar for their lead and bass
sounds.
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space that comes with it brings the OSCar right up to date.
Join the fast-growing ranks of OSCar owners.
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Bob Moog speaks up as Chairman of Ars Electronica's Grand Prize jury.

The tail -end of 1984 saw two internat-
ional music festivals at which modern
technology was pushed to its perform-
ance limits. Here we present exclusive
overviews of both of them.
Ars Electronica, Linz: Markus Aigne)-
ICMC. Paris: Toiiy Mills

ou may well remember E&MM reporting on Ars Electronica back in
YE&MM January 83, when it was already a regular international

festival with the prime objective of encouraging modern technology
to be applied in interesting and innovative musical ways. Centrepiece of

the festival has always been its Grand Prize competition, in which composers anc
performers from all over the world vie for the attentions of a panel of well-knowr
judges. The Grand Prize competition in 1984 was as important and as well-attendec
as ever, but there were also more peripheral concerts and lectures than ever, too

Constellations
Of the concerts, the most noteworthy was surely lsao Tomita's astonishinc

performance from a specially -constructed glass pyramid suspended over the
picturesque tranquillity of the River Danube. Fifty thousand people witnessed a sonic
recreation of the Big Bang. brought about courtesy of Tomita's synth genius, ar
enormous lighting rig and no fewer than seven individual (and very high -power"
speaker systems.

The wizard presented a cross-section of his recorded output, with excerpts from his
Kosmos (Strauss. Wagner), Daphnis et Chloe (Ravel) and The Planets (Hoist)
arrangements, as well as some new interpretations of Rimsky-Korsakov's Hymn to the
Sun, the Pachelbel Canon. and Villa -Lobos' Bachianas Brasileiras. As it turned out.
slightly excessive length made the performance more tedious than it should have
been, but while the content of Tomita's concert held few surprises, the equipment he
was using - Casio's newly -developed Cosmo synthesiser system - was entirely new
and well worth further investigation.

Such investigation revealed the Cosmo to be a complete computer musical
instrument featuring two digital synthesiser modules (a bit of a misnomer, that, as
these are actually the sound -sampling devices), six sound genera -tors, a central MIDI
interface and distribution box, and a music work station comprising a 16 -bit
microcomputer, ADCs and DACs, disk drives, and monitor.

Each of those 'synthesiser' modules is capable of acting as a four -voice polyphonic
sound -sampling system with a maximum sampling time of three seconds, a frequency
bandwidth of 20Hz- 15kHz, and a five -octave pitch span. You can generate loops with
the minimum of fuss (glitch -free loop points can be selected automatically by the
electronics). but more interestingly, the system's microphone input has a built-in
automatic triggering system that prevents the very beginning of a sample being
ignored as a recult of inadequate operator reactions: up to 100mS of information car
hp storPri hpfnrp vnii ahtl activates the Cosmos samnlinn mnrip

The big Casio's sound -generating
modules employ the principle of Phase
Distortion, a novel concept subsequently
seen on the more accessible CZ101
polysynth (see review last month), though
as the latter wasn't in full production at
the time of the festival, Tomita used a
MIDI -equipped Casio CT6000 as the
controlling keyboard. The work station
stores both voice waveform and per-
formance (sequencing) data on floppy
disks, and these can be retrieved for
further editing if the user so desires.

At the time of writing, no further tech-
nical information about the Cosmo sys-,
tern was available, though Yukio Kashio,:.
managing director of the company that
bears his name. says it's his intention to
produce an affordable sampling key-
board in the near future: the CZ101 is the
first step along that road.

Sonic comparisons between the big
Cosmo and competing designs such as
those from Fairlight and PPG are fraught
with difficulties, but I can say that a press
demo of the system revealed it to be
generally well-behaved. save for a slight
lack of sparkle at the high -frequency end
and a mild noise problem. It could be that
the Cosmo system seen at Ars Elec-
tronica will never become commercially
available, but personally, I hope it does.

Like the Fairlight, the Cosmo can be
placed on the receiving end of any draw-
able waveform the user cares to input,
and Tomita applied the brightness curve
of the star AD Leonis (as measured at a
radio observatory in Nebeyama, Japan) to
form a string sound for use in his perform-
ance.

As it happens, Tomita and his proto-
type Casio weren't the only stars of Ars
Electronica's opening concert (it was
entitled 'Mind of the Universe' inciden-
tally), as the River Danube acted as the
backdrop to a mind -boggling musical
and optical extravaganza. Red and green
lasers cut lines dramatically through the
sky and illuminated two boats, one con-
taining Far Eastern folk musicians and the
other housing a 100 -strong choir to aid
Tomita in his performance of Beet-
hoven's Ninth.

If all this sounds decidedly Over The
Top, that's the intention. The opening
concert (and a similar one performed
later that featured the Zagreb Philhar-
monic Orchestra, among other things)
were more ambitious. more adventurous,
and more spectacular than anything Ars
Electronica's organisers had ever
attempted, and they worked: nearly
100,000 people attended the two events,
and the stir they caused must have
helped the remainder of the festival's
proceedings.

App 'cations
In addition to the Danube concerts, a

number of other musical events took
place during Ars Electronica's busy
seven days. Local composers Harald
Zuschrader and Hubert Bognermayr
presented a live performance of their
Bergpredigt recording. with several Fair -
lights (and a claimed 4000 sound sam-
ples). a choir. live percussion and guitar

C
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solos, and the curious mixture of Biblical
quotations and others from the present
day. The concert took place in the suit-
ably sacrosanct atmosphere of Linz' New
Cathedral, and the musicians made
effective use of the room -within -room
effects made possible by the Quantec
Room Simulator, though musically the
output oscillated between musique con-
crete and department store muzak.

Urban Sax - an avant garde ensemble
comprising no fewer than 40 saxophon-
ists - treated us to a fine example of their
individual modal music, while the Dance
Theatre of Vienna presented the world
premiere of Tobias Zapfel by 28 -year -old
Austrian composer Thomas Pernes, in
which the chords oscillate only between
F# and F#m, with just the arrangement -
tapes and acoustic and electronic
instruments were used - altering during
the piece's length.

And, as is more or less inevitable
during a festival of this scale, there were
also a couple of disasters. like the infernal
racket proffered by Glenn Branca's
ensemble (minimalist music at 127dB?),
and the operational overkill of Leo
Kuepper's Sound Dome, an installation
of 104 speakers and 52 stereo power
amps that can be switched on and off
manually by the creator - any £200
computer could have done the job better,
and the final artistic results in no way
justified the technological expense
involved.

Ars Electronica '84 also offered some
fascinating lectures and workshops
under the umbrella title of 'The Digital
Arts'. Among the speakers were com-
poser and studio manager James
Dashow, who explained the relationship
between FM sound synthesis and in -
harmonic sound structures, and how his
own music aims to create a dialogue
between the composer and the com-
puter; Klaus Buhiert, an expert in the
fields of psychoacoustics and computer
music, who commented on the future of
electronic music and how it could be
made more accessible to modern audi-
ences: Bob Moog, who spoke on the
pros and cons of that wonder of the
current Communication Age, MIDI; and
IRCAM's Jean -Baptiste Barriere. who
presented a detailed report on that
organisation's current musical and
technological activities. among them
CHANT, a voice synthesis program cap-
able of recreating a wide range of vocal
examples from a Mozart aria to Tibetan
folk chant. IRCAM was also the venue for
the ICMC event attended by Tony Mills -
see later for his report.

Machinations
Ars Electronica's Grand Prize com-

petition seems to have turned into some-
thing of a playground for amateur con-
structors and intellectual hobbyists,
rather than a great gathering of musical
innovators. I don't think I'm alone in
feeling that.

Still, an international jury chaired by
Bob Moog had a reasonable selection of
interesting acts from which to choose 'the

Unknown Casio employee treating demos of the Cosmo synth as if it was as mundane as driving a bus.

most original and future -orientated new
development in the field of electronic
sound production'.

Previous winners of the Grand Prize
include Bruno Spoerri (lyricon. 1979).
Nyle Steiner (electronic trumpet, 1980).
and Ivan Tcherepnin (electronically -
modulated Persian dulcimer(!), 1982), so
the competitors had plenty to live up to. In
the event, American Dorothy Stone
picked up Third Prize with her 'ghost

electronics box', a novel device that
enables electronics to be blended into a
live performance so that the electronics
only become audible when the performer
is actually making some sort of sound.
Ms Stone utilised a German flute with a
suitable pickup, while the more up-to-
date hardware comprised two items, a
tape recorder and the 'ghost box' itself,
which contained a stereo locator, a ring
modulator. an amplitude control. and

Isao Tomita used this stellar brightness curve as the basis for a Cosmo string sound.
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niter, octave aiviaer, ana wan sections:
the tape contains high -frequency audio
signals that aren't amplified but act as
controllers for the electronics.

According to the judges, the com-
petition between the musicians that
came first and second was more than a
little close, as both innovators came near
to fulfilling the Grand Prize's specified
criteria. In the end, a German, Werner
Schwarz, took Second Prize for his
'Ballex' system, used for the transfor-
mation of dance movements into control
functions for music synthesisers. It's not
a new idea, of course, but Schwarz'
solution was thought to be particularly
elegant. Sensors are placed on the
dancer's arms and legs, while the bat-
tery -powered transmitter is mounted on
the back of the dancer so as not to hinder
freedom of movement. Once the move-
ments have been transmitted, a conver-
ting 'black box' receives them and
produces corresponding one volt per
octave control voltages and trigger signals.

And joining the ranks of new devices
that have won their creators the Grand
Prize of Ars Electronica is the syntho-
phone, brainchild of Swiss computer
musician Manfred Hurni. The acoustic
element of this system closely resembles
a conventional saxophone, but although
it's played in a similar manner and the
fingering is the same, the instrument has
no sound hole as such; instead, note
information, lip pressure and wind dyna-
mics are transmitted electronically via a
multiplexing switch array and a com-
puter -controlled interface, and all these
parameters may then be used to control
various performance functions of one volt
per octave equipment. To demonstrate
his invention, Hurni used a system com-
prising synthophone, analogue synth
(PAiA Proteus D. and an Apple II with

Prize-winning duo - Martin Hurni and synthophone, aided by PAiA synth and Apple micro.

arphabyntaun. I he latter was used to
reproduce pre-programmed sequences,
and took the part of the kithara in what
turned out to be a modern-day adaptation
of the Ancient Greek musical ensemble.

ne syntnopnone acted as a sort of hi -
tech aulos, while the piece - appositely
titled 'Ikaros and Daedalos' - was one of
Hurni's own. Impressive - and by nc
means imitative - stuff.
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Last October's International Com-
puter Music Conference was held
for the first time at IRCAM, that

technological temple hidden beneath
Paris' popular arts centre, the Georges
Pompidou. Why IRCAM had never been
picked as a setting before is something
of a mystery. Apart from some of the
most advanced computer music re-
search equipment in the world, it boasts
access to fine concert halls, plentiful
leisure activities and good food (unless
you eat at the Pizza Tops; the nearest
the French allow themselves to get to
McDonalds).

The five-day conference was effici-
ently organised. though for some reason
there were several lectures and seminars
(particularly on educational music soft-
ware) scheduled for dates after the event
had officially finished. In any case, it was
impossible to attend all the events - the
choice each morning and afternoon was
basically between a series of lectures in
the huge Espace de Projection, or a
selection of tape concerts in the Pompi-
dou Centre, followed by a live concert in
the evening. Demonstrations. displays

and events within IRCAM itself also pro-
vided much of the interest at the confer-
ence: exhibitors included Yamaha, Fair -
light. Sogitec. and many other software
and hardware manufacturers.

Let's get the name-dropping out of the
way first. E&MM readers might have
been pleased to meet Bog Moog
(again!). Donald Buchla, Max Matthews,
Pierre Schaeffer, FM pioneer John
Chowning, British composers Ron Berry.
Dennis Smalley, Trevor Wishart and Tim
Souster, alphaSyntauri expert Laurie
Spiegel, German Fairlight expert
Thomas Kessler, Swiss composer Bruno
Spoerri, Stockhausen collaborator Rolf
Gehlhaar, Yamaha demonstrator Dave
Bristow and Japanese rep Katsuhiko
Hirano, various gentlemen from the Star
Wars people, LucasFilm (who are doing
frightening things with computer -con-
trolled digital audio), and Kraftwerk's
Florian Schneider. Among the lecturers
and performers were some big names in
academic computer music, viz Barry
Vercoe, Xavier Rodet, Lars Gunnar
Bodin and Gottfried Michael Koenig (bet
David Coleman would have a spot of
trouble with that lot).

Paris' most visited landmark is the Centre Georges Pompidou. The Eiffel Tower comes second.

And beneath the Pompidou ... IRCAM, home of the International Computer Music Conference.

Conversations
It's important to keep in mind that

ICMC was an academic event, devoted
mainly to the research and development
currently going on in Universities and
research centres such as IRCAM other-
wise you're unlikely to appreciate the
degree of uproar caused by Dave
Bristow and other supporters of MIDI
and 'budget systems' (as far as I can
make out, this refers to anything costing
less than El m). The panel session on
MIDI and other interfaces became quite
heated, the system being described as a
disdster by some and as an important
step forward by others. The overall feel-
ing was that MIDI is too slow and too
keyboard -oriented (that is, designed to
play a conventional tempered scale) for
most 'experimental' music.

At the same time, Dave Bristow's
stand (at which he demonstrated the
DX7, CX5. TX816 modules and QX1
sequencer) was packed throughout with
inquisitive Swedes from various Univer-
sity research centres, and others preten-
ding to look at something else as they
ogled the possibilities of the DX7. Much
experimental computer music research
is based on creating FM pairs of oscil-
lators in software or hardware, and the
prospect of a £1000 keyboard offering
these facilities was simply too much for
some composers who had spent months
struggling with systems such as
IRCAM's own Sogitec 4X synthesiser.
which works only when supported by a
PDP minicomputer.

Slightly less interest was shown in the
Fairlight stand, possibly because the
company had chosen to display a
repeating Page R Pattern which. while
undoubtedly impressive, was simply too
rock -oriented for the audience present.
However, Fairlight did have two interest-
ing new products on show -a low -band
video graphics generator (now on show
at Syco Systems in London) and the
Voice Tracker. a monophonic Pitch -to -
MIDI converter with various display
options direct to a monitor. Mind you.
this doesn't mean they're giving up on
the Fairlight CMI - the updated model
due for early 1985 is still expected to be
a real stunner.

Returning to the subject of budget
systems, it was pleasing to see that
many researchers were using MIDI -
based setups (usually incorporating
DX7s) and applying them to all sorts of
research. Canadian Kenneth Newby
demonstrated a system that uses MIDI
parameter commands, rather than note
commands, to play the DX7: this makes
it possible to introduce glides and un-
usual tunings, albeit with reduced tonal
complexity. Encouraged by this, some of
the audience gradually admitted to own-
ing MIDI synthesisers, and in one case
argued strongly for the adoption of a
more 'rock 'n' roll approach' to inter-
facing, whatever that means.

These topics were aired once again in
Bob Moog's lecture, but surprisingly, he
began by criticising the limitations of
MIDI quite forcibly. Now Chief Scientist
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Suck it and see. Thomas Kessler prepares for his Fairlight-based 'Flute Control' performance.

for Kurzweil, Moog's main responsibility
lies in developing better and more res-
ponsive keyboards for the company: no
doubt experience from his own com-
pany, Big Briar, will be brought to bear.
The touch pads, multi -sensitive key-
boards and Theremin-type devices mar-
keted by Big Briar are now all MIDI -
equipped, and Moog's suggestion was
to take full advantage of the System
Exclusive codes made available in MIDI
for individual experimentation: his touch
pads and other devices transmit infor-
mation faster and more efficiently in
System Exclusive mode than was ever
possible with the very note -oriented
System Common mode.

Several of the speakers expressed
support for MIDI, while at the same time
hoping it could be used only as a final
control language for budget synths.
leaving faster computer languages to
make the musical calculations involved
in playing complicated computer music.
The Americans (and to some extent the
French) seem particularly keen on
Apples, as evidenced by demos of
several systems ranging from the com-
positional to the educational. On the
subject of educational software, a few
examples were on show from Logimus
and others, but many of these were
designed for the Thompson home com-
puter, which may be big across the
Channel but hasn't any presence in the
UK at all.

Presentations
The concerts were something of a

mixed bag, most of them being tape -

based for obvious reasons. Some com-
posers did have a go at live computer
pieces. For instance, Thomas Kessler
and a flautist played 'Flute Control' for
the Fairlight, in which the flute's pitch
and volume (prospectively through the
Fairlight Voice Tracker but in this case
through a Korg interface and custom
ring modulator) were used selectively to
replay portions of a complex voice-
based sampled sound. Larry Beau -
regard played Barry Vercoe's 'Syn-
apse'. this time with the flute being

followed intelligently by a 4X/PDP sys-
tem programmed with the score of the
piece in the computer language 'C Script'.
Beauregard plays too fast, the computer
plays faster. Beauregard plays slower.

new album. Two days of gentle ques-
tioning elicited the following information:
it's called Techno-Pop (we knew that).
they're still working on it (hard to bel-
ieve), and they're not using anything you
can't buy in any music store. We did find
out that they're using a Fairlight, though
Schneider himself strenuously denied
this.

Similarly publicity -shy (though a little
more forthcoming) was instrument des-
igner Don Buchla, whose 400 series has
now been taken up by Kimball in the US.
Although he denied his invention was a
pop/rock instrument, and won't even
admit to calling it a synthesiser. there's
no doubt the machines are getting much
wider use in the States, even among pop
and rock bands.

Over the five days of the conference, it
became more than clear that this was
not a gathering of synthesiser enthu-
siasts, but an academic and sometimes
highly technically specialised get-
together. Given that, it was satisfying to
see just how much the field had been
shaken up by MIDI, affordable instru-
ments such as the DX7. and simple

Dave Bristow in the process of trying to persuade academics not to write off a sub -£10,000 musical
instrument.

the computer slows down. Beauregard
misses a page in the score, the com-
puter goes mental. That's life.

The tape pieces varied from the inter-
esting to the monumentally dull and the
physically painful. Horacio Vaggione's
'Fractal C' used millions of short stac-
cato events to build up a convincing
impression of an irregular surface (a
sponge, for instance, is one example of a
fractal surface) but the levels and pitches
used were nothing short of ear -piercing.
Kaija Saariho presented 'Verblen-
dungen', with an orchestra and a tape
based on orchestral samples, but the
electronic element was small. Mean-
while. there were other pieces that had
been composed using random corn-
putergenerated elements but which
were played by conventional chamber
instruments, and these were also pretty
lifeless.

On the pop front, Florian Schneider
of Kraftwerk was exceedingly reticent
about plans for the band's long-awaited

interfacing for Apples, if not for smaller
home micros. It was disappointing to
see how out of touch the academic field
remains from developments in rock
technology: no sign of any live concerts
played by men squatting over huge
banks of synthesisers (a /a Tangerine
Dream), and little evidence of the power
of rock music in either the tape or live
concerts. And the 'Electronic Music
Now' tour, sponsored by the Arts Coun-
cil Contemporary Music network a couple
of years ago, showed that the situation is
no better in the? UK than it is anywhere
else.

With luck, 1985 will be the year aca-
demic computer musicians realise it's
time to come out of their ivory towers.
The decision may well be made for them
- it's going to be very difficult to justify
mucking about on a mainframe if, by this
time next year, they could just as well be
sitting at home with something the size
of a Yamaha CX5 but the musical power
of a PDP minicomputer.
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KEYBOARDS

CX5-ME Music Computer C449
YRM-101 Music Composer ROM £36
YRM-102 FM Voicing ROM 126
YRM-103 DX7 Voicing ROM £36
YRM-104 Music Macro ROM C36
UDC -01 Data Memory Cartridge C65
CA -01 Single Cartridge Adaptor C19
YK-01 MINI Computer Keyboard 1865

YK-10 Full Computer Keyboard £165
* PLEASE CONTACT FOR DETAILS

OF PACKAGE PRICES *

FANTASTIC SALE OF YAMAHA EX -DEMO
KEYBOARDS, MIXER, ETC.
UP TO 75% OFF

RRP SALE
PRICE

DX7 (1 only £1449 £1099
DX9 (1 only) £948 £690
PF10 FM Piano (1 only) £899 £599
PF15 FM Piano (1 only) £1099 C841
CS7OM Poly/4 Bank Polyphonic
Sequencer (1 only) £3859
CE25 FM Poly (presets) £1014
CE20 FM Poly (presets) £999
SS30 (strings) £499
SK30 (strings, brass, organ) £2069
SK15 (strings, brass, organ) £789
SK10 (strings, brass, organ) £449
CS101 Monosynth C189
CP25 Piano £1279
CP11 Piano auto
accompaniment £439
RM804 8,4 mixer £871
MO1202 12,2 mixer £1157
EM300 12s2 200w . 200w
powered mixer £849
P2200 230w +230w power amp E818
A041011 100w powered speaker
cab £622
MM10 mini -mixer £94
MS10 powered monitor £129
PB44 Patch bay £79
MR10 Drum machine £89

C690
C406
C399
0199
£345
£230
£175

£89
£460

C169
£567
£579

C499
C583

C160
C49
£99
£39
£69

SIEL OK -600 (Brilliant.) EPhone!
KORG Poly 800 CPhone!
KORG Poly 61M £Phone!
KORG MS -10 Synth, mint £129
SEQUENTIAL Prophet 600 £1150
SEQUENTIAL Prophet 511, mint £1295

I SEQUENTIAL Sixtraks, demo £595
SEQUENTIAL Max £Phone!
SEQUENTIAL 64 Interface £173
SEQUENTIAL 64 900 & 910 s/ware EPhona!
ROLAND Juno 106 EPhonel
ROLAND Juno 6, mint C395
ROLAND SH 101 £Phone!
ROLAND MC -202 C159
ROLAND SH-1000 Synth. mint £129
ROLAND RS202 strings C249
ROLAND SHO9 synth £159
MINI Moog, mint £495
ELKA 610 strings etc C249
HOHNER EK-4 strings etc £199
RHODES Stage 7311 Piano mint £499
RHODES Suitcase 88 II Piano £595
RHODES Suitcase 88 I Piano £495
WURLITZER EP -200 Piano £325
ARP 4 -voice Piano (Great!) £495
ROLAND JSQ-60 Sequencer £199
FIRSTMAN Synth/Sequencer, mint £99
CASIO MT -400V *New Model* £199
CASIO CT -600 *New Model* C.599
CASIO MT -200 *New Model* C119
CASIO CT -810 *New Model* £375

I CASIO PT -1 * New Model* C35
CASIO CT -610 £325
CASIO CT -310 £195
CASIO CT -501 £249
CASIO CT 101 £169
CASIO CT -1000P £199
CASIO MT -800 C249
CASIO MT -70 £169
CASIO MT -66 0129
CASIO MT 46 C99
CASIO MT -41 £79
CASIO PT -80 C69
CASIO PT -50 C89

. CASIO PT 30 £59
CASIO PT 20 £45
CASIO VL-1 (Midi Extra £29
HOHNER Duo (Pianet+Clav ) £229

*INSTANT NO DEPOSIT CREDIT!!!
* MAIL-ORDER ANYTHING, ANYWHERE!!!
* HUGE SELECTION OF NEW Et USED
EQUIPMENT AT THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX

E. 01-599 4228/01-598 9506
1 HOME RECORDING

TASCAM
MAIN DEALER

PORTA ONE Mini -Studio+ FREE CARLSBRO
2 band parametric equalizer £429
244 PORTASTUDIO BEST UK PRICE
234 SYNCASSETTE BEST UK PRICE
225 STEREO Cassette BEST UK PRICE
122 STEREO Cassette BEST UK PRICE
38 8 -Track Reel -to -Reel BEST UK PRICE
34 4 -Track Reel -to -Reel BEST UK PRICE
32 2 -Track Reel -to -Reel BEST UK PRICE
2A 6 into 4 Mixer 0224
M.094 into 2 Mixer £153
MODEL 308 into 4 Mixer £750
PE -40 Parmetric EQ £295
MX -80 Microphone Mixer C275
MU -40 Meter Unit C125
MH-40 Multi -Phones Arno £125
DX2D 2 Channel DBX C168
DX4D 4 Channel DBX C224
EX -20 4 CH. Mixer Expander BEST UK PRICE
GE -20 Graphic EO BEST UK PRICE

CUTEC MR -402 4 -track cassette £395
CUTEC MX -121012 into 2 mixer £325
CUTEC MX -161016 into 2 mixer C399
MTR 12>8>2 Mixer £425
MTR 6>4>2 Mixer 0229
RAM RM10>4 (8 track monitoring) £699
RAM RM16 16>4 (8 track monitoring) £860
STAR SOUND Dynamix 12>2 C250
STAR SOUND Dynamix 6>2 £Phone
FOSTEX Powered Personal Monitor £69
TEAC LS -X7 Mini Monitors (pair) £69
ELECTROVOICE Sentry 100A Monitors £469
ARIA 4 -track Cassette Recorder £385

RACK UNITS
YAMAHA R.1000 Digital Reverb BEST UK PRICE
YAMAHA D.1500 Digital Delay BEST UK PRICE
IBANEZ DM -2000 Digital Delay BEST UK PRICE
IBANEZ DM -1100 Digital Delay BEST UK PRICE
CUTEC CD424 Digital Delay
WASHBURN WD -1400 Digital Delay C249
VESTA FIRE RV -1 Reverb £199
VESTA FIRE RV -2 Reverb C249
VEST FIRE DIG -410 digital delay £249

VESTA-ARE MODULAR RACK
PROCESSORS, E.G. Noise Gate,

Compressor, Parametric EC,
Fantastic Value from only £748

RING FOR DETAILS

KORG SD1000 delay/sampler BEST UK PRICE
FRONTLINE Multi Effect
(flange/chorus/delay etc 0149

DRUM MACHINES
YAMAHA FOL-11 (The Guvnon) *WE WILL NOT BE
YAMAHA FLX 15 BEATEN ON PRICE!!*
YAMAHA MR10 C69
SEQUENTIAL Drumtraks *BEST UK PRICER*
ROLAND TR 606 Drumatix (demo) £159
ROLAND TB -303 Bassline (demo) £159
BOSS DR 110 BEST UK PRICE
HAMMOND DPM 48 Digital £499

*KAY PROGRAMMABLE DRUM MACHINE
Fantastic Offer!! - Less than half price!!

Limited Quantity at £39!! HURRY!!!*

E.H. Space Drums, to clear at £39
KORG PPS -50 Super -section BEST UK PRICE
KORG DDM-110 Digital Rhythm BEST UK PRICE
KORG DDM-220 Digital Percussion BEST UK PRICE
KORG KR -55 (presets -easy to use) C199

*S/H CACTUS 5 DRUM ELECTRONIC KIT
Including Controller & Hardware*

ONLY £495

EFFECTS PEDALS
BOSS DS -1 Distortion ............£39
CE -2 Chorus £69 OD -1 Overdrive..... .C39
CE -3 Chorus £79 SD -1 S/Overdrive.........C39
BF -2 Flange, £69 HC -2 Handclap.......... -£45
PH -1R Phasor C49 PC -2 Perc. Synth .........129
GE -7 Graphic £49 11N-1 Touch Wah .... ..... £49

MICROPHONES SHURE
517 -SA -LC.......... £33 PE85L-LC £117

£104
C134

PE35 £POA AKG

PE75L-LC
588 -SA -LC £52 D80 inc. lead 029.95

103 D310
D190E

£71

GUITARS

7e+drit-
YOUR LAST CHANCE TO BUY THE
BEST FENDERS EVER MADE!!
USA Gold Elite Strat +Voyager case -
was £955 NOW £655
USA Gold Elite Precision + Voyager case -
was £895 NOW £595
USA Vintage 57 862 Precisions+ Tweed case
-was £795 NOW £495
USA Standard Strat - FROM C299

0 YAMAHA
YAMAHA SG3000S +case £737
YAMAHA SG2000S+case £605
YAMAHA SG1300T £499
YAMAHA SG200 £199
YAMAHA SG4507 £336
YAMAHA SE200 £172
YAMAHA SE300 £209
YAMAHA SE700E £359
*Yamaha Guitars & Basses are some of the

best instruments on the market!
Come in and see for yourself!!

ALSO fantastic Offers on
Yamaha Folk & Classic Guitars - Most models

in stock - Save Up to 35%!!!
Prices from only £52!!

GIBSON SG STD+ Trem, mint
GIBSON 345 Stereo, 1960
GIBSON Maurauder, mint

C295
£695
C229

SOUIER '57 Maple neck Strats, from £199
SQUIER '62 R/wood neck Strats, from C205
SQUIER '52 Butterscotch Teles C199
SQUIER Popular Strats C174
SQUIER Popular Teles C174
SQUIER S.3 Bullets *SPECIAL OFFER* C129
BANEZ RS135 £177
BANEZ RS225 £193
BANEZ RS430 £230
BANEZ RS440 £230
BANEZ RS520 £271
BANEZ RS530 £279
BANEZ RS1300T £319
BANEZ AM50 semi £239
BANEZ AM205 semi £361
BANEZ AS80 semi £337
BANEZ BL500 £195
WESTONE Thunder I £129
WESTONE Thunder IA £159
WESTONE Thunder Jet £145
WESTONE Concord II trem C136
WESTONE Spectrum III 0219
WESTONE Rainbow I semi C199
WESTONE Prestige 150 C179
WESTONE Thunder ll C169
VOX Std 25 (Dimarzio's) £169
WASHBURN Tour 24 (Black/Red) 0299
IBANEZ RSI 000, mint C249
TOKAI original transfer 0240
KAY Strats £69
ARIA TA -50 semi C249
ARIA ES -500 semi, mint £229
ARIA DE -R80 C349
ARIA XX deluxe £169
ARIA U-6OT Urchin £169
ARIA TA -100 Semi EPhone!
ARIA FE T 75 Electro Acoustic EPhonel
KAWAI Aquarius 3 pick-up (Great!) £169

ARIA Wildcat - All Black,
Super Trem System, 2 sincle coil and

one Humbucker!! Inc. Case C19911

BASSES
YAMAHA BB1100s
YAMAHA BBI 000s
YAMAHA BB400S f/less
YAMAHA BBVI5
FENDER USA precisions from
SQUIER Precisions from
SQUIER Jazz basses
TOKAI Jazz sound
RICKENBACKER 4001 s/h
WESTONE Thunder I
WESTONE Thunder IA
WESTONE Thunder Jet
WESTONE Concord II
WESTONE Thunder II
WESTONE Thunder III f/less
BANEZ MC -924
BANEZ RB-B50
BANEZ RB-750
BANEZ RB-650
BANEZ RS -920
BANEZ BL -700 Vhand
ARIA SB special II
ARIA SB special II f/less
ARIA RSB std
ARIA TSB -400
WASHBURN Force 8
KAY Prec. basses
GUILD 6302 Custom active f/less
GUILD133021/hand
MAYA Pres bass f/less

£352
C299
0249
0279
C199
£179
£229
£199
C349
£135
£159
£159
£189
£225
£249
£418
£266
1:222
£197
£249
£199
£222
£252
£149
£199
£199

£69
£199
£199

£99

AMPLIFICATION

5ESS1011
SESSIONETTE 75w 1 x 12 reverb £245
SESSIONETTE 75w 2x 10 reverb 0275;
SESSIONETTE 100w 1 x12 bass combo £275
SESSIONETTE 100w 4 x 10 bass combo £349
SESSIONETTE 100w 1 x 15 bass combo £339
*SESSION 'MOSFET' Amps are available in black

or beige and are terrific value!!*

eNSIMO
WASP 10w lead combo £69
SCORPION 20w lead combo £109
SCORPION 20w bass combo £99
HORNET 45w lead combo £147
HORNET 45w bass combo £138
HORNET 45w keyboard combo £167
COBRA 90w lead twin combo £218
COBRA 90w bass combo £197
COBRA 90w keyboard combo C252
COBRA 90w bass head £129
COBRA 90w keyboard head £159
COBRA 90w PA head £169
STINGRAY 150w keybord head £236
STINGRAY 150w lead head £236
STINGRAY 150w bass head £176
MARLIN 150w PA head £246
MARLIN 300w PA head £328
STRINGRAY 150w k/board combo £385
STRINGRAY 150w lead combo £325
STRINGRAY 150w pro lead combo £465
PA cabs 2 x 12+ homs, pair £298
PA cabs I x 12+ horns, pair £198

*ALL OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE, PHONE*
LANEY
LANEY 100w pro -bass combo £299
LANEY 100w keyboard combo £249
LANEY 45w keyboard combo £169
LANEY Theatre 850150w PA 5th £229
LANEY Theatre 750150w PA 4th £159
LANEY Micro lead combo £49
LANEY Micro bass combo £49

UMW--
KA125w 1 x 15 4ch k/board combo C279
TRAMP Keyboard combo £115
TRAMP bass combo £99
TRAMP lead combo £89 I

OHM 2 x12 PA cabs £230
I OHM 1 x12 PA cabs £150

Honky Tonic February E&MM

*Best UK Deals on New BOSE Systems!!
Part -Ex Welcome on your PA Gear*

PAIR 802 PA cabs £840
PAIR 302 bass bins £1175
802C System Controller £160
PAIR 402 cabs £616
BOSE Speaker stands £99

£189BOSE Super Dooper speaker stands
KUDOS
PAIR 6 x 5 PA cabs £398
PAIR 2 x 5 PA monitors £138
6 Channel PA Mixer with echo £498

We also supply superb quality, ultra compact
JBL 4612 2 x 10+ hom cabs plus the new

Yamaha S.25OX cabs, both are real
Bose alternatives

TRAYNOR 6400 mixer/amp (packed with
facilities!! £Phone
TRAYNOR CSI5 PA cabs,1 x 15 + hom Mane

AMPLIFICATION BARGAINS!!
FENDER SPECIAL OFFERS
DELUXE REVERB II now only E345
75 combo (15" E/V) £345
SIDEKICK 30 Bass combo 139
SIDEKICK 10 £69

ACCOUSTIC 100w valve switchable (12"EN £395
ORANGE 50w 2 x 12 combo, mint
VOX AC.30 reverb combo, mint £189
FVH BL.215 200w bass cab, mint £119
CARLSBRO 100w valve rev. head, good £99
VOX Escort 30w combo, mint £99
LOCO 60w micro -combo, mint £99
LITTLE Rock 2 x15 200w bass cab, new £169
H/H Micro -30w combo, mint £99
WEM 100w 2x 12 combo, mint £119
TOTAL 100w 2 x 12 combo, good £99
WEM Dominator 35w combo, good £79
SELMER 1 x 18 basscab £40
VOX 1 x 18 basscab. mint £50
ATC 1 x 12 Mini-bassbin £95
ROLAND Bolt 30 combo, good £195
TRUCKER 65w 2 x 10 rev. combo £169
ROLAND Cube 60 lead, mint C149
MM 350w stereo power amp s/h E195
CARLSBRO 1 x 15 bassbin, good £89
PAIR Peavey 1 x 12 horn cabs, new £198
PAIR Marshall 4 x 12 PA cols £148
MARSHALL 100w 4ch PA amp C90
VOX Export 30 bass combo, mint £99
BADGER Piccolo 8w combo, mint C39
BADGER Minuet 10w combo, mint £59
BADGER Bass Boogie lOw combo mint £69
KAY 50w 1 x 12 combo, new £99
1-1./H Pro 150x 115 cab, mint £95
CUSTOM Sound 100w bass head, new £140
HI -WATT 4 x 12 cab £60

ALL MAIL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO A
SMALL DELIVERY CHARGE: PLEASE RING



Digisound Voice Card
PART ONE

Connect it to a keyboard and you've a complete monophonic synthesiser,
build several modules and you've got a versatile polysynth. Whatever you
do, the Voice Card represents value for money. Charles Blakey, Simon

Bailey & Pete Blakey
The voice card design presented in this
article provides the complete sound
processing circuitry for a monophonic

synthesiser voice. On -board design includes
two VCOs, a four -pole low pass VCF, two
ADSR envelope generators and five VCAs
which together comprise a relatively elaborate
synthesiser voice. Some of the interconnec-
tions between the above circuit blocks are
hardwired, but a degree of flexibility has been

maintained by the use of electronic analogue
switches. The circuit functions are controlled
either by manual potentiometers (which are
disabled on insertion of a jack plug into the
appropriate CV input socket) or by independent
potentiometers and external CV input sockets.

A schematic diagram of the voice card
circuitry is shown in Figure 1. The design
utilises two CEM 3310 VCTGs, two CEM 3340
VCOs, a CEM 3360 dual VCA and a CEM 3372

signal processor. An accurately scalable key-
board control input is provided and may be
calibrated to the usual one volt per octave
control voltage standard. Inputs are also pro-
vided to enable connection to external equip-
ment such as LFOs, sample and hold networks
and other control voltage generators. An audio
input is also available, allowing an external
noise source (or additional oscillators) to be
mixed with the audio output of VCO1.

Many constructional options exist, and these
include:
a) Use of a single voice card, with associated
pots and switches mounted on a suitable
control panel
b) Use of several voice cards together in
parallel on a simple motherboard with a
common control panel and separate input/
output sockets
c) Use of multiple voice cards with individual
panels
d) For experienced constructors, micropro-
cessor control of one or more voice cards via a
suitable interface.

Additionally, owners of existing keyboard
equipment may use voice c9,rds as expansion
units, always assuming that a one volt per
octave keyboard CV and positive -going gate
signals are available.

General Design
The complete circuit diagram for the voice

card is shown in Figure 2. The circuit design is
centred around six custom music ICs from
Curtis Electromusic Specialties. It's the use of
these devices that's enabled a highly compact
dual VCO synthesiser voice to be built on a
standard 100 x 200mm Eurocard.

The design makes use of all -electronic
internal switching and patching (controlled by
panel -mounting SPDT sub min toggle switches
S1 to S16) and is arranged for maximum
flexibility. Connections to and from the PCB
are grouped along one long edge of the board
and may be effected either by hardwiring or by
the use of Molex connectors and a small
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THE UK's FASTEST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

SAME DAY
1)1FASPYITII

IFOR DELIVERY BY SECURICOR FREE OF CHARGE (UK MAINLAND)
THIS OFFER APPLIES TO GOODS PAID FOR BY CREDIT CARD AND OVER £100 VALUE Oil.

PUT US TO THE TEST AND RING OUR 'HOTLINE NOW!
SYNTHESIZER AND KEYBOARD BARGAINS
SEQ. CIRCUITS Six Traks £776
SEQ. CIRCUITS Prophet 600 £1400
SEQ. CIRCUITS 64 Interface £175
ROLAND JX3P £675
ROLAND Juno 106 Phone
ROLAND SH101 Phone
ROLAND RS09 String Synth £299
ROLAND PG200 Programmer £169
ROLAND MC202 £175
KORG Poly 800 £469
KORG Mono Poly (1 only at a crazy price 08 £399
KORG CX3 Organ (used but in excellent coed) £475
YAMAHA DX7 FM Synth POA
YAMAHA Portasound (used) £75
FENDER Rhodes stage 73 piano £425
CASIO MT46 £95
CASIO MT400V £199
CASIO MT800 £249
CASIO 10(101 £199
CASIO PT30 £55
CASIO PT50 £79
CASIO CK500 £279
ELKA RHAPSODY (used) £120
Keyboard Stand £20
Keyboard Extension adaptor £8

RHYTHM/DRUM SYNTHS
SEQ. CIRCUITS Drumtraks (Latest Model) £799
ROLAND DB66 Phone
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix £210
ROLAND TR707 Few in stock Ring us quick!!!
ROLAND TR909 £499
ROLAND TR808 (used) £375
BOSS DRI 10 £109
KORG Percussion DDM220 £225
KORG DM110 Drum Machine £225
YAMAHAMR10 (used) £59

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
TASCAM Portal our fastest selling unit, £399
TASCAM Portastudio M244 £659
TASCAM 34 (4 Track) £899
TASCAM DX2D Noise Red £186
TASCAM DX4D Noise Red £258
TASCAM M09 (4 into 2 Mixer) £169
TASCAM MB20 Meter Bridge £149
TASCAM Er(20 4ch Mixer/Exp £99
TASCAM RC71 Remote Control £42
TASCAM MC120 £59
TASCAM RC3Op Remote switch £15.50
TASCAM EX20 £99
TEAC V360C Cassette Deck £111
TEAC Head Cleaner TZ 261a £5.95
TEAC Rubber Cleaner TZ 261b £8.65
TEAC PD 11 Compact Disc Player
(Very Tasty) Phone

HEADPHONES
BEYER 07330 £34
BEYER DT441 £40
BEYER DT320 £26
BEYER DT109 w/Boom Mic £77
TECH. PROJECTS DM120 Lightweight
w/Boom Mb

MICROPHONES
BEYER M200

ELECTROVOICE PL77b
ELECTROVOICE PL95a
AUDIO TECH Pro 2
AUDIO TECH Pro 3
AUDIO TECH Pro 4L
AUDIO TECH ATM41
CHASER 444
CHASER 555
CHASER 666

£49
BEYER M300 NCS £65
BEYER M400 NCS £99 SANOX PEDALS (same as Frontline)

£105 SANOX 32sx Crossover £20
£94 SANOX 55sx Graphic £20
£22 SANOX 65sx Junction Box £7
£38 SANOX 70sx Pocket Amp £15
£53 SANOX 71sx Pero Synth 1 £20
£63 SANOX 85sx Flanger C35
£34 SANOX 95sx Power Supply £13
£37 SANOX 10sx Excitor £20
00 SANOX 112 sx Parametric eq £20 MARSHALL 4 x 12260W Cab

WE
.

HAVE OVER 2000 SQ FT OF SHOWROOMS
CRAMMED FULL OF GOODIES. HP P/X NO PROBLEM

TUNERS
BOSS TU60 £35
BOSS TU12 £42
BOSS TU120
KORG GT6Ox

£65
£25

PRELUDE Guitar Chord Computer £20-

110tiZtVil
ELECTRIC Anniversary £599 toff) 7()5)
TUNER & MIC Prices
OVATION GUITARS

NOTE Please add £1 Post & Packing to all PEDAL

£499 \

APPLAUSE Elec/Acoustic
APPLAUSE Round Back Acoustic

ELECTRIC Glen Campbell
ELECTRIC Legend
ELECTRIC Balladeer Cutaway
ULTRA Acoustic

£499

£239
£179
£145

£599 NIu 0
ACOUSTIC GUITARS
FENDER F65 03 Jumbo £58

CLASSICAL GUITARS From

ELECTRIC GUITARS

£58

ROLAND COMBOS
II

£99FENDER F
£129FENDER F75

STATUS De luxe Bass (What a Beauty!) £999 ROLAND SPIRIT 10A

FENDER Precisionm/n £335 ROLAND SPIRIT 25 £129
FENDER Precision (used) £199 ROLAND SPIRIT 30 £125

£6975

FENDER Precision (Special Bass £495 ROLAND SPIRIT 10

FENDER Tele T/N White £279

C195
BOSE 1800 Stereo Amp 1KW

HIGH QUALITY PA
ROLAND SPA 240 Stereo Amp s/h

SQUIER 52 Telecaste 1235
£295SQUIER 57 Strat (used)

SQUIER 57 Strut
SQUIER 62 Precision Bass

C £199237 BOSE 302 Bass Bins
£899 I
£990

£199 BOSE 802 series II speakers £795FENDER Bulled Bass De luxe M/N £184£199 BOSE 802 C System controllerFENDER Bullett Bass 111 WN £399TOKAI TST 50 (Selection Of Colours) £199 JBL 4612 Speakers s/soiled (each) IITOICAITTE 50 (Selection of Colours £199

C285

ACES Graphic Eq. (Rack mounting) £120
ACES Spring Line Reverb (Rack Mounting) £94
ACES 100W Slave w/Graphic equaliser £184TOKAI TALBO (NEW Solid Metal Body

- Nice One!)
TOKAI Standard Bass £199 ACES 300W Stereo Power Amp (Rack

IBANEZ Roadstar (all colours) £165 Mounting) £299

IBANEZ RS440 Guitar £225
IBANEZ RS530 Guitar £273

£299

.k 4/9:7774MAiiiPW-
IBANEZ Roadstar Natural £139
IBANEZ Roadstar BassWANTED FOR CASH

1:2£15049

GIBSON RD Custom (used) ALL MAKES OF GROUP EQUIPMENT.
SHERGOLD Meteor (used)

WESTONE Thunder lla guitar RING CLIVE ON (0705) 660036 NOW.

WESTONE Thunder 11 Bass Fretless
WESTONE Thunder 111 Bass

WESTONE Thunder 1 guitar

VOX Custom Bass £199 AMPS CABS COMBOS
VOX White Custom Bass Fretless £182 SESSION 75-112 Combo 0239

TRACE ELLIOT AMPLIFICATION SESSION 75-210 Combo £265

£641 FVH MA80 PA Amp £186TRACE ELLIOT 1110 Bass Combo
£573 I-VH MA100 100W PA Amp (used)TRACE ELLIOT AH 250 Bass Amp £175
,317 FVH MA150 150W PA Amp £299TRACE ELLIOT AH 150 Bass Amp
£3TRACE ELLIOT 1048 (4 x 10) Bass Cab 05 FVH S150 Slave Amp £182

FVH Bassamp 100W Amp £168TRACE ELLIOT 1518 (1 x 15) Bass Cab £325
I-VH K150 150W Keyboard Amp £240

MARSHALL AMPLIFICIATION We are Specialists I-VH V -S Bass Amp (used) £85
in the sale and service of Marshall Amplfication We FVH IC 100 Amp £95
carry large stocks of new/used equipment- stock FVH V S Mus. Combo s/h £175

H/H Pro 100 PA Speakers (Pair) £396changes daily so ring for a competitive quote.
MARSHALL Super Bass Amp Old Style £170 YAMAHA G50 1 x 12 Combo £299
MARSHALL Super Bass Amp MK11 s/h £195 YAMAHA JX3OB Combo (used) £165

:tat

MARSHALL 100W MV Amp £320 PEAVEY Special Combo (used) £150
..,

MARSHALL 50W MV Amp £259 PEAVEY Classic 65W 2x 12 Combo s/h £235
MARSHALL 100W Valve Switch Combo £370 PEAVEY Series 111 Bass Combo £250
MARSHALL SOW Valve Switch Combo £299 VOX VENUE 100 Watt Lead Combo £192

PA Amp £192£87 VOX VENUE 120 Watt
£99 VOX 15 Watt 2 x 10 Combo £106

MARSHALL 12W Transistor Combo
MARSHALL 20W 1 x 10 Keyboard Combo
MARSHALL 30W Transistor Combo 0135 FENDER Bandmaster Valve Amp (used) £135

E260 FENDER Gassman 100 Cab £150MARSHALL WW1 x 12 MV Valve Combo
MARSHALL SOW 2x 12 Valve Combo £380 DYNACHORD 131001 Bass Amp (used) £95
MARSHALL 75W 1 x 12 trans. Combo £248 CARLSBRO AMPLIFICATIONMARSHALL 100W 2x12 Valve Combo £340 CARLSBRO 0300m Stereo Amp £315MARSHALL 280W 4 x12 1960b Cab £241

CARLSBRO Cobra 90 PA amp

£120 CARLSBRO Marlin 6ch 150W PA Amp £214829
MARSHALL 4 x 12 19606 Cab s/h £120
MARSHALL 4x 12 1935A Cab s/h CARLSBRO Marlin 6ch 300w PA £325£249 AmpMARSHALL 2 x 15 200W Bass Cab CARLSBRO 1 12H 75W

1J1J
(A Division of Mike Devereux Music

MIC/SPEAKER STANDS
Mic Boom Stand (P&N) £17
Mic Boom Stand (MET) £20
MIC Stand (Valan) C29
Speaker Stand (per pair) £72

PEDALS AND EFFECTS
BOSS BF2 Flanger £72
BOSS OD1 Overdrive £38
BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal £41
BOSS CE2 Chorus £69
BOSS CE3 Stereo Chorus £69
BOSS DS1 Distortion £38
BOSS SDI Super Overdrive £45
BOSS GE7 Graphic £55
BOSS DF2 Distortion/Feedback £52
BOSS DD2 Digital Delay £139
BOSS DM3 Delay £88
BOSS SP1 Spectrum £39
BOSS TW1 Touch Wah £55
BOSS SGI Slow Gear £39
BOSS NF1 Noise Gate £39
BOSS CS2 Comp/Sustain £54
BOSS 0C2 Octaver £55
BOSS VB2 Vibrato C55
BOSS PH1R Phaser £59
BOSS PC2 Percussion C44
BOSS HC2 Handclapper C49
BOSS MA1 Mascot Amp C31
BOSS DP2 Damper £15
BOSS P5A220 Mains Adaptor £12
BOSS ACA220 Mains Adaptor £12
BOSS MSA100 Stand Adaptor £20
BOSS FS1 Footswitch £16
BOSS FS2 Footswich £20
BOSS 11A5 Playbus £97
BOSS FtHllm Stereo H/f Mic £58
BOSS MS100 100w Monitor speaker £73
BOSS MSA100 Stand adaptor for above £20
NEW BOSS LINES ARRIVING SOON -
RING FOR DETAILS
BANEZ PT9 Phaser £39
BANEZ Flanger £48
BANEZ CS9 Chorus £59
BANEZ SD9 Sonic Distortion £35
BANEZ AD9 analog delay £89
BANEZ TS9 Tube Screamer £33
BANEZ GE9 Graphic £59
BANEZ CP9 Compressor £39
CARLSBRO Comp. Minifex £34
CARLSBRO Flanger Minifex £48
CARLSBRO AD1 Echo £125
CARLSBRO Protex ADR1 £336
MELDS DE1 Digital Echo C79
EC500 Super Echo Unit £86
EP250 Super Echopet £150
KORG Signal Delay £149
AE205R Analogue echo/reverb £145
H/H Digital Multi Echo s/h £150
SCHALLER Volume Pedal £19
MXR Blue Box (used) £39
GOLDEN THROAT (used) £40
City Baby Pedal £34

...C-77714/944641101/Fr"
PIT -STOP SERVICE

£32 FOR FAST RELIABLE REPAIRS TO ALL
MAKES OF EQUIPMENT

BUZZ KEVIN AND HIS TEAM OF
MUSICAL MECHANICS' ON (0705) 660036

£261 x Spkr Cabs (per pair) ...E220
CARLSBRO 2 x 12H 150W spkr Cabs (per pair) £349
CARLSBRO Stingray Bassamps from £149
CARLSBRO Stingray Bassamps (used) £125
CARLSBRO Stingray Bass Combo (used) 0195
CARLSBRO Stingray Multichorus Keyboard
amp £229
CARLSBRO 90 Keyboard Combo £255
CARLSBRO 90 Twin combo £220
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Bass Combo £206
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Lead Combo £206
CARLSBRO 150 Bass Combo £249
CARLSBRO Homet 45 Lead Combo £159
CARLSBRO Homet 45 keyboard combo ££1799

CARLSBRO 150 Keyboard Amp £250
CARLSBRO 150 Keyboard Combo £399
CARLSBRO Scorpion Lead Combo £99
CARLSBRO

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
McKenzie 15' 150W (high Quality) £79
McKenzie 12" 80W (high Quality) £34.50
TITAN 712/50W 12" £19
TITAN T12/1COW 12" £22.45
TITAN T1S/100W 12" 33.69
RTC 15" 100W £46
I -1/H HF200 Bullet Homs £25
Piezo HF Horns £6
Many more chassis speakers in stock ring for details.

L89 London Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE. Tel: (0705) 660036. Telex: 869107

Ltd.)
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TECHNOLOGY/
motherboard. It's the first of these options that
we'll discuss here. There are 57 connections in
all and these can logically be subdivided into
the following groups: control voltage inputs
(26), electronic analogue switch control lines
(16), audio inputs (1), audio outputs (1), gate
inputs (1), power supply connections (5) and
those reserved for future expansion (7). All the
control inputs provided will accept voltages in
the range -5V to +5V (see Table 1), making
interfacing to microcomputers a simple matter.

Both VCOs are based on the CEM 3340, and
are configured in a similar manner. For this
reason detailed analysis of only one of these
oscillator blocks is necessary, though we'll
mention any differences at the relevant point.
The main frequency control input is at pin 15,
configured as a summing stage and thus
allowing multiple independent frequency con-
trol. In this application, resistors R1-8 effect
the required voltage control, with two on-
board CV inputs and four independent CV
inputs being available for connection to external
equipment. The on -board CV inputs are:
a) Possweep - ADSR output via VCA and to
CEM 3340 via R4
b) Internal exponential modulation - from
VCO2 via a separate VCA.
The other inputs are:
a) Frequency - via R1 to effect tuning of the
oscillator
b) Keyboard CV - via R6 for connection to a
musical keyboard (commoned to both VCOs)
c) Pitch bend - allows detuning of VCO1 or
connection to joystick controllers and the like.
d) Exponential LFO - for connection to an
external LFO whose output will vary frequency
in an exponential manner

Pin 14 of the CEM 3340 is used as a scaling
factor. Since the current gain of the internal
multiplier is set near unity, 100K input resistors
and a 1K8 scaling resistor (R16) produce the
standard one volt per octave response and
about 18mV at the base of Q1 (internal to IC).
R8 and RV19, together with an incoming refer-
ence voltage (in this case +15V), set the initial
frequency of the oscillator, and have been
chosen so that with no external voltage appl-

ied, the frequency may be adjusted to 65.406Hz,
the frequency of the lowest note on a four -
octave keyboard. For greatest accuracy of the
internal multiplier, the current from pin 2
should be close to that from pin 1. This balance
is achieved by way of RV2O.

Pin 13 is available for use as a linear
frequency control input with R12 present for
connection to an external LFO. R12 produces
a 10% change in frequency per volt at this
input. Similarly, the inclusion of R10 and its
associated electronic switch (ICI 1D) connects

'VOICE'

pin 13 to the output of VCO2 in the same way
(and to the same modulation bus) as the
internal exponential modulation input. Note
that if the output from a suitable LFO is not
capacitively AC coupled, any DC offset present
will cause detuning of the oscillators. In addition,
a negative current at pin 13 which is in excess
of the reference current will gate the oscillator
off.

The 3340 is compensated against tempera-
ture -induced drift and also included as part of
the chip is a method of overcoming high
frequency tracking error, an effect resulting in
a slight flattening of the frequency at the
extreme high end of the audio range. This
produces a reliable voltage -to -frequency con-
version over the entire audio range.

Three simultaneously available waveform

outputs are produced by the CEM 3340,
namely sawtooth, pulse/square and triangle at
pins 8, 4 and 10 respectively. The sawtooth
and pulse/square outputs pass via R17 and
R18 to CMOS analogue switches (IC11A and
IC10A) for later mixing at the input of the VCF.
However, the triangle output has a finite
resistance and needs buffering to maintain
VCO performance.

Pulse width control is achieved by direct
injection of a OV to +5V analogue voltage to
pin 5, allowing pulse width to be varied from 0
to 100% values of mark/space ratio, via RV2 or
an external CV into J5.

The main difference between the two VCOs
is the sync arrangement. In the voice card
design, VCO1 becomes the 'slave' oscillator
and VCO2 the 'master'. The method of sync
used (the CEM 3340 permits two types) is soft
synchronisation, which on selection causes
the triangle upper peak to reverse direction
prematurely, with the result that the oscillation
period is an integral multiple of the pulse
period. The only other difference between the
external circuitry of the two VCOs is that VCO2
allows less resistive mixing of control voltage
inputs.

Power supply to both CEM 3340s is a stable
+15V to pin 16 and -5V to pin 3. Note that the
use of well regulated supplies is essential to
maintain oscillator performance.

The VCF in this design is based on the
recently introduced CEM 3372 signal pro-
cessor. The filter response is of the Butterworth
type, with a sharp 24dB/octave roll -off charac-
teristic, almost ideal for electronic music appli-
cations. Internal to the CEM 3372 is a VCA to
allow overall signal feedback, and hence
resonance (or '0' value) to be voltage controlled.
The passband gain remains constant as the
resonance is varied, and this eliminates the
drop in volume as resonance increases, often
a problem with this type of filter. The CEM
3372 also features low noise, low control
feedthrough and temperature -compensated
transconductors for cut-off frequency stability.

Also included on the chip is a VCA of the
current in, current out type, and this allows

Figure 1. Voice card block diagram.
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BRITAIN'S BEST CHOKE!
II

X56 Ira
Ay 41 1 me sinq vs.

"1111

II INSTANT CREDIT  MAIL ORDER
 SUPERB AFTER SALES SERVICE & ADVICE

Keyboards

Roland 04101
Roland MG51

Roland Juno 106
Roland PG200

Roland JP8A
One at Kingston Branch

Roland HP20
Roland HP30
Roland HP6C
Roland HP70
Roland HP300
Roland HP400
Yamaha DX7
Yamaha KX5
Yamaha PF10
Yamaha PF15
Yamaha CS01 while stocks last
Korg Poly 800
Korg Mono Poly

One at Addlestone Branch
Korg Ex 800
Korg RX100
Sequential Circuits Six Tracks
Sequential Circuits Max
All Casio Keyboards in stock at sale prices.

RRP ABC Price
385.00 CALL IN FOR
36.00 PRICE

SH101 & MGS
Handgrip

rrp £420.00
ABC PRICE
only £245.00

88000 CALL IN - YOU
250.00 WON'T BELIEVE

EARS

3999.00
275.00
325.00
550.00
650.00
990.00

1235.00
1499.00
449.00
849.00

1099.00
169.00
603.75

74900
44600
52400
89500

Call in for
Price

Call in for
Price

1299.00
399.00
699.00
975.00

99.00
479.00

350.00
Ring for Price
Ring for Price

625.00
599.00

Sequencers & Microcomposers
Roland MC202 235.00 CALL IN - YOU
Roland TB303 290.00 WON'T
Roland 30060 285.00 BELIEVE YOUR
Roland MSQ100 525.00 EARS!
Sequential Circuits Mid, Sequencer 169.00 140.00

ASK ABOUT OUR YAMAHAASK
HI-TEC COMPUTER

Package Deals
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR

OUR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST

Drum Machines

Yamaha RX15
Yamaha FIX11
Korg PS550
Hammond Digital Drum Machine
one at Addlestone Branch
to clear
Sequential Circuits Drum Tracs
Boss 09110
Kay Programm:thlo Rhythm

Korg DDM 110 Fantastic value
Korg DDM220 Fantastic value240 00

49900 Ring for Price
799.00 Ring for Price
414.75 335.00

69900
999.00
150.00
75.00

399.00
899.00
120.00
29.00

NEW
KORG DDM110
And DDM220
digital drum
machines

248 00 220.00
199.00

Roland TR909 800 .00 499.00
Roland TR707 NEW!! 525.00 CALL IN - YOU
Roland TR606 290.00 WON'T

Roland CR5000 400.00 BELIEVE YOUR
Roland CR8000 535.00 EARS

SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR OUR FREE
COMPLETE PRICE LIST!

TRONIC

wIVARD
p

.°' at'°stuotmlsitllrartdintertanqn

service
ctically

CaA.naything to

anythingl

RING °1-5 46 87 7

Send for

FREE
Synthesizer catalogue and price list

with details of our
money -back guarantee

Home RecordingAmplifiers

Session Sessionette SG75 112
Session Sessionette SB100-112
Session Sessionette SB100-115
Roland JC50
Roland JC120
Roland Cube 40th
Roland Cube 60 ch
Roland Cube 60 k
Roland Cube 60 B
Roland Cube 100 a few to clear
at only

RRP ABC Sale Price
27500 235.00
317.00 269.00
375.00 320.00
345.00
615.00 CALL IN - YOU
235.00 WON'T
280.00 BELIEVE YOUR
315.00 EARS!
285.00

225.00

Roland CUBE 40 CHORUS
rrp £235
ABC SALE PRICE £135.00
(ADD £5 P&P)
Save £100 err this gear amoral&

Carlsbro
Marlin 150
Carlsbro
Marlin 300
Carlsbro
Cobra 90K
combo

Carlsbro Cobra 906 combo
Carlsbro Cobra 90 twin combo
Carlsbro Keyboard 150 combo
Carlsbro Hornet 45K combo
Carlsbro Hornet 458 combo
Carlsbro Hornet 45L combo

Peavey Audition
Peavey Backstage plus
Peavey Studio Pro 40
Peavey Bandit 65
Peavey Special 130
Peavey KB100
Peavey KB300
Peavey Basic 40
Peavey TKO 65
Peavey TNT130
Peavey Combo 300

249.00

332.00

259.00
248.00 199.00
274.00 225.00

317.29 259.00
21000 170.00
174.00 141.00
186.00 150.00

93.00 79.00
144.00 125.00
195.00 165.00
255.00 220.00
323.15 275.00
255.00 220.00
382.95 325.00
170.00 145.00
229.00
315.00 269.00
477.00 399.00

Guitars
Yamaha SG200
Yamaha SG1000s
Yamaha SG2000s
Yamaha SG3000s
Westone Concord I one at
Addlestone Branch to clear at
Half Price!
Westone Thunder FJet
Westone Thunder IA (oak)
Westone Thunder IA (blak or red)
Westone Thunder Jet Bass
Westone Thunder IA Bass (oak)
Westone Thunder IA Bass (red or blk)

Westone Raider 1 one at
Addlestone Branch to clear at
Half Price,
Aria Per 80
Aria RS Elite
Aria RS Classic
Aria TA50
Aria TA100
Aria SB1000
Aria RSB Special
Tokai 1ST 80ET
Tokai TOT 70ET
Tokai TST 50
Tokai TST 40
Tokai TOE 80
Tokai TIE 70
Fender Strats from
Fender Teles from
Ibanez RS130
Ibanez RS1000
Ibanez RS430
Ibanez RS1300
Ibanez MC924

239.00 195.00
429.00 349.00
739.00 599.00
899.00 725.00

1.2 Price
155.00 129.00
185.00 152.00
199.00 t64.00
169.00 141.00
189.00 157.00
199.00 165.00

1,2 Price
559.70 449.00
317.00 237.00
334.00 249.00
339.00 271.00
642.00 475.00
695.00 525.00
288.00 225.00
442.55 331.00
397.00 265.00
299.00 225.00
240.00 199.00
468.42 350.00
411.00 299.00

299.00
269.00
183.00
350.00
269.00
375.00
440.00

Cmusic

Tascam 244
Tascam Porta one
Yamaha MT44 MM30 RB30
Roland SDE 1000
Roland SDE 3000
Boss DE200
Boss RX100
Boss KM60
Korg SD1000
Yamaha 01500
Yamaha 91000
Yamaha MT44 ex -demo
Yamaha MM10

RRP ABC Price
650.00
399.00

/4700 545.00
465.00 399.00
950.00 699.00
35000 260.00
181.00 129.00
299.00 175.00
393.00 335.00
639.00 550.00
574.00 499.00

250.00
09500 £50.00

Effects
Tokai TODI Overdrive
Tokai Tool Distortion
Tokai TDC Delay
Tokai TCH1 Chorus
Tokai TFLI Flanger
Tokai TPHI Phaser
Also effects by Frontline
Ana Storm

Snocts
gos

25.00
26.00
59.00
39.00
39.00
29.00

Keyboards and Accessories
A - Addlestone Branch
S - Slough Branch
K - Kingston Branch
Prophet 10(S)
Roland SH101 (A)
Moog Prodigy (K)
Moog Rogue (K)
Are Axe (A)
Yamaha CS30 (A)
Korg MS20 (A)
Oberheim 013X oc)
Roland MC4B lip
Roland OP8 (K;
Octave Kitten (A)
Roland Juno 60 (0)
Casio 403110
Roland MC202 (A)
Roland TR606 (A & K)
Roland TI3303(A)
Roland CR8000 (A 8 SI
Yamaha SK20 (K.
Roland TR808 (5)
Yamaha CP-20 (A)
Yamaha CP-35 (A)
Yamaha PF-10 (K) s/soiled

Also Fantastic Selection of Used
Guitars and Amps.

1500.00
150.00
135.00
150.00
125.00
275.00
199.00
59500
695.00
195.00
125.00
550.00
150.00
150.00
149.00
135.00
225.00
295.00
350.00
225.00
395.00
675.00

SEND LARGE S.A.E.
FOR OUR FREE COMPLETE
PRICE LIST!

Ring for an
unbelievable
quote on the
G707 & GR700

LATE NIGHT
OPENING
TILL 7 pm

THURSDAYS

14-16 High St. Addlestone
Tel: 0932 40139/54877

56 Surbiton Rd. Kingston
Tel: 01-546 9877

324-326 Farnham Rd. Slough
Tel: 0753 822754



ready -mixing of multiple inputs. In this design,
the input to the VCA is direct from the output of
the VCF so no mixing is required.

The two channels of the voltage controllable
input mixer are each fed by three electronically -
switched outputs from the CEM 3340s. In
addition, though on channel 1 only, there's a
noise input to the VCF that allows a noise
source to be mixed into the audio bus of the
voice card. The signal levels of channels 1 and
2 are controlled by positive -going control
voltages (OV to +5V) to pins 5 and 8 respectively.
Capacitors C15 and C16 shunt any AC voltage
to ground.

Within the CEM 3372 four independent filter
stages are hardwired to low pass configur-
ation. Filter capacitors C11 - C14 are chosen
such that the filter frequency range covers the
entire audio spectrum (less than 20Hz to
greater than 20kHz) while control of the cutoff
frequency is by means of voltage control at pin
15. In order that multiple voltage sources may
simultaneously adjust the filter frequency,
resistors R44 to R51 effect a summing stage.
The voltage -to -frequency scale is adjustable
to precisely one volt per octave by the com-
bination of RV26 and R51: provision has been
made for connection to an external LEO via
R47. Transposition of filter frequency by
potentiometer RV7 is possible via R46, and an
initial cutoff frequency may be set up via RV25
and R45 such that with no frequency applied
to pin 15, the VCF passes no audible fre-
quencies (individual circumstances will dictate
the most useful position of this trimmer). A
suitable connection to an external CV jack
socket (J13) may be made via R44, which is
preceded by a standard sample -and -hold
network (IC8B and C19), included for future
expansion. Resistor R48 is hardwired to the
internal modulation bus which is sourced by
VCO2, thus implementing an internal VCLFO
function. Resistors R49 and R50 carry the
ADSR signal from the 'sweep' bus, the former
connection being positive -going (hence
possweep) and the latter being an inverted
version of this. These two control voltages are
selected by control of analogue switches
IC13B and IC13A. If both of these are selected,
no change in filter frequency will occur.

The circuitry allows resonance to be varied
from a Q factor of 0.7 up to oscillation. Pin 12 is
the signal input to the fixed VCA, the gain
control of which is buffered, brought out to pin
13 and hardwired to the output of ADSR1. The
output of the fixed VCA is at pin 14 of the CEM
3372 and passes via a low noise BI-FET op
amp to J20, the audio output.

The production of suitable ADSR control
envelopes is achieved by the use of two CEM
3310 envelope generators. In this design, both
ICs are gated simultaneously from a common
gate input at pin 4. The gate input jack socket
(J16) is wired such that with no plug inserted,
the gate input is held at OV.

Pins 15, 12, 9 and 13 permit voltage control
of attack, decay, sustain and release respec-
tively. These three inputs require negative -
going control voltages between OV and -5V,
whereas the sustain input requires a CV of
between OV and +5V. In all cases, the greater
the deviation from OV, the larger the A, D, S or
R contour produced.

ADSR1 is hardwired to control the final VCA
(internal to the CEM 3372), whilst ADSR2
controls the frequencies of VCO1 and the VCF.
This attenuable ADSR signal is subsequently
buffered by IC7A and split so that two electronic
switches allow the signal to alter both the pitch
of VCO1 and the cutoff frequency of the VCF.
This same signal from IC7A is also inverted by
IC7D, providing an inverted sweep to change
the VCF cutoff frequency. These three effects
are selectable by closure of the relevant

Figure 2. Voice card circuit diagram.
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OPEN 10-6 (CLOSED WEDS) NORTHWICH LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

AFTER 5 YEARS OF HONEST TRADING

1;32:tifil
5-7 CHESTER ROAD.
NORTHWICH . CHESHIRE .
)606 782522 .

)FFICIAL MAIN DEALERS FOR KORG'

1k, --)Roland

jjEOUEMitiL
inc

Fostex

OHM
0 YAMAHA

SH ST B

rROEPss
IN

61Ta
gommotoc

(ABOVE JAM M STUDIOS)
END OF GT. MOOR ST.

BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE -

0204 397893

TORE S

STOPSS TUES. IFIE5 5th at 7 .30CONTINUON
OUSLY'

5E551011

THE STARS ARE TE GOODS"
IN OTHER WORDS

SEE & HEAR THE VERY LATEST
14I -TECH GEAR IN A

LIVE SITUATION
HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT A ROLAND

TR707 SOUNDS
LIKE WHEN THERE'S

JACK

BRUCE
& ERIC CLAPION

(SOUNDALIKES)
ETC. BANGIN'

AWAY ON TOP? THE STARS ARE ROLAND

GUITAR
SYNTH, YAMAHA

DX7, D1500,
RX11 , CX5 COMPUTER,

FOSTEX
X15 & 250

MULTITRACKERS
. . THE AUDIENCE

IS YOU (ANDFREE!)
DON'T MISS OUT...

KEYBOARDS
new unless o/wise stated
EKO P15 m/syn
JEN SX1000
YAMAHA CS5
YAMAHA CSOI
OCTAVE KITTEN
CRUMAR R/Racer pianos
CASIO 101 pysyn
KORG MSIO m/syn
KORG M500 m/syn
YAMAHA CS5
SCi 64 SQer
ARP SOLUS m/syn
MOOG ROGUE m/syn
SOLINA STRINGS
FIRSTMAN organ
SIEL ORCH ensemble
LOGAN MEL II strgs
MOOG PRODIGY I
ROLAND MC202
RHODES Mk! piano
ROLAND 1000P preset
SCi PRO I m/syn
ARP PRODGX m/syn
CASIO 1000p p/syn
MULTIMOOG m/syn
KORG 700S m/syn
KORG SIGMA m/syn
ROLAND SHIOI
SIEL PXJr piano
YAMAHA KX5 remote
TECHNICS SXK100 ensemble
RHODES St73Mk1 piano
ARP ODYSSEY duoph.
SCi PRO I
YAMAHA CE20 fm poly

s/h
s/h
s/h

£189
s/h
s/h

s/h
£299
mint
mint
£195
mint
mint

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

mint

s/h
s/h
s/h

mint
mint

s/h
s/h
s/h

mint

mint
£499

s/h

£79
£89
£95
£95
£99
£99

£101
£119
£119
£125
£149
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£169
£169
£175
£175
£199
£199
£199
£199
£199
£199
£199
£289

I/S
£299
£299
£299
£299
£299

HOHNER DUO clay & pianet
YAMAHA PS25
YAMAHA CS15D
JEN SYNX508 p/syn
RHODES St73MkII
CRUMAR MULTIMAN2
H/H St73 piano
YAMAHA PS35
YAMAHA CE20 fm!
YAMAHA CE25 fm!!
YAMAHA CP30 piano
KORG POLY800
KORG SAS 20
KORG POLYSIX
ROLAND JUNO 6
ROLAND AXIS remote
ARP 16voice piano
YAMAHA CP35 piano
KAWAI SX210
JVC KB700
KORG SP8OS
OSCAR MIDI
SCi PROPHET V
KORG EPSI pno stgs
KORG CX3 organ
KORG POLYSIX
KORG POLY 61
SCi SIXTRACKS
POLYMOOG KEYB (incl peds)
ROLAND JX3P
ROLAND JUNO 106
ROLAND MKB300
ROLAND MKS10&30
YAMAHA PF10 piano
ROLAND HP300 piano
YAMAHA PF15
YAMAHA SK5OD ensemble

ZX SPECTRUM OWNERS - PHONE 0606-782522 FOR
DETAILS
HAVE YOU HEARD THE DATEL SOUND SAMPLER
YET - ONLY £49 (+£2 P&P).

WE HAVE NO
EX -DEMO KEYBOARDS
THEY'RE ALL ON DEMO

WANTED DEAD OR DYING
S/H JUNO 6
S/H JUNO 60, CP7OB
ANY LOOSE WOMAN
U-BOAT (ANY CONDITION)

£299
£425 £329

A LOT! OFFERS?
s/h

mint
mint
mint
£499
£999

£1049
mint

£629
s/h

s/h

mint
mint
£799
£679
£999
£599

s/h
£1199

£825
£1260
£1025
£895

s/h
£1075
£880

£849
£990

£1049

£349
£349
£349
£349
£389
£399
£399
£399

I/S
£399
£499

I/S
£499
£499
£499
£529
£549

I/S
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599

VS
£650
£699

I/S
I/S
I/S

£749
£799
£899
£899

KORG BX3 organ
SCi PROPHET 600
ROLAND JUPITER 6
YAMAHA DX7
ROLAND JX8P
ROLAND MKB1000

£1399 £899
£1585 £999

£1999 £1299
£1449 I/S

..the oppo has arrived
I/S

ROLAND JUPITER 8A with case £2750
SCi T-8 & full f/c £4879 £3999

All new AND second-hand keyboards carry FULL
12 month warranty (am I sticking my neck oot?)

ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION/COMPUTERS ETC
MPC Syntracks
KDRM I prog rhyms
LP88 latin perc (c to SR88)
SR88
BOSS DR RHYTHM
STYX 505 (big broth to SR88)
THE KIT
ROLAND TB303 bassline
ROLAND TR606 drumatix
KORG KR55B
KORG KPR77
KORG DDM 110&220
YAMAHA RX15 & RX11
ROLAND TR707
ROLAND TR909

SEQUENCERS & EFFECTS
ROLAND DG MPU401
BOSS DE200
BOSS CE300
ROLAND MSQ100
ROLAND MS0 700
ROLAND SVC350 VOCODER
ROLAND SBX 80 I/Face
DYNACORD St REVERB
YAMAHA R1000 REVERB
YAMAHA D1500 midi FX

£99

s/h
s/h

mint
s/h
s/h

usually s/h (ri
always
always
always
Only

£38
£38
£69
£50
£50
£65
£79

£119
£139
£150
£150

I/S
I/S
I/S

£599

£129
£289
£230
£499

limited stocks
£550

I/S
I/S
I/S
VS

NEW ARRIVALS
DYNACORD ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
PAISTE COLOURSOUND CYMBALS (RED
ONES!)

AT FLASH STREET
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE AT FLASH STREET. WILL SUIT
RECORD COMPANIES OR MUSIC ORIENTATED BUSINESSES
[VERY CHEAP RENTS] CONTACT DOUGIE

ALL ABOVE IN STOCK AT EITHER (OR BOTH) STORES PRE -CHECK FIRST!
NORTHWICH (0606) 782522 - BOLTON (0204) 397893

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. MAIL ORDER DELIVERY POSSIBLE. ACCESSNISA
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/TECHNOLOGY/
Figure 3. PCB component overlay.
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analogue switches, whose controls are situated
at S3 (possweep VCO), S14 (negsweep VCF)
and S13 (possweep VCF).

Simultaneous control of the three time con-
stants (A, D and R) is made possible by
injecting a control voltage at pin 14 of the CEM
3310. These control voltages are derived from
the keyboard control voltage (J7) using the two
op amps within IC9. On closure of the two
electronic switches IC10C and IC10D, feed-
back resistors R68 and R72 are effectively
shorted out, and the keyboard track ADSR
functions are therefore disabled. Power to the
CEM 3310s is +15V and -5V at pins 11 and 6
respectively.

As already mentioned, the output from
ADSR2 is passed through a VCA to allow
attenuation of envelope amplitude. The latter
is one of a pair of independent VCAs available
within the CEM 3360. The two VCAs are of the
current in/current out type, with both linear
and exponential control of gain over greater
than a 100dB range.

The ADSR output is fed via current -
converting resistor R62 to pin 6 of IC4 (signal
input to VCA1) and is available again at pin 2
(signal output). Control of signal amplitude is
made possible by positive -going (OV to +5V)
CV to pin 5, which allows access to the internal
logarithmic converter. Thus an incoming linear
control voltage (in this case potentially divided
by resistors R59 and R60) will modify gain in an
exponential manner. The output then passes
to buffer IC7A and inverter IC7D as previously
described.

The second VCA is used for modulation
attenuation. Modulation waveforms are pro-
duced by VCO2 and mixed resistively by R35,
R37 and R39 into pin 9 of IC4, the modulation
waveshape being selectable by IC12B, IC12C
and IC12D.

Construction
The voice card has been engineered to be

built on a double -sided 100 x 200mm PCB,
the two sides being linked by track pins.
Because of the high component density,
groups of copper tracks run parallel to each
other with minimal bare fibre -glass between
them, thus providing increased opportunity for
solder splashes to bridge two or more tracks.
So keep a watchful eye on the amount of

solder you use per joint, particularly on the
track pins.

Components are best assembled onto the
board in the following order:
1 Track pins
2 Resistors
3 IC Sockets
4 SIL Resistors
5 Trimmers
6 Capacitors
7 Transistors
8 ICs

Track pins should be located in all com-
ponent side holes that terminate in a solder
pad: any other holes are for normal com-
ponents. Push the track pin firmly through the
hole and snap off from the strip of pins
provided. Solder the top side of all pins first
and then solder the underside.

Once you've pinned through the entire
board, select and preform the resistors.
Resistor leads should be bent so that no
excess lead is evident, as on the component
side this could give rise to a dry short with a
nearby length of track. Component placement
is detailed in Figure 3, and should be adhered
to for all listed components. After installation
of the components, the use of a PCB solvent
cleaner is strongly recommended.

To aid construction and connections to
panel hardware, a PCB mounting bracket is
used. This bracket is secured to the front panel
by means of potentiometers RV3, RV6, RV11 &
RV15, while the PCB itself is held in place by
two PCB slides. The bracket is used in such a
manner that the plastic -coated side is face up
and parallel to the PCB, providing added
insulation in the unlikely event that the PCB
and bracket should touch.

Connections from the PCB can be made in
one of two ways - using either single -sided
terminal pins or standard Molex plug -and -

socket arrangements. The former of these
options effectively 'hardwires' the PCB to the
panel, while the latter facilitates its removal.
Connections to the switches and 3.5mm jack
sockets are best achieved by passing the
appropriate wires through the two holes in the
mounting bracket provided for this very pur-
pose. Before the toggle switches S1 -S16 are
wired up, it's necessary to install a 4k7 pull -

down resistor (R89-R104) on each one. Each
resistor has one lead connected to OV and the

other to the switch pole, ie. the appropriate 'S'
point.

Panel wiring is arranged in such a manner
that control potentiometers RV1, RV2, RV3,
RV4, RV5, RV6, RV8, RV17 and RV18 are
disabled after the insertion of a jack plug into
the appropriate socket, thereby providing a
facility for either potentiometer or external
voltage control. Control of the functions of
both envelope generators is by means of
potentiometers only (RV9 - RV16), while VCF
frequency may be controlled by both RV7 and
externally via J13. So the wipers of potentio-
meters RV7 and RV9 - RV16 go directly to the
appropriately marked points on the PCB, while
all other connections from the PCB link to jack
sockets (J1 - J20) and switches (S1 - S16).

As previously mentioned, the PCB is fixed
onto the mounting bracket by two self-adhesive
PCB slides. If terminal pins have been fitted,
it's recommended that the two slides be
attached to the PCB, though not stuck down
onto the bracket until the board has been
tested. This is because removal would require
either the slides to be replaced or all the
connections to be unsoldered, which you
probably don't need to be told isn't a very
happy state of affairs. If, on the other hand,
Molex plugs and sockets have been employed,
the PCB may be unplugged and slid out for
inspection.

Power supplies for a single voice card are a
stable +/-15V at 300mA per rail and +/-5V
at 100mA per rail. Note that the +5V rail is not
connected to the PCB but has to source a
number of control potentiometers on the front
panel. Other power supply connections are
best taken direct to the PCB and from there to
panel mounted components.

Part Two next month...

A complete kit for the Voice Card including all
parts noted in the components list (except the
pots and switches) and a double -sided PCB is
available from Digisound Limited, 14/16
Queen Street, Blackpool, Lancs FY1 1PQ for
£74.40 inclusive of p&p and VAT. A set of 18
control pots and 16 control switches is available
for £21.05, while a 9" x 9" front panel and PCB
mounting kit is also available for £17.20. For
further information, write to Digisound Limited
at the above address or 21" (0253) 28900.
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AHB Impulse one Drum Computer
Allen and Heath Brenell Ltd
69 Ship Street, Brighton BN1 1AE
Telephone: (0273) 24928

Allen and Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd
5 Connair Road, Orange
,Connecticut 06477 USA

Drum machines have come a long
way. You need no longer tolerate half -
realised concepts and technological
compromise.

Allen and Heath Brenell have pro-
duced the definitive unit.

Inpulse One: Features
Wide range dynamic response from the
8 drum pads -pitch and decay
individually adjustable.
Individual outputs and trigger inputs for
each drum pad, plus programmable
stereo mix.

16 digitally sampled sounds provided
as standard. 8 in ROM, 8 re-loadable
from the expanding cassette based
software library.

Programmable in real time or step time
with powerful editing functions.

Internal capacity of 15 songs, composed
of up to 999 bars, derived from up to 99
patterns. Cassette dump facility.

Expansion port for computers and future
products.

Tape synchronization available via on-
board SMPTE time code generator
and reader.
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Everything but the Kitchen...
The concluding episode of our series on hardware syncing looks at SMPTE

time code and its many audio-visual applications. Richard Atherton

Of all the essential qualities normally
demanded of a film editor, the need to
be able to refer to and identify any one

frame from rolls of film is an extremely import-
ant element. It's a process eased by the film
manufacturer printing numbers on the edge of
the film: these are printed through automatically
on any subsequent copies or prints so that any
one frame is always accessible by reference to
this 'edge number'.

Video is different. You can't hold video-tape
up to the light and see a picture through it,
neither can you print numbers on any part of it.
Pictures recorded on video-tape can only be
viewed by playing the tape on a suitable player
and watching the output on a television monitor.
Picture information is still made up as frames,
however, and, in Europe, there are 25 frames
per second (the Americans use 30). So with the
advent of video-tape recording, some system
of labelling each frame had to be developed.
And although several systems came to light
the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers (SMPTE) of America and the Euro-
pean Broadcasting Union (EBU) standardised
on a system known as Time Code.

What is Time Code.
The code is a sequential electronic 80 -bit

digital signal that can be recorded either on a
dedicated time code track or on a spare audio
track. Although it was originally developed for
identifying video-tape frames, it also has many
applications in the sound studio. As its name
suggests, the code is recorded in the form of a
'time' consisting of Hours, Minutes, Seconds

and Frames. The starting point can be arbitrary
or, to follow common studio practice, set to
the actual time of day (24 -Hour clock, of
course). As an example, the last frame before
midnight would have the address 23 Hours, 59
Minutes, 59 Seconds and 24 Frames (23:59:
59:29 in the USA). At midnight the address
would change to 00:00:00:00. This Time Code
Address, together with some additional infor-
mation, makes up the Time Code Word. This
word is divided into 80 equal parts called Bits
(in case you didn't know, it's derived from
'binary digits'), each of which can have a value
of either zero or one.

Bits are created electronically by fluctuations
or shifts in the voltage of the time code signal,
using a technique known as Manchester Bi-
Phase Modulation. A new bit, equal to zero, is
created whenever the signal shifts from one
state to the other. Figure 1 shows a string of
zeros: to create a 'one', there's a second
voltage shift half -way through a bit period, and
Figure 2 shows a pattern of zeros and ones.

In order to represent the time code address,
each decimal digit is encoded into four bits
using the well-known Binary Coded Decimal
(BCD) technique. Figure 3 shows the decimal
digits of 0 to 9 as four -bit binary codes - note
that within each set of four bits, bit zero is
recorded first.

The actual time code address uses only 26
of the 80 bits of a time code word. Of the
remaining 54, 32 can be used to enter a further
eight decimal digits which stay constant
throughout the recording of the code: these
are called User Bits. A fairly common practice
is to enter the date of the recording (eg.

Figure 1.

BIT No 4 3 2 1 0
VALUE 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 2.

BIT No 4 3 2 1 0
VALUE 0 1 0 1 0

Figure 3.

DECIMAL
VALUE

BIT
BINARY

0 0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001

00:12:11:84), but more often than not, these
bits are not used at all.

The remaining 22 bits are used for technical
reference information. For example, the last 16
bits are used as a fixed synchronising word:
among other things, this indicates which dir-
ection the tape is travelling in, thereby ensur-
ing that the time code is always read correctly.
As for the remaining six bits, they're used in
television applications to indicate correct col-
our framing and to distinguish between 25 or
30 frames per second modes.

Applications
Obviously, as time code was developed for

television, this has been the medium that's
seen its use more than any other. Until recently,
at least.

A time code generator lays down time code
on a dedicated channel whenever shooting is
done on video. (A spare audio channel can be
used if a dedicated time code track is not
available). When the tapes (called 'rushes', a
hangover from film days) are played in the
editing suite, a time code reader allows instant
access to any part or frame of the tape. Most
edit suite controllers these days are computer-
ised, and if the required time is entered into the
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controller via a QWERTY keyboard, the tape
player will search for that time code value
automatically. For example, if a piece of action
starts at 01:20:32:15 this address is entered
into the controller and the video-tape player
will then search for that frame. Using this
technique, a programme can be quickly and
efficiently compiled with the minimum of fuss.

One trend in video-tape editing these days
lies in the field of 'off-line editing'. Never heard
of it? I'll explain. A copy of all the rushes is
made on a cheap video format (VHS, say), with
the time code shown as part of the picture: this
is created by an output from the time code
reader which also generates characters. The
VHS copies can then be edited 'off-line' away
from the (expensive) 'on-line' edit suites. When
the off-line is completed a list of all the edit
points (ie. where one shot ends and another
starts) is made. This edit decision list is then
taken to the main on-line suite where, after the
list of time code numbers has been entered
into the controller, the programme can be
compiled automatically. If the data is stored on
a floppy disk from the off-line suite, all the
editor has to do is transfer it to the on-line
computer. This leaves you with nothing to do
except change the tapes when instructed to
do so (Luxury - Ed). In practice though, you
won't find any editor giving that much power to
a machine. They do make mistakes, you know.

And just in case you're wondering what
relevance this has to music, remember that it's
an awful lot cheaper to do your creative editing
on a format like VHS if you've got a SMPTE
time code that makes it possible. Also of
importance is the Sync Word (the last 16 of the
80 bits), which can be thought of as an
electronic sprocket hole. The tape machine
motors are controlled via a servo, which is
itself controlled by the reading of the time code
sync word. Hence the actual tape speed is
precisely controlled, any small fluctuations
being quickly counter -acted: it's this ability to
regulate tape speeds that makes time code so
useful in audio recording studios.

Because of the frequency of the time code
signal, it's usually laid down on the outer edge
track of a multitrack tape. The code is a well-
known source of crosstalk and must be kept
away from tracks which have bass lines and
low frequencies on them.

As with video-tape recorders, the multi -
track's motor servos are controlled by the
reading of the sync word, yielding exact record
and replay speeds. And one of the companies
in the forefront of time code use and develop-
ment in studios is Audio -Kinetics; their system,
Q -locks, has become synonymous with all
time code control systems.

Quite apart from controlling tape transport
speed, the nature of time code lends itself to
several other important applications in the
sound studio. As with video recorders, it
allows rapid access to any segment of the
tape, and the 0 -lock system has five memories
for storing significant locations such as start of
track, start of vocals, and so on. It also has the
ability to play a tape continuously between any
two points - obviously useful if you have an
instrument solo to 'drop in' between verses,
say, and you think you're going to need several
attempts before you get it absolutely right.

Another popular feature of Q -lock is its
ability to control up to three recorders simul-
taneously. If you have three 16 -track recorders,
these can be linked to produce a 45 -track
recording system. (Three tracks are used to lay
the time code on.) Better still, if you're fortunate
enough to have three 24 -track machines you
can create a 69 -track studio, and even Trevor
Horn would probably have trouble filling that
many. The recorders don't even have to have
the same time code laid down on them,

because any offsets can be calculated auto-
matically by the controller.

Mixing desks can also be controlled by time
code points, so that if you want a fade at any
particular point, it can be triggered by the
controller. And not surprisingly, the controller
can be interfaced with a computer so that all
such points can be stored as data and mix -
downs performed from the comfort of your
own VDU terminal. As well as making the
mixing process a lot less physically demanding,
it also means that several identical master
tapes can be produced simply by the touch of
a button or two.

TV &Audio
Because video-tape recorders have only

two audio channels, as often as not the audio
tracks are produced in the sound studio on a
multitrack recorder: this is then laid back onto
the master video tape.

A 16 -track tape, for example, is recorded
with the time code on channel 16 matching
that of the time code on the video tape. Two
other tracks are used to record what the video-
tape editor has laid down on the video-tape,
and further effects can be added to the
multitrack once it has locked to a copy of the
video-tape so that the two tapes are always in
sync with each other. Let's suppose a gunshot
is to be added to the effects track. At the point
where a small puff of smoke is seen coming
from the gun on the video-tape, the time code
is read and entered into one of the Q -lock
controller's memories. This is then set to
trigger an instant -start cartridge player. The
multitrack winds back several seconds before
going into normal play and at some point just
before the gunshot, it drops into record mode,
triggering the cartridge player to start at the
exact time code point. The result is a gunshot
that occurs simultaneously in pictures and in
sound. As many as three cartridge machines
can be controlled in this way.

Similarly, a voice-over can be added (the
loop facility is particularly useful at this stage)
as the artist watches a small monitor in a
sound booth. When that's been done, the
effects and voice-over can be mixed down
onto two spare multitrack channels before
being laid back onto the master video-tape.

This technique is also used in the film world,
where editors work with a standard speed of
24 frames per second. The sound of Indiana
Jones reaching inside his gun holster for a gun
that isn't there (see Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom) is actually a piece of card
being ruffled inside an old motor -cycle boot,
though you'd never guess it, because like all
the other sound effects in the film, it was
added after shooting (no pun intended) using a

time -coded multitrack system.
The burgeoning field of pop video promos

also takes advantage of the accuracy that a
time code -locked system can give. During the
shooting, the artists mime to a time code -
controlled playback to make sure everything's
going to be at the correct speed. When the
video editor has finished putting the pictures
together, his or her time code edit decision list
is handed over to the audio engineer, who
compiles an audio track that conforms exactly
to the timing of the video. Again, this ensures
that sound and pictures are always in exact
sync.

Finally, musicians are now finding a use for
time code to control the playing of sequencers.
Syco recently gave me a demonstration of a
unit made by Friend Chip by the name of the
SMPTE Reading Clock (SRC for short). This
allows several sequencers to be started simul-
taneously, and also controls the overall tempo
of the music. Staggered starts are not, as yet,
possible but I am informed that this is being
developed. As it happens manufacturers are
only just starting to realise the potential of
SMPTE for use in dedicated music -related
products, but one recent example of what can
be done is the Roland Sync Box reviewed
elsewhere this issue, which allows drum
machines and sequencers to be locked to a
SMPTE time code on tape. And the code itself
can either be pre-recorded or generated by the
Sync Box itself.

With the cost of SMPTE generating and
reading systems falling dramatically, largely
due to the design of special dedicated ICs, it's
likely that there'll be plenty of new synchro-
nising systems taking advantage of the soph-
istication of SMPTE format in the near future.
Thus the average musician will have access to
a time code system that outperforms conven-
tional sync pulse standards but should remain
relatively affordable.

Conclusions
Within the professional fields of television,

film and audio studios, it's obvious that time
code is rapidly becoming an essential fixture.
Part of the reason for that is the system's
inherent flexibility, as more uses are being
developed for it all the time. Even the BBC
Micro will soon find use as a time code reader
and control unit, if current developments are,
anything to go by.

The world of video syncing is that rare thing,
a hi -tech field where a product has been
standardised and hence universally accepted.
All we need to do now is persuade the
Americans that they only need 25 frames per
second, and life will become easier still.
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SIGHT READING
TWO BOOKS TO DEMYSTIFY THE SYNTHESISER

The Complete Synthesiser
Handbook
by Michael Norman and
Ben Dickey
Zomba Books, £4.95

If you're looking for a book that'll explain,
in reasonably simple terms, the techniques a
synth -based group uses in the studio these
days, this book may be what you are after. If,
on the other hand, you pick it up hoping that it
will lead you through the mysteries of synth
programming, you may well be disappointed.

The chapters themselves are organised
logically enough. First, 'Synthesiser Language'
mentions additive synthesis, explains subtrac-
tive methods (still the more common) and
mentions both computer -based direct syn-
thesis and FM instruments like the DX range,
with promises of explanations later. The prob-
lem with the explanation of subtractive
methods is that it's just too dry: there's no
'what if?' section to show you how sounds are
affected by different settings for individual
components. The authors have succeeded in
describing each element in the Voltage Con-
trolled Synthesiser, but they've missed the
point that voltage controlled devices can be
affected in different ways by the same voltage
- one of the most interesting and exciting
aspects of the technique.

The second chapter, 'Monophonic and
Polyphonic Synthesisers', is basically a his-
torical introduction to the instruments that

have influenced the development of synthesis
since Moog's first system in 1965. Meanwhile,
chapter three outlines the various different
methods used to control synthesis, making
mention of some of the weird and wonderful

techniques. Breath, keyboard, wheel and
guitar -based systems are all discussed, but
with no real conclusion as to why some
systems are more popular, or more musically
effective, than others.

Chapter four describes drums and drum

machines and gives a suggested technique for
programming a Linn as an example. Simmons
kits are also given a good deal of attention (in
the book, as in real life) and Warren Cann's
drum rig, as used on the Ultravox Monument
tour, is given the editorial once-over. Interfacing,
probably the most important - certainly the
most misunderstood - aspect of current and
future synth usage is roughly described in
chapter five, while chapter six talks about
synthesisers in the studio, with particular
reference to the recording of Heaven 17's
'Temptation'.

Dedicated Music Computers (actually,
Vince Clarke's use of the Fairlight - nuff said)
form chapter seven, and the techniques and
ergonomics of live synthesis make up number
eight. Worthy enough, this, particularly the
description of how Ultravox performed 'Vienna'
live on stage during the Monument tour already
mentioned.

The final two chapters are made up of brief
interviews with electro producers Conny Plank
and Martin Rushent as well as a few sugges-
tions from the authors as to what the future
may hold for the synthesist.

In all, Norman and Dickey's effort is a 
disappointingly light read that gives prominence
to the ill -formed chatter of the famous at the
expense of much objective information -
spreading from the authors. If an insight into
how a couple of famous synth users is all you
want out of a book such as this, you'll be
happy. If it isn't you won't be.

Geoff Tzingg
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The Synthesizer and
Electronic Keyboard
Handbook
by David Crombie
Dorling Kindersley, £9.95

A 160 -page colour hardback that aims to
cover basic and essential information on elec-
tronic keyboards of all kinds, as well as the
fundamentals of sound, electricity, amplifi-
cation, recording, playing techniques and
music theory. The man behind it is Dave
Crombie, one-time E&MM contributor and
keyboard store co-owner, who's in as good a
position as anybody to write objectively and
comprehensively on what's becoming a wider
and more complex subject as each week goes
by.

There's also a foreword by Thomas Dolby
who also crops up with remarkable frequency
during the rest of the text. That remainder is
divided into five sections, each of them devoted
to a different aspect of the subject and colour -
coded for easy reference, while an introduction
comprises a necessarily short history of key-
board playing since about 1900, from ragtime
and boogie to today's pop synthesiser bands.

The main body of the book is devoted to
explanations of the working processes of
synths and comparisons between different
models. Beginning with histories of the harpsi-
chord, clavichord, piano and organ (complete
with diagrams of their working mechanisms),
the first chapter continues by examining the
evolution of electric keyboards, and it's here
that specific models are related to relevant
artists for the first time.

This is followed by a study of how synthe-
sisers work, the author starting from basic

building blocks. What we find here is a control
guide, a plan of the component modules of a
typical synth and an examination of some
different types and models. And taking a
Prophet T8 as an example, the synth's control
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panel is analysed in both technical and aural
terms. Some readers might be confused to
learn about VCOs under the heading 'Voltage
Controlled Filter', but for the most part the
style is easy -to -understand and clear diagrams
complement the text throughout.

Finally, a variety of subjects not encom-
passed by the headings electric or acoustic
keyboard are also covered, and these include
digital synthesis, sound sampling, computer
music and sequencers. Portable keyboards
and rhythm units also find their way into what

is something of a hybrid area, but don't go
looking for completeness here; one and a half
pages won't teach you All You Need to Know
About Drum Machines. The same goes for the
section on home micros: all very well if you're
new to the subject but pretty rudimentary
otherwise.

Back to the good points. It may seem
slightly incongruous to include a chapter on
the theoretical side of music, but this section
does fulfil a useful function not usually included
in a more technical book of this sort. And not
only does the chapter contain a guide to the
fundamentals of playing technique, it also
gives suggestions on how to practise, and a
complete guide to musical notation. This may
already be common knowledge to many people,
but for beginners it represents a tutor that's
neither childish in outlook nor excessively
traditional, as many beginners' music books
tend to be. Instead the subject is neatly
presented with clear sets of instructions and
diagrams.

The Synthesizer and Electronic Keyboard
Handbook is a comprehensive and authoritative
publication, well written, superbly packed, and
blessed with a rather unwieldly title. It's unlikely
that everyone will find each section of the book
interesting, but the area covered is so wide
that there's bound to be something of interest
to most readers. Above all, it provides an
excellent introduction to the world of electronic
keyboards, and there's certainly no shortage
of more complex material on the subject once
this book has awoken your curiosity. The only
slight problem is the book's vulnerability to
rapid market change, but then again, there's
always E&MM to fill you in on the latest
developments as and when they happen.

N cynic U rizei

MSX STANDARD MUSIC COMPUTER
From Yamaha, the answer to all your compatibility problems.

The CX-5M Music Computer, an MSX world -standard home
computer system, which is totally compatible with other MSX
computers, in both hardware and software. However, the Yamaha
CX-5M is rather special because it is the only MSX computer on
the market that has a built-in FM polyphonic synthesizer and
interfaces with the musical computer world -standard called MIDI.
You can even compose with 8 part musical notation on the
CX-5M screen and then hook it up to your MIDI synthesizer
keyboard!

Expandable RAM memory, professional style full -stroke
keyboard, expansion port and standardisation of the MSX Basic
programming language are only a few of the other features of this

great value -for -money home computer. So if you're thinking
computers, think MSX and if you're interested in music come

and try the YAMAHA CX-5M Music Computer.

THE COMPLETE SYSTEM COMPRISES OF:
CX-5M Music Computer MSX standard inc. power supply
unit £449
YK-01 "Mini" add-on keyboard £85
YK-10 Full size add-on keyboard £165
YRM-101 FM Music Composer ROM software cartridge.
Enables 8 part composition with 8 different FM voices £36
YRM-102 FM Voicing ROM software cartridge changes internal
FM synthesizer voices and allows you to programme your own
sounds into the CX-5M £36
YRM-103 ROM cartridge for screen display of DX -7 external
synthesizer sounds. Voice creation and editing of original
sounds with dump facility to cassette or MSX disk drive via
MIDI toCX-5M £36
YRM-104 Music Macro ROM adds internal FM sounds to
programmes written in MSX Basic language £36
UDC -01 Data Cartridge RAM pack £65
CA -01 Single cartridge adapter £19

CALL IN NOW FOR A DEMONSTRATION AT:

The London Rock Shops
LONDON: 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 Tel: 01-267 7851/5381/1771 BRISTOL: 7 Union Street, Bristol, Avon Tel: 0272 2-1'6.04:4



PATCHWORK.
Readers send in details of their own synth patches and how to play them...

This is your chance to commandeer E&MM's pages and show off your latest creation for the synth that Santa brought . . . So if
you're of a sharing nature and want to blow your own trumpet, send your offering on a copy of an owner's manual patch chart
(including a blank one for artwork purposes) to Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY.

YAMAHA CS01 `Bass Pipes' Lynne Tennant
Gwent

The CS01 may not be in the same sonic league as its big brothers in the DX range, but it does offer an inexpensive entry into the
world of synthesis and is an extremely portable package. Lynne's Bass Pipes patch can also double as a Bassoon if the ramp wave is
used, and the footage may be set to either 16" or 32". A brighter sound can be obtained by using the breath control, while a slow
vibrato (VCO modulation) may be added to taste.
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ROLAND JUNO 6/60
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`A Choired Taste'

6 5.5 2 5.2

I I I

Ian Corden
Stoke-on-Trent

5 0 0 4.910 0 110 5 7 2 7

Ian comments that the settings are best adjusted carefully in order to obtain the massed `ahhh' effect characteristic of an
ensemble of choir singers. In particular, the VCF Freq setting is of critical importance, because drastic adjustment enables a wide
range of soft and hard vocal sounds to be produced. Incidentally, noise is added to give the sound a breathy character, and the
optimum setting for this should be around 4.
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`Vibes Alive' Brian Thomas
Solihull

Many moons have passed since Yamaha launched the faithful CS60, but there's at least one that's still being put to good use in tne
West Midlands.

Brian's patch sounds like a cross between a glockenspiel and a vibraphone, and he comments that the HPF and LPF settings are
extremely critical: the output of the filter section should be a piercing note a few octaves above the pitch of the sine wave. A pretty
good pipe organ sound can also be achieved simply by experimenting with the envelopes and relative levels in the VCA sections.
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Mkt
`Syn-Phizz' is modestly described by

its creator as a decent lead sound (not at
all wimpish) with a full initial output
followed by a sustained organ -like noise.
Playing with increased velocity gives a
brassier sound, while a portamento setting
of 10 can be added to good effect, if
that's the sort of thing that gives you
whizz . . .
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originate

When you play an SDS8 you're playing an original,
an instrument that is changing the face of drumming today.

As innovators of electronic percussion, we knew
that drummers would marvel at the crystal clear power
of the Simmons sound and delight in the sheer beauty
of the unique hexagonal pads.

And now it seems we are not alone in our mission
to bring drums into the eighties - well they do say
that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.

SIMMONS
S D S 8 - now everyone can own an original

Simmons Electronics Ltd.,
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH,
Telephone (0727) 36191 (5 lines)
Telex 291326 HEXDRM G
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BACK TO BASICS
The second part of our series for the complete newcomer to the world of

synthesisers. Steve Howell
Having looked at the basic working
principles behind every analogue
synthesiser, we can now safely

move on to discuss individual modules
in turn. And what better place to start
than the foundation stone from which all
analogue synths are built? I refer of
course to the oscillator, and to begin with,
those oscillators whose operation is
governed by the principles of voltage
control discussed last month.

An oscillator's purpose is simple: to
provide a basic tone at a variety of different
pitches. That basic tone takes the form of
a variety of waveforms, whose pitch is
determined primarily by the synthesiser's
keyboard. Before we start going into too
much detail about a VCO's output, how-

9K-

8K-

7K-

6K-

5K -

a) 4K-

u3K-

2K-

1K I I 1 r
1 2 3 4

Control voltage

Figure 1. The relationship between frequency

and voltage.

ever, perhaps a quick lesson on the
physics of pitch wouldn't go amiss.

In order for human beings (and I imagine
that probably covers most of you) to
perceive the pitch of a sound, that sound
must vibrate (or oscillate) at a rate of
between 40 and 15,000 cycles per second,
or as technical terminology would have it,
40Hz-15kHz. And one rule we can apply
to all sources of sound is that the more
cycles there are in the space of a second,
the higher the sound's pitch will be
perceived as being.

If you're having problems visualising
how this principle might work out in real
life, imagine the workings of a common or
garden record player. Play a 331/3rpm

disc at 45rpm and its pitch sounds higher
than it ought to be, and it's much the
same with synths: the faster a VCO
oscillates, the higher its pitch will be. The
two parameters work in proportion to
each other, too, so that a doubling of
frequency results in a doubling of pitch. In
other words, 200Hz is an octave higher
than 100, 400 is an octave higher again,
and so on until the end of the Universe.

How does electronics get into all this?
Well, purely and simply because applying
a voltage to a VCO's input alters its

resultant pitch. And one volt per octave
synths - which is a lot of them - usually
follow the rule that one volt of change
will result in a pitch change of one octave,
so that, for instance, a 1V input gives a
200Hz output, 2V gives 400Hz, 3V gives
8001- lz, and so forth. See Figure 1 for a
pictorial realisation of this concept (man).

Even with the help of the diagram, this
theory might seem a little on the compli-
cated side to some of you, but if it does,
don't panic. For one thing, it's really the
only bit of theory you have to know in

+5V

Voltage
cont rolled
oscillator

Kbd
CV in

Summing
amplifier

L FO
in

0

Pulse
width
control

Pulse
width

+1V

Pulse
width
control

Pitch -bend
lever

-1V
EG
in

Waveform
select

Figure 2. Block diagram of a typical VCO.

Fundamental

.rv\i ivv\i
(x2)

Fundamental + (x3)

(x3) = Simple sawtooth
wave

(xS) Simple square
wave

Figure 3. The effect of adding harmonics together to create different waveforms.
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connection with oscillators, and for
another, it won't really harm you all that
much if you don't really get the drift of it at
all. Take the time to get to know it,
however, and it'll gain you a greater
understanding not only of synthesisers
but of sound in general.

Inputs
So, having gotten the heavy stuff out of

the way, let's look at the VCO in detail -
Figure 2 shows the layout of a typical one.
You'll see that this imaginary oscillator
outputs three different waveforms, select-
able by means of a simple switch. It

also has an input mixer that allows you to
mix a variety of control sources such as
the keyboard, the low frequency oscillator
(LFO), envelope generator (EG), and pitch -
bend levers, to name the most common
elements. The mixer also has the job of
mixing in a number of DC voltage sources
necessary to set the basic range of the
VCO and tune it to other sound sources,
and because it goes about its business
by adding voltages together, the mixer is
known as a Summing Amplifier.

How does it work? Well, let's say you
press Middle C on the synthesiser key-
board: this will send 1V to the VCO's
summing amplifier. If you then adjust the
Tune control to give a 1V output from the
DC source, this will add another volt to
the summing amplifier and the pitch will
rise by an octave as a result. Move the
pitch -bend wheel or lever down to its
minimum position and you'll add -1V to
the summing amp, so the pitch will go
back down an octave.

The above is just an example that
illustrates how voltages are added and
subtracted in different ways to produce
different pitches, but in fairness, you're
unlikely to need to check voltage readings
from the various controls with a multimeter
every time you set up your favourite string
sound, so it's not a process that needs to
be retrieved from the memory cells every
time you start programming your synth.
On the other hand, knowing how the
input stage of a VCO gets its act together
will enable you to predict what results
your programming manipulations are likely
to have on the final sonic outcome. Which
is a much more agreeable situation than
aimlessly fiddling with your instrument in
the hope of getting some sort of result
(know just what you mean -Eck

Outputs
But enough of input stages for the

moment. Let's look at what happens at
the other end of a VCO's scale of opera-
tions by trying to discover what waveforms
are all about. The bad news here is that
I'm going to have to delve into the world
of physics again to start off with, I'm
afraid.

Most sounds contain a phenomenon
you've probably all seen referred to in the
past as Harmonics. These are actually
rather important as they're what enables

us to perceive the tone (or as the French,
and probably the Californians, would call
it, the timbre) of a sound. And as a general
rule, the more harmonics there are in a

Sawtooth A/1/1
orN

Square rirL
Pulse 1LJr-u

Triangle AAA

Sine

Figure 4. The standard analogue oscillator

waveforms and their symbols.

x1 x3 x4 x5 x6

Fundamental

xi-etc.

Figure 5(a). Spectragraph of a sawtooth
wave, showing odd and even harmonics.

x3 x5 x7 x9 .11 etc.._..
Fundamental

Figure 5(b . Spectragraph of a square wave.
Note that only Qdd harmonics are present.

sound, the brighter we perceive that
sound as being.

What are harmonics? Quite simply,
they're multiples of the fundamental
waveform, the sine wave. In fact, as
Figure 3 shows, harmonics are also sine
waves, as multiples of the fundamental's
frequency.

So having said all that, why have
different waveforms in the first place?
Well, the reasoning lies in the fact that
most sounds, in addition to having more
or less harmonics, also have them
arranged in various different ways. For
example, a trumpet has both odd and
even harmonics, while a clarinet has only
odd ones. And in order that the poor,

unsuspecting synth player might have
a bash at programming sounds that
approximate as many acoustic equivalents
as possible (as well as voices that have
no precedent in the acoustic arena at all,
of course), synth designers have kindly
seen fit to endow their produce with
waveforms that possess different har-
monic structures.

The most commonly found waveforms
are as follows. First, the sawtooth, a
waveform that comprises both odd and
even harmonics, and sounds bright (and
vaguely brassy) in its raw state, ie. un-
filtered by any later synth module or
signal processor.

The square wave, by contrast, con-
tains only odd harmonics and is therefore
useful for mellower sounds such as those
of woodwind instruments. It can also
come in handy for injecting 'welly' into
bass and lead line sounds. Pulse waves
are a little bit complicated as they don't
technically constitute a classification of
their own: they're usually obtained by
varying the width of an existing square
wave. And because pulse waves possess
a continuously variable waveshape, it's
impossible to say precisely what their
harmonic structure is. Suffice to say that
most pulse waves sound thin and nasal,
and are therefore well suited to the
imitation of delicate acoustic timbres
such as harpsichord sounds. It's possible
to vary the width of a pulse wave auto-
matically using voltage control - this
sweeps the width from one extreme to
the other and is useful for chorus and
flanging effects a la Gary Numan.

The triangle wave is similar to the
square in that it also contains only odd
harmonics: the difference is that there are
less of them, and as a result of this, the
waveshape's sonic output is more muted
than that of a square wave and is useful
as a source of flute sounds and the like.

The sine wave is totally devoid of
harmonics, and is therefore the purest
waveform available to mankind. In prac-
tical terms, it's not actually a particularly
useful waveform, though its ability to
reinforce the fundamental of a sound
makes it useful for beefing up weak
voices. As it happens, few synth VCOs
are equipped with sine waves as they're
none too easy (read 'cheap') to reproduce
electronically without any distortion. If
you're one of the majority without a sine
option on any of your variable oscillators,
you can use a filter to do the same job, but
we're beginning to leap ahead of our-
selves.

The waveshape symbols illustrated in
Figure 4 are graphic representations of
what you'd see if you connected the
VCO's output to an oscilloscope. A synth
from one manufacturer should produce
much the same visual result as a model
from any other, so these symbols have
now been almost universally adopted as
the standard means by which different
waveforms can be identified visually.
Once you know what each symbol repre-
sents, you're halfway towards achieving
positive programming results.
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Combinations
You'd be quite blameless in thinking

that what we've talked about so far this
month is quite complicated, but in reality
we've only uncovered the tip of the
waveform iceberg. It's all very well dis-
cussing individual waveshapes in isolation,
but what happens when we start using
different waveforms in combination with
each other?

Consider that all mixer modules present
on an analogue synthesiser - whether
voltage or audio - are summing amplifiers,
and are capable of adding one voltage to
another to form a composite result. The
waveforms generated by VCOs are little
more than AC voltages oscillating at
audio frequencies anyway, so they can
be added together to create new voltage
shapes, or in other words, new waveforms.

Well, that's the technical version. All
you really need to know in practice is that
by combining waveforms together, you
can drastically increase the range of
sonic possibilities at your disposal.

Figure 6(a) shows the effect of mixing a
sawtooth with a square wave, and the
relative levels of each waveform should
yield a variety of different timbres. Figure
6(b) shows a similar mixing process,
except that the two waveforms concerned
are both of the sawtooth variety, tuned
slightly apart. The result of this is that the
waveforms are out of phase with each
other. Depending on just how far the two

oscillators are tuned apart, this arrange-
ment is capable of providing a broad
range of effects from mild flanging to
heavy chorus. The fluctuation in level

+3V

OV

+3V

OV

OV

Sawtooth
plus

Square

equals
Composite
waveform

Figure 6(a). The effect of combining sawtooth

and square waves in phase with each other.

+3V-_11
OV

+3V

OV

+3V-

OV

Sawtooth (VC01)

plus

Sawtooth (VCO2)
equals

Detuned
waveform

Figure 6(b). The effect of mixing two sawtooth

waveforms out of phase with each other.

caused by the phase difference between
the two VCOs is known as Beating, and
the wider the pitch difference between

the waveforms, the more rapid this beating
becomes.

In addition to tuning oscillators only
slightly apart for ensemble and associated
beefing -up effects, it's also possible - on
many two -oscillator synths - to tune
them apart by a standard musical interval
such as an octave or a fifth, which has the
thoroughly agreeable effect of making
your lone synth sound like it's twice the
instrument it really is.

Guidelines
As I've been at pains to point out, an in-

depth knowledge of how your synthesiser
does everything it's capable of is by no
means a prerequisite for enjoying playing
and programming it. After all, you don't
have to know the precise mechanism by
which each moving part of a piano does
its job to become a great concert pianist.

Understanding the physics behind the
synthesiser's modus operandi - which is
what this series is all about - should
enable you to get better results out of
programming in a shorter time. But one
trap you should beware of falling into is
letting your knowledge of the technology
of synthesis dictate the sort of music you
play. As with any musical instrument,
what you want to achieve from a musical
point of view should determine how you
apply the relevant technology, not the
other way around.

E.100,000 Sale
We are offering £100,000 worth of demonstration, s/h and new equipment at drastically reduced prices for one
month. If you are interested in any of the items listed, we strongly advise you to contact us now!

Roland JXP3, PG200, JUNO 106, SH101, MC202, MKB1000, MKB300, MKS10, MKS30.
MKS80, TR909, TR606, TR303, TR707, JSQ60, MSQ100, MSQ700, HP400. HP300,
HP70.

Yamaha PF10. PF15, DX9. DX7. R1000, D1500, RX11, RX15, PS6100, MK100, MT44, MM30,
RB20, RB30, MS10, KX5.

KORG Poly 800, EX800, DDM110, DDPVI220, KPR77, SP80, SP8OS, SAS20.

Simmons SDS8, SDS7, SDS1.

Technics SXPU10, SXK150, SXK250.
Sequential Circuits. Prophet T8, Drumtracks, Sixtracks, Commodore 64 Software.

Tascam 244, 38-8, Porta One.

Don't miss out on this unrepeatable offer. 'Phone now whilst stocks last. Sale ends 28th February.

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel. 0202.35135.

302509.
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COMPUTER MUSICIAN
ROC

So there I was, two -finger stabbing away on my BBC Micro word processor, when suddenly the screen displayed
the curt error message 'Disk fault 08 at 00/01' and the drive made a pathetic scrunching sound. Rapidly coming
to the bitter realisation that the best part of a couple of days' work was doomed to the great data bin in the sky, I

considered my next course of action.
Now, word processors are addictive beasts, and if you're momentarily starved of their output, it's a bit like having

some essential part of your anatomy lopped off. Not surprisingly, this releases all manner of aggressive behaviour
patterns, and at the moment under discussion. I picked up the disk drive and slammed it against the wall. And the
result of that hasty action? Well, a new error message (' Drive fault 18 at 00/00') and a bill for C11.50. But did I regret it?
Not a bit of it - it felt great to put technology firmly in its place!

Given a more relaxed frame of mind, I suppose I'd have retreated, tail between legs, to the other side of the room
where the typewriter sits smugly, daring me to do battle with its 12 year -old, battle -scarred keys and idiosyncratic
non -returning carriage, but this time, something snapped: I'd reached the end -point of endurance of technology that
was limiting my creativity.

Two factors probably played a part in bringing home this feeling. Back in the dim, distant past, I used to playthe
harp professionally - orchestras, sessions, all that sort of thing - but decided to ditch it all in favour of studio work.
That meant selling my harp and buying multitrack gear. Five years on, however, and with the shocking realisation that
the harp I once had is now worth four times its original purchase price (C2200), I've decided to resurrect that side of my
musical life. So, come March, I'll be the proud owner of a nice, new harp - not a sampled harp, a DX7 harp, or any
other extremely vague technological representation of a harp.

Which brings me to the other element in this honest tale of truth -a new LP called Digital Moonscapes by none
other than Wendy Carlos. Well, I should say at the outset that I've admired the work of this man/woman ever since the
days of Switched -on Bach, and that fact, plus her well- publicised use of and admiration for the Crumar General
Development System, led me to hold certain expectations for Digital Moonscapes.

But sad to say, I'm disappointed. Wendy Carlos talks in her sleeve notes about creating digital 'replicas' of
orchestral instruments (the harp included) that are '70-95% successful' in recreating the sound of the real thing.
Furthermore, the limited bandwidth of the GDS and Synergy hardware produces a mushy sort of sound that lacks all
the clarity and vitality of the orchestra she's trying to emulate, and I'm at a complete loss to understand how she can
talk about a 'scrim -free orchestral transparency on the digitally mastered recording'. But besides the dubiousness of
using technology merely to produce pale imitations of the real thing, there's the curious stylistic no man's land her
music seems to inhabit - somewhere between out -takes for Tron and Matinee Musicale on a wet Monday afternoon.

The curious fact of life is that the quality of most of the music being turned out by both
classical and pop electronic music studios hasn't grown with the technology that's being
used to produce it. When I want to be refreshed by electronic music, I tend to go to a
Philips boxed set of pieces from various European studios from the sixties for a
reminder of what creative imaginations did before computers came on the scene.
And how about Stockhausen's music as a prime example of this?
Certainly, Jean -Michel Jerre' s Fairlight extravaganza, Zoolook,
no matter how painstakingly constructed, hardly
stands comparison with that masterpiece of analogue
synthesis techniques, Gesang der Junglinge.

So, is it the Crumar GDS that's
constraining the creative abilities of
Wendy Carlos, or vice versa?

Mwid
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Rumblings  .
This month's round -up of all that's new in the world of computer music.

If the rumblings on the grapevine are
anything to go by, 1985 should be a
pretty interesting year for musical tech-

nology. Already, pre -Frankfurt news is
filtering through about a remarkable
sampling (and this one really means
'sampling') keyboard from Malvern. No,
not Malvern, Worcs, habitat of the Much
Spotted Paul White, but Malvern, Penn-
sylvania. You know, Pennsylvania, home
of . . . er, quite. Well, at least it's not yet
another Californian company.

In fact, I reported on Pennsylvanian
goings-on back in October's Rumblings,
though on that occasion the company
was Peripheral Visions Inc, and the pro-
duct was a digital percussion add-on for
the Apple II called the DrumKey. Since
PVI and Ensoniq - the people behind the
sampling keyboard - share the same
address and technological inclinations,
they're presumably one and the same.
Anyway, what Ensoniq are now offering is
a $1695 sampling keyboard called the
Mirage. And what the sum gets you looks
to be amazing value for money: a five -
octave touch -sensitive keyboard, eight -
note polyphony with split options, multi -
parameter control including filtering,
envelopes, and modulation, an overdub-
bable polyphonic sequencer, a built-in
3.5" disk drive for storage of sounds, and
the sampling facility as standard. At a
time when so many companies are offering
user sampling as an optional, still to be
released, and expensive extra, it's great
to see the facility being included as
standard, so hats off to Ensoniq for that.

Of course, if you've come to expect
that sampling keyboards must be expen-
sive, then all this may come as quite a
shock, and you might quite reasonably
wonder how Ensoniq have been able to
do it. All well, m'boy, it all comes down to
a little chip called the 'Q Chip' - well, it's
quite a big chip actually - that the
company have designed specifically for
the Mirage. As it happens, Ensoniq/PVI
seem incredibly hot at this sort of thing:
the DrumKey uses a custom multisound
ROM and DAC chip, and there are also
rumours that Ensoniq are coming out
with a sub -$200 digital drum machine
using the same technology. All of which
begs the question as to when we're going
to see any of their products over here. So,
nice peopleat Ensoniq, why not drop us a
few of your units for review? Come to
think of it, I could do with a Mirage or two
myself . . . For more information, write or
call Ensoniq, 263 Great Valley Parkway,
PA 19355, USA. IT 215-647-8646.

Mimetics
One of the problems of Computer

Music Studios moving 'lock, stock and
barrel' to Wales, as Newsdesk so elo-
quently put it last month, is that going
west also increases the length of tele-
phone cable required to interconnect one
niche of western civilisation with another,
and in inverse proportion, the resultant
intelligibility of the British telephone
system. A casualty of this unfortunate
fact of life was last month's report on the
demise of Syntauri Corp. True, they are
demised, no more, tinkling the ivories in
the sky, kicking the heavenly bucket
(brigade), etc, but the company that's
been formed to continue the good work is
called 'Mimetics', not 'Metamatics' (well,
it is similar, you must admit, especially
over a phone line that positively delighted
in emulating World War II data encryption
techniques).

More to the point, Mimetics are doing
something that Syntauri should have
done ages ago - replacing the ancient
MusicSystem hardware with something
that's more technologically up to date.
What Mimetics have come up with is
some brand new, 16 -channel hardware
that operates three times as fast as the
old system, has lots of RAM on -board for
waveform table storage, and comes com-
plete with a general purpose keyboard
interface, and (possibly) MIDI. The price
of the hardware is likely to be around the
$650 mark, though this also includes an
entirely revamped version of Syntauri's
Metatrak real-time sequencing software.
And since up to five of these cards can be
plugged into the Apple at once, there's
obviously a lot of scope for expansion if
both your wallet and the Apple's 6502
can take the pace. For more info, contact
Computer Music Studios at Berwick
Farm, Berwick Road, Bynea, Dyfed,
Wales. Et (0554) 751169.

Plateauing Out
As 1985 gets under way, there'll be

some long, hard looks at what the MIDI
standard has achieved over the last 12
months. My guess is that the winners will
be those whose software is either cheap
or allied to the use of hardware that can
see beyond its Omni or Poly mode nose.
At the cheap(er) end of the price spec-
trum, the moves that are afoot in the
Yamaha CX5M camp to produce multi-
track sequencing software that divides
the workload between the SFG01 FM unit
and MIDI keyboards look particularly
promising. But equally interesting is the
software that Octave -Plateau are 'about
to release' for the IBM PC, at what they'd
term the 'high end' of the market. Their
64 -track 'digital tape recorder', as they
describe it, uses the Roland MPU401
(good to see someone using it outside
Roland DG themselves) linked to an IBM
PC or its clonal equivalent via an Octave-
Plateau interface card. Each of the 64
tracks can be independently looped,
transposed, and autocorrected on either
playback or record, with a total capacity
of 60,000 notes. Other features include
'rehearsable' punch -in and punch -out,
comprehensive editing facilities, step-
time capability, cue markers, and the
means for creating drum scores for use
by MIDI drum machines.

Also released by Octave -Plateau is
some voice editing software (again for the!
IBM PC) for their Voyetra 8. No doubt this
will be greeted with great joy by Voyetra
owners, as it has to be said that the
synth's 'pages' approach to analogue
programming isn't the easiest thing to
master without a degree in machine
management.

Retail price of the MIDI software is
expected to be around $450 (not including
the MPU401) when it comes out after the
Frankfurt show, but the Voyetra program-
ming software is available now for $228.
So, if you're either an IBM lover or a
Voyetra owner, contact Octave -Plateau
Electronics Inc, 51 Main Street, Yonkers,
NY 10701, USA. IT 914-964-0225, or
Computer Music Studios at the address
given above.
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We are as close as your nearest 'phone

(0203) 616760 HOT LINE

10 ACCESS aim VISA

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS . . . COMPUTERS
DESPATCHED ANYWHERE WITHIN 24 HOURS

KEYBOARDS
DRUM MACHINES
SEQUENCERS
COMPUTERS
SOFTWARE
INTERFACES
MIDI SYSTEMS

COMPUTER CONTROLLED
KEYBOARDS & SYNTHS

Our
Technical
Support laboratory
backs up all sales

* Hobby, Leisure
* Music, Education
* Professional

FREE BROCHURES,
FULL GUARANTEES.

CREDIT FACILITIES,
7 DAY MONEY BACK SCHEME,

LOWEST POSSIBLE DISCOUNT PRICES

CASIO
0 YAMAHA

ROLAND

MICRO MUSICAL LTD.
37 WOOD LANE. SHILTON, COVENTRY CV7

P

9LA

Or

High Clarity
Deep Bass

The Major
Performance Breakthrough
pioneered by Frazer Wyatt
puts superior clarity plus
deeper, more powerful bass
plus a very smooth response
into the New Generation
speaker cabinets. All to
make your sound clearer
fuller and more dynamic.

This means spectacular
improvements to the sounds
from Keyboards, Electronic
Drums, Bass Guitar, all
Acoustic Instruments, Vocals,
Concert Amplification, Discos.
NEW MODELS - NEW BROCHURE

Frazer Wyatt PO Box 89 Basingstoke Hants
(0256) 27787

rptCLEARLY IN THE LEAD d er k

e

Lti.tCal ( W CLZEfiOttl.£
NORTHERN PRICES FOR HARD -UP MUSICIANS

New from ROLAND
MKB-1000 MOTHER KEYBOARD
MKS -10 MKS -30

IN STOCK NOW!!!!
MC202 MICRO PROCESSOR

This super -value 2 -channel micro -composer with built-in synth will
directly interface with SH101, TR606, TB303 and incorporates tape -sync.
(very useful for home recording). Phone for details.

CASIO CT6000 - IT'S IN STOCK (WE HOPE)
CASIO CZ101 - IN STOCK NOW!!!

KORG DDM110 and DDM220.
The super -budget price digital drum machines from KORG. The latin percussion expander ,,
truly excellent for that Frankie Sound. (U2 can go to Hollywood). Should directly interface
with TR606. (We sincerely hope they are in stock by the time you read this ad.)

ROLAND TR707 New all digital drum machine from
Roland. As reviewed in December issue.

SCI SIXTRAK, the new MAX and the DRUMTRAX
all at amazingly low prices

IN STOCK NOW!!!

GOODIES IN STOCK!
DE200 DDL- SDD1000 DDL - EX800 MIDI EXPANDER - DYNACHORD DIGITAL

REVERB - TASCAM 225 SYNCASSETTE AND TASCAM PORTA ONE
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY

ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS

I Fremo- I I-7- MARY STREET

sly, LANCASTER

0524 60740

LI 1

LA1 1UW

0524 34443

OD

OM/20/LT

I/4 IS-It0/C11045,

Please note our new address and phone number
BERWICK FARM, BERWICK ROAD, BYNEA, DYFED, SOUTH WALES

TELEPHONE 0554 751169

Now in stock and available on mail order:
MIDI EQUIPMENT

LEMI APPLE BASED MIDI INTERFACE £226
LEMI APPLE MIDI SOFTWARE FOR MULTITRACK RECORDING AND
EDITING & VOICE EDITING FOR YAMAHA & PROPHET £135
BBC MIDI TRACKS £135
ROLAND COMPUMUSIC FOR APPLE, IBM or BBC £220

SYNCING EQUIPMENT
LEMI MASTER CLOCK £425
SMPL SMPTE SYNC CODE FOR ANY TAPE MACHINE
FROM PORTA STUDIO, TASCAM 34-38-44-48-58, FOSTEX A8 -B16, GIVES
FULL SYNCHRONIZATION, 8 AUTO LOCATES, AUTOMATIC DROP -IN/
DROP -OUT, INCLUDES COMMODORE COMPUTER £995

SPECIAL OFFER: 2 EX DEMO MXR DRUM COMPUTERS -
BRAND NEW £850 + VAT

KEYBOARD SYSTEMS
SPECIAL- ONE ONLY - EX -DEMO VOYETRA £2500
GREENGATE DS3B APPLE SAMPLING SYSTEM £450
DX1 APPLE SAMPLING SYSTEM £295
ALPHA SYNTAURI COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEM AND FULL RANGE OF
SOFTWARE UPDATES £P0A
FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA, KORG. ROLAND. RSD & MXR AVAILABLE -
PHONE FOR DETAILS

STOP PRESS
CONTACT US FOR THE LATEST NEWS FROM FRANKFURT

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND P&P
PHONE Fp5 DETAILS

(70)72AttlE --WaltfC .)Z1101101
Go We'st for the Best Deals in all of Wales
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CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC.
STANDS by Eurotec

MULTI KEYBOARD
DISPLAY and PERFORMING
STAND

NE o01^

111111HEAVYDUTY
DOUBLE KEYBOARD
STAND

MICROPHONE STANDS

BOOM STAND

STRAIGHT
STAND

SPEAKER
STAND

SOLASOUND

Speaker cabinet
fitting

SEND S.A.E. FOR
FULL COLOUR BROCHURE

4 A

18 BARTON WAY. CROXLEY GREEN. VISIT YOUR
RICKMANSWORTH. TEL RICKMANSWORTH 771110 LOCAL MUSIC STORE

The NEW CLEF DIGITAL C.M.S.
WHEN WE SAY 'PROGRAMMABLE' WE MEAN IT!

The new Clef Computer Music System is a FULLY
programmable Digital Synthesizer. It's so programmable
that you need a BBC Microcomputer to run it.
Programmable waveforms on 32 independent oscillators.
Programmable shape and keyboard touch response on 32
envelopes. Programmable stereo on each Osc/Env. Up to
four different Osc/Env's per note. 5 Octave touch sensitive
keyboard, real time polyphonic sequencing and massive
potential for future software. In short, the Musical control
you've always wanted at an affordable price.
Just £495.00 inc. VAT!!! Complete with software disc.

Phone or write for full details
EXPERIMENTERS! PDSG,
P.S.U. & Keyboard available
separately as promised in
E&MM. Demonstrations by
appointment at:

BAND -BOX
Programmable backing trio
THREE PIECE BACKING BAND
Generates the sounds of three

instrumentalists to back
Soloists & Cabaret Acts

DRUMS+ BASS+ KEYBOADS
Over 3,000 chord changes (60
scores) on 132 different chords

- 16 chord sounds
RR P £499.00

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONIC) LIMITED
(Dept E&MM/2/85) 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall,

Stockport, Cheshire SK7 1AH. 061-439 3297

MMTHPf MAT
THE MULTITRACK SPECIALISTS

194 CHURCH ROAD, HOVE,
SUSSEX BN3 2KJ
TEL: BRIGHTON (0273) 732745

8 -TRACK SYSTEMS
A8LR The Standard 8 -Track Tape machine
(with 8 simultaneous inputs) with Dolby C &
15 ips.

Fostex
PERSONAL MULTITRACK

The Fostex A8/A8LR machines have the
most impressive performance in their class.
Come and listen to the silence for yourself!
350 A 8/4/2 mixer offering the perfect match
for the songwriter/producer and his Fostex
A8.
3060 The Meter Bridge for the 350 with
large illuminated VU meters.
8050 Remote Control. Puts you and your
Fostex A8 in the right place.
8030 Footswitch. Punch -in, punch -out with
this silent switch that frees all the other
available parts for actually playing.
3070 Dual gated compressor/limiter
3180 Stereo reverberation
30302x10 band graphic equaliser
3050 Digital delay unit
3010 Phono patchbay
6301 Personal Monitor (with amp)

KEYBOARDS
Roland JX3P/Juno 106
Yamaha DX7/DX9
SCI Sixtrak/Max
Korg Poly 800/Poly 61M
All at the best discount prices.

16 -TRACK SYSTEMS

B16 Professional machine. The ultimate in
16 -track recording. 15 ips. With Dolby C.

Fostex
PERSONAL MULTITRACK

System 8 Top quality mixing consoles from
12/8 to 24/16 formats.

AHB
ALLEN AND I-EATM &KNELL LTD

CMC The latest series of innovative
consoles from AHB with computer control.
On Display Now!

30UnDiii1CY
16/8/16 A compact mixing console which
offers 34 channels at mixdown.

CRAW:
Micro Series The RM10 and RM16 offer
many facilities and high quality for the
budget 8 -track system.
Mega Series The brand new RM18 is a low
price 18/8 format, modular console.

KEYBOARD/
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Sixtrak The ONLY synthesiser with a
sequencer which offers six different sounds

I at once.
]EOUElliis11. CRCUiJ inc

Drumtraks the ONL Y digital drum machine
with 15 different tunings per sound. A great
new range of sounds now available.
Put these together with a Commodore 64
computer and a few interesting bits and
pieces and you have a new interesting
composer package.
Contact us with your questions on all the
new software available and we'll put you,
your keyboard and computer on the right
track.

SIGNAL PROCESSOR
Roland SDE1000 digital delay (4 memories
Yamaha R1000 digital reverberation
Korg SDD1000 digital delay
(with sampler)
TC 1140 4 -band full parametric EQ.
BEL BD80 digital delay 2sec,
edit -sample
Drawmer DL221 dual compressor/limiter
Dynacord DRP16 digital reverberation (16
presets)
Isopatch 44 -way patchbay
Yamaha D1500 digital delay (16 memory -
MIDI)
Drawmer DS201 dual noise gate
(EQ gate)
TC 1240 stereo parametric EQ
Korg SDD3000 programmable
digital delay
Dynacord DDL15 digital delay.
Top quality sound
Plus a range of budget processors for all
4-16 track systems.

EX -DEMO
KEYBOARD SALE
LIMITED OFFER
Roland Juno 106 £699
Yamaha DX7 £1175
Korg Poly 800 £479
SCI Six Trak £695
Yamaha CE25 £649
Roland HP300 £699
Korg Poly 61 M £699
Yamaha PF15 £899
SCI Prophet 600 £995
Roland JX3P £799

LATEST DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY
CASIO.
The new CZ101 digital keyboard.
The first REAL synth from Casio!
O Ny Tra.m cox rail

DPR16 digital reverb. Up to 16 preset
programs. Just what you've always wanted!
Many new products on their way! Ask today
for our latest price list or call for an
appointment and literature.

RING FOR OUR LATEST

1985 PRICE LIST
OR CALL IN TO OUR SHOP

FOR THE BEST DEALS
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If you scour through the pages of Computer Musician on a regular
basis you'll already be aware of the Music 500, a synthesiser add-on
for the BBC Micro that incorporates its own Music Production

programming language - AMPLE - as well as synthesiser hardware of
great quality and operational versatility. Like all computer add-ons, the
Music 500 has the advantage of being largely software -based, so its
capabilities can be extended simply by the user writing more programs
to accomplish different tasks. And because AMPLE itself is capable of
growing with the user, it's likely to become the centrepiece of many a
computer music system to come.

Given its remarkable specification, the Music 500 looks conspicu-
ously good value at an RRP of less than £200. And it won't even cost you
that if you're lucky enough - and skilful enough - to win this month's
competition.

What do you have to do to stand a chance? Simple. Just prove to us
that your programming ability is good enough for you to take full
advantage of AMPLE and the possibilities it offers.

Assuming that you've already got access to a BBC Micro, all you have
to do is write a music program of your own and send it to us. If we judge
it to be the most original, inventive, and useful of the programs
submitted, the Music 500 is yours.

We'll accept a program written for just about any purpose so long as
it's intended for the BBC and its internal sound chip, has a musical
content that's intrinsic rather than incidental, and comes with a
reasonably detailed description of what it does and clear instructions on
how it's loaded and run.

Any storage format (cassette tape, 40- or 80 -track disk) is
acceptable, and although we'd like to see a listing if possible, printer -
less software writers needn't worry that their program's chances are
going to be jeopardised by the lack of one. They won't be. We regret,
however, that tapes and disks submitted are not returnable.

As an added incentive, we're also giving away five copies of a new
book - Creative Sound on the BBC Microcomputer - as runners-up

prizes. Co -written by David Ellis and Chris Jordan, the book comes
complete with a cassette (or alternatively, two dual -format disks)
comprising all 35 programs contained within it.

Both Ellis (CM's Consultant Editor) and Jordan (of Hybrid Tech-
nology, the company that developed Music 500 in the first place) will be
on the competition's panel of judges, with E&MM Editor Dan Goldstein
making up the trio.

If some of the entries are of a high enough standard, we may well
publish a few of them within the pages of Computer Musician in months
to come, so in addition to your standing a chance of winning the Acorn
add-on, there's also the possibility that your program will be featured in
a future issue of the magazine.

Finally, closing date for entries is Tuesday, February 26, so if your
program still needs a bit of work before it's right, you should be able to
undertake that work and still submit your entry in plenty of time.

Best of Luck!

E&MM MUSIC 500
COMPETITION
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Name

Address

Postcode Daytime

Name of Program(s)

Tape or Disk Format

Send this form, complete with the software and accompany-
ing notes, to: Music 500 Competition, E&MM, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY, to arrive not later
than second post, February 26, 1985. We regret that no
photocopies of the form can be accepted.

RULES
All entries must be accompanied by the official entry form published in
E&MM February 1985, though more than one program may be
submitted. The winner will be the competitor whose submission is
judged to be the most original, inventive, and useful program, this being
determined by the named panel of judges. The judges' decision is final,
and no correspondence regarding the choice of winner or runners-up
will be entered into, though it is expected that details of at least the
winning program will appear in a future issue of E&MM. Employees of
Music Maker Publications, Acorn Computers, Acornsoft and Hybrid
Technology and their families are ineligible for entry.
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Siel 16 -trick
Live Sequencer

Software for Commodore 64 and Spectrum

The company's step -time MIDI software didn't exactly get a rousing
reception when we looked at it last December, but does Siel's new real-

time package render those criticisms invalid? Steve Howell
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Hot on the heels of their MIDI Com-
poser package comes some new
Siel software which almost looks

as though it's been introduced as a direct
(and very rapid) reply to my comments on
that earlier package, which obliged the
user to enter each note, step time and
gate time, numerically from the computer
keyboard. Because while that method
undoubtedly promises great programming
precision, there's no denying it's a labor-
ious and cumbersome way of inputting
music data.

Anyway, the new Live Sequencer is a
multitrack package capable of recording
4500 notes across 16 polyphonic tracks
from your MIDI keyboard(s). Mind you,
the mere fact that it employs real-time
input means that it's very much a 'warts
and all' system, which means it'll faithfully
reproduce as many bum notes as your
technique will permit you to play. And
unfortunately, because the package offers
nothing in the way of quantisation or
editing facilities, the only way to rectify a

slightly duff performance is to go back to
the beginning and record the piece all
over again.

Loading
To load the program, all you do is insert

your disk or tape (either format is avail-
able) and type the required command.
The screen remains blank for a few
seconds, after which an ornate and highly
colourful bit of graphics asks you to wait.
Another minute or so and the main
menu comes up on screen, and you're in
business. Options listed include Record,
Play, Edit Play, Song, Beats and Clock,
as well as (on the disk -based review
sample) a Disk option that allows you to
save, load, erase and manage your files
of recorded music.

This isn't the most awe-inspiring main
menu in the software industry, so I'll be
brief about what each option means. Not
surprisingly, the Record page allows you
to start recording while the Play one lets

you hear your masterpiece once it's been
stored. The Edit Play page is somewhat
less useful than its title might suggest,
because all it enables you to do is assign
MIDI channel numbers to tracks and
transpose the entire recorded work up or
down. Moving on, Beat allows you to
select your own time signature, Clock
gives you a choice of internal or external
clock with an option for selecting different
trigger types, while Song allows you to
combine and re -arrange tracks to make
up songs. Situation normal, in other
words.

Once you've selected Record and the
corresponding page has come up on
screen, you're asked which of the 16
tracks you want to record on and which
sound you want to use. Obviously,
answering the latter question entails
entering some sort of number, and it's
here that we encounter the somewhat
eccentric numbering system employed
throughout this package, and indeed on
an awful lot of Siel gear. You see, instead
of starting at 1 like the rest of the known
Universe, Siel's software writers seem
intent on starting at zero, which means
voice number 12 on your synth has to
be entered into the micro as number 11,
otherwise you'll end up with a Hendrix
soundalike guitar solo being played by a
woodblock. Or something.

No, this is not an insurmountable prob-
lem, because after an hour or two, sub-
tracting one digit from each number that
comes into your head for the purpose of
making it computer -digestible becomes
an entirely natural process - but it's still
a bizarre system, and one I'd like to see
consigned to the Great Software House
in the Sky.

But back to recording. The relevant
screen display shows information per-
taining to number of notes played and
time (in minutes and seconds) elapsed,
and once you've adjusted the tempo and
volume of the system's built-in metro-
nome, all you do is press f7 and you're
away. You get a count -in of one bar (I'd
have preferred two), after which everything
you play is digitised and stored by the
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computer: there's no limit to note length
because the system's resolution appears
to be very good indeed. When you've
finished, pressing f7 stop the recording
and you're free to go back to the main
menu (via the * key) so that you can
replay your masterpiece.

Playback
You have to press f7 twice to get any

action out of the Play page, once to set
the metronome tempo and once to acti-
vate playback, which is executed once
only. Actually a lot of the Play page's
methods of operation are more than a
little unsatisfactory. For one thing, having
to adjust the metronome tempo every
time you want to replay anything is not
only daft but also, in view of the lack of a
visual guide to tempo speed, uncomfort-
ably imprecise. For another, there's the
absurd system whereby once you've put
a stop to the playback, you have to exit
the page, go back to the main menu,
reselect Play, answer the Play option,
reset the tempo and press f7 yet again.
And all to play a piece twice over instead
of once.

Assuming you're satisfied with what
you've recorded as your first track, you
can overdub as many as 15 further parts,
and the software makes things a little
easier here by automatically incrementing
the current track number by one. The
procedure for recording a second part is
the same as it was for the initial one, with
the obvious exception that second time
around, you hear your first track in the
background so that you've got something
audible to play along to. What you prob-
ably won't be prepared for is the fact that,
when you've gone through the whole
rigmarole of getting back into Play mode,
you won't actually be able to hear the over-
dub you've just so lovingly recorded.
Why? Because the software automatically
assigns each newly -dubbed track to the
next MIDI channel number, quite regard-
less of how many MIDI instruments are
actually connected. Which means that if
you're only using one MIDI keyboard,
say, you've got to get into the Edit Play
page and change the channel assignment
to match the way things are in reality
rather than the way Siel's software writers
envisage an ideal MIDI world as being.

MIDI Data
It's obvious not only from their current

product range but also from what we
know of their future plans that Siel are
deadly serious about the subject of MIDI.
No matter how silly the auto-incrementa-
tion of channel numbers on the Live
Sequencer may be, the fact that the
company clearly believes there will be a
time when the average synth player has
four or five MIDI keyboards and expanders
to choose from has got to be good news
for the pro -MIDI fraternity.

And that's only the start of this particular
MIDI story, because not only is the Live
Sequencer capable of storing patch
changes (though watch those numbers),
it stores them as just one MIDI event, so
you're not going to have to sacrifice
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`The software will
store data relating to

keyboard velocity and
after -touch, though
there's no provision
for remembering
some of the other
commonly-MIDI'd
parameters such

as pitch -bend and
vibrato.'
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memory space for arrangement versatility.
The software will also store data relating
to keyboard velocity and after -touch
(assuming your synth is up to it), though
on the debit side, there's no provision for
remembering some of the other commonly
MIDI'd parameters such as pitch -bend
and vibrato.

Moving away from MIDI, the system
will also sync to an external clock provided
by a drum machine or somesuch, but the
wiring of the DIN socket fitted to the Siel
computer interface (it's the same as the
Jellinghaus one, remember) obliges you
to use a one-shot trigger pulse such as
that provided by the hi or lo tom on the
Roland Drumatix, for example. Owners of
Roland DIN -sync standard drum machines
might be forgiven for thinking that the Siel
will handle a multiple pulse per event
system, usable via that DIN socket - it
won't.

Conclusions
Overall, I have to confess to having

mixed feelings about this particular soft-
ware package. As a basic system aimed
at musicians wanting an entirely digital
equivalent to a multitrack tape machine -
though with the additional timing and
voicing versatility a MIDI -based system
implies - it could be a winner, though the
unbelievably laborious playback routine
does diminish its appeal by no small
amount.

Personally, I'd like to see a lot more in
the way of editing facilities (in preference
to the provision for connecting 16 MIDI
instruments, say), though Siel defend the
Live Sequencer's lack of these by saying
it's intended for keyboardists who are
already reasonably proficient at what
they do and are therefore less likely to
make the kind of performance cock -ups
an editing system would be used to
correct. They also say that the absence of
such a system is the price you have to
pay for such a high note storage maximum.
Actually, I can't help thinking 4500 notes
wouldn't go all that far if you spread them
across 16 MIDI keyboards: just think of
the damage a few eight -note chords
on each would do . . .

In many ways, it seems Siel have put
their software betting money on two
extremes. On the one hand, they market
a step -time package that's extremely
versatile but makes high demands on the
user's patience, while on the other, they've
written a real-time program that's relatively
easy to use but doesn't have anything like
enough editing and composing functions
to make it a universally worthwhile pro-
position. Still, I have a feeling they'll get
there in the end.

RRP of the Live Sequencer as tested is
£69.50 (disk) and £64.00 (cassette), both
inclusive of VAT. The Siel MIDI Interface
is £99.00 inclusive of VAT. Further infor-
mation from Siel UK, Ahed Depot, Reigate
Road, Hookwood, Horley, Surrey RH6
OAY. 0 (02934) 76153.
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Subscribe
Now!

SUBSCRIBE NOW to the biggest selling UK music monthly with a worldwide readership from Cambridge to Cape Town.
With coverage of all the latest in instruments, computer music, keyboard amplification and accessories, plus interviews with the
leading artists and performers of the day - can you afford to do without it? The subscription rates for 12 issues:
UK & Eire £15.50
Europe & Overseas (surface mail) £16.20
Airmail (Europe) £23.50
Airmail (outside Europe) £37.50
(Please note that payment from overseas subscribers including Eire should be covered by a bankers' draft in pounds sterling.)
Please fill in the coupon below, and enclose it with your cheque or bankers' draft (made payable to Music Maker
Publications) to: Mail Order Dept, ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY.

Please sepd me the next 12 issues of Electronics & Music Maker (commencing from the issue);

I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for £15.50/£16.20/£23.50/£37.50* made payable to Music Maker Publications.

Please type or print clearly:

Name

Address

*Please delete as applicable.

Postcode

f
004R0030 KEYBOARDS

Come along
and feel the sounds
on all the latest
equipment from
leading Keyboard
manufacturers

IkL._2 Roland *YAMAHA

DX KEYBOARDS IN STOCK

23A WIDMORE RD
BROMLEY KENT

TEL 01 460
0165

DIGISOUND
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED DIGITAL OSCILLATOR -
This is the latest module to be added to the ever-
increasing range of the Digisound 80 Modular
Synthesiser. It adds exciting new possibilities to existing
synthesisers by combining the flexibility of analogue
voltage control with the clarity and realism of digitally
generated waveforms. The design is fully compatible
with most other systems (1V/octave frequency control,
10V peak -to -peak output, linear and exponential
modulation inputs) and offers the versatility of 32
different waveforms (encoded in a 2716 EPROM)
covering a wide variety of sound textures.

Soon to be featured in ETI

A complete kit of parts is available for £47.75 inclusive of
P&P and VAT, and a front panel may be purchased for
£3.80 fully inclusive.

This module, together with the Voice Card and much of
the Digisound 80 system will be on show at the Frankfurt
Music Exhibition, Stand 90A41.
We hope to see you there.

Write or telephone for details
and our latest price list.

DIGISOUND LIMITED
14/16 QUEEN STREET
BLACKPOOL, LANCS. FY1 1PQ
Tel: BLACKPOOL (0253) 28900
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Yamaha's new S250X PA speaker is
about to shatter the present standards of
sound reinforcement.

The heart of this compact unit is a
2 -way Bass Reflex design, incorporating
dual 8" bass drivers with especially

developed Carbon Fibre Cones for
maximum response and definition. These

-44141111

1. - - - -
Please send me furthe, information'

I on the new S250X PA s aker.

 Name.... I
IAddress

iYamahaiKernbie Mount Avenue,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
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are linked to a newly developed wide -
dispersion horn tweeter

A system, that accepts 250 watts of
continuous input and pumps it out at an
efficient 97dB 1W/1M level.

And that means loud!
Designed as a multi -purpose PA

speaker, compact, portable and built for
rugged reliability.

Combine it, hang it, stack it, or stand -

mount it.
To hear more aboutthis breakthrough

in sound, fill in the coupon today.

YAMAHA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

 MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE
(0908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222



THE BLACK & WHITE (
The Black and White Connection makes interface
simple. From SYCOLOGIC come connections to
solve many of today's MIDI requirements.

AMI. Analog to MIDI Interface, can be used to
breathe new life into Analog Keyboards or Sequencers,
expanding their creative possibilities by linking with
any MIDI -equipped instruments. Standard CV and Gate
signals are converted into MIDI 'events' allowing
control of Pitch, Dynamics, Modulation Parameters and
even Sync Code.

"MIDI. INTERFACE
MADE SIMPLE"

PSP. Percussion Signal Processor, represents a
dramatic new step in electronic percussion technology.
By connecting between playing surfaces and their
sound -producing electronics, the PSP allows previously
'dumb' percussion synthesisers to talk MIDI -
dynamically. Pads can be used to play MIDI
instruments, or MIDI instruments used to play
percussion synthesisers. Connect a MIDI Sequencer
and you have the ability to record, in real-time, live
drumming with all the dynamic inflections. Using the
PSP's control panel a variety of parameters can be
assigned to each playing surface, including Note value,
Gate time and 'Feel. These can then be recalled at the
touch of a button from a number of stored patches.

M14. Quad MIDI Matrix, has been designed to
simplify MIDI connections. Problems of constant lead -
swapping, MIDI delays and the lack of a Thru' socket
are minimised using the M14. Up to 4 instruments can
be connected, allowing any one machine to 'talk' while
the others 'listen'. Connections are made by defining
points on a matrix, displayed on the front panel. An
optional infra -red transmitter allows patches to be
made remotely.

MX]. Memory Expansion board for the Yamaha
DX7, allows you to store and recall 128 Internal Voices,
instead of the normal 32 - via the DX7's controls or via
MIDI. In addition, several software enhancements have
been added to expand the DX7's MIDI functions,
including the ability to transmit on any channel. No
modification is necessary to the DX7.

SYCOLOGIC - enhancing today's MIDI possibilities.
The Black and White Connection.

Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01-724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 SYCO G, Fax 262 6081.





Bound to Please
E&MM BINDERS
Keep your valuable back issues of E&MM in
this attractive blue binder, with the E&MM
logo and legend in white on the cover and
spine. Price £3.95 each.

Prices shown include VAT, postage and
packing.
Overseas payments, including Eire, should be
made in Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling.
Please allow 28 days for delivery. All items
subject to availability.

E&MM SWEATSHIRTS & T-
SHIRTS
All the best people wear E&MM Shirts.

Sweat shirt size guide:
S 30-34; M 36-38; L 38-42; XL 40-44.
T -Shirt size guide:
3 28-34; M 34-36; L 36-40; XL 40-44.

Send completed coupon with cheque/P.O. to:
Mail Order Dept, E&MM, Alexander House, 1
Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY.

Please send me: QUANTITY PRICE TOTAL

E&MM Binder (holds 12 issues) f3.95

Red/Black S/M/UXL

Sweatshirt £5.95

T-shirt f2.95

TOTAL

Name

Address

HOT DEWS FROVI rRAMICNIKT!

4474' JONES
- ,4,k4, ;2/ /rfti %./1/P' //8ilk

4-8 Smallbrook Queensway Birmingham B5 4EN
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16.16.2
With 16 inputs and 16 outputs designed to compliment the new
generation of 16 track machines now available featuring the unique
Studiomasterlcompact design but with the added bonus of E.Q. cut on
left and right master outputs.
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A sophisticated but compact portable mixer boasting all the
technological flexibility of the 16.8.2 only with a four -channel submix
facility. For live mixing or 4 -track recording a totally professional desk at
a fully realistic price.

A conservative 60 watts rating of traditional value amplification coupled
with advanced equalisation and effects facilities means harnessed power.
Hand built and available in three different finishes the Leadmaster is
amplification for the individual.

 ..... -

With 16 channels plus 8 -track submix facility the wealth of on board
versatility of 16.8.2 is ideal for both studio or stage work. Perhaps the
most comprehensively engineered portable mixing desk in the world.

The new Studiomaster 6.2.1 mixing console offers features and
performance normally obtained from mixers costing twice the price.
With 6 -channel add-ons available this makes trade-in losses a thing of the
past Free standing or 19" rack mountable this console will be difficult to
surpass.

An incredible 500 watts per channel of sheer slave amplification. With
LED signal meters, dual cooling fans, fuse lights, thermal warning lights
and cut out, the Mosfet 1000 is rugged, reliable, safe and simple to use.

FOR INFORMATION ON THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES CONTACT:
Al Music, Manchester 061-236 0340 Alpha Music, Leeds 0532-457500 Audio Services, Stockport 066-32-4244 Avitec, Hitchin 0462-58961

Axe Music, Colchester 0206-65652 Axe Music, Ipswich 0473-54996 Blackpool Sound Centre, Blackpool 0253-28544/0253-28553
Carlsbro Sound Centres, Mansfield 0623-651633 Nottingham 0602-581888 Sheffield 0742-640000 Leicester 0533-24183 Norwich 0603-666891

Dougies Music, Northwich 0606 782522 Flash Street Electro Music, Bolton 0204-397893 Tim Gentle, Leigh on Sea 0702-72926/0702-713027
Tim Gentle, Newport Pagnell 0908 613909 Gigsounds, Streatham 01-769 5681 Gigsounds, Catford 01-690 8621 Frank Hessey, Liverpool 051-236 1418

Don Larking, Audio Sales, Luton 0582-450066 Don Larking, Audio Sales, Stoke on Trent 0782-24257 K.G. Music, Wakefield 0924-371766
M.A. Amplification, Standish 0257-426923 Michael Stevens, Bromley 01-460 7299 Musical Exchanges, Birmingham 021-236 7544

Music Shop, Wolverhampton 0902-29352 Music Shop, Stafford 0274-568843 Monkey Business, Romford 0708-754548
Music Workshop, Hull 0482-227162 J.S.G. Music, Bingley 0274-568843 REA Sounds, Cookstown 0662-45555 REA Sounds, Omagh 0662-45555

Rock City, Newcastle upon Tyne 0632-324175 Sound Control, Dunfermline 0383-7333353 Tractor Music, Rochdale 0706-56287
Turnkey, London 01-202 4366 Wishers, Derby 0332-48156 Wing Music, Sidcup 01-300 3838
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EMR MIDItrack Performer
Software for Sinclair Spectrum

EMR's first MIDI software package - for the BBC Micro - didn't exactly
stand the music world on its head. Now they've turned their attention to
the Spectrum - will it prove a more fruitful combination? John Harris &

Shirley Gray
The latest software offering from
Electromusic Research is the MIDI -
track Performer, designed for use

with the Sinclair ZX Spectrum (48K) and
EMR's own MIDI interface unit. Basically,
the program allows you to record eight
separate tracks with control over bar
length, tempo, transposition, and simple
touch -sensitivity (full or without pressure).
Each track can be mono or polyphonic,
assigned to any MIDI channel between 1
and 16, and the whole lot synced to tape
by connecting the Clock Start/Stop on
the interface unit to any rhythm unit,
sequencer, or microcomposer with a
sync -to -tape capability (for more in-
formation on this area of synchronisation,
see Trish McGrath's review of the Korg
KMS30 elsewhere this issue). All eight
tracks will accept any form of performance
data the connecting synth is capable of
transmitting via MIDI, and a metronome
(complete with selectable count -in) is
always on hand for you to keep time to
when recording, which is all accomplished
in real time. Once your composition has
been recorded, you can of course save it
to cassette for future delectation and
disturbance.

Operation
After you've made all the appropriate

connections (using standard -wired five -
pin DIN cables to connect the interface to
your MIDI instruments) and loaded the
program, all control operations are carried
out using the colourful main screen dis-
play. The upper portion of the screen
shows the current settings for each of the
eight tracks, and each of these can be
altered once you've selected it with the
cursor keys.

Play allows you to replay an already -
recorded track, Channel is used to select
the MIDI channel you wish to assign the
track to, Pitch lets you alter the tuning of
the selected track up or down in semi-
tone intervals, while Mode enables you to
select either of two MIDI modes - Mono
and Poly. Mono mode is what you select
if you're using a keyboard capable of
linking all its oscillators together in unison
on one note, or a multi-timbral system
such as that inherent in the SCI MAX and
SixTrak. Back at the main menu, Control
enables you to choose whether or not
you want to record dynamic information
(the after -touch on the Yamaha DX7, for
instance), as this uses up large amounts
of valuable memory.

Most lower screen features are acces-
sible by selecting the highlighted screen

letter, and this can be done whatever the
position of the cursor. If you want to
playback one or more tracks from any
selected bar in the composition, this can
be achieved with the Start control once
you've checked the non -user accessible
Bar reading. No traditional music notation
is used in this software, but you can set a
number between 2 and 7 to set the
number of beats in a bar, and if you don't
have a rhythm unit connected via clock or
MIDI, the metronome and adjustable
count -in are obviously extremely useful
features. The metronome is created by
sending a brief pitched note to any MIDI
instruments set to channel 1, and for-
tunately both the pitch and loudness of
the metronome can be altered - it can be
more than a little distracting if it's in a
different key to the one you're playing in.

The overall tempo of both recorded
and replayed signal can be set to be
anything between 1 and 1026 beats per
minute (!) if you're using the internal
clock, while for external clock control, the
interface unit is compatible with the
Roland 24 pulses per quarter note sync
code, and an optional clock converter is
available from EMR for owners of Korg,
Linn, Oberheim, and E -mu equipment,
among others.

Play sets the number of repeats of the
whole composition (0-254), and if you're
courageous enough to select 255, the
track runs continuously until you press
Break/Space on the Spectrum. If you're

worried about how much memory you're
using up, Free is updated after each
recording to show how much memory
remains. Finally, if you suddenly have a
brainstorm and decide to remove a piece
completely from the memory, you just
use the Z (for Zap, what else?) button.
Simplicity itself.

Recording and
Playback

Recording is pretty straightforward.
Once you've set all the above -mentioned
parameters so that they fit in with your
idea of sequential heaven, you need
press only two keys followed by Return to
get the recording ball rolling - a quick
stab at the Break/Space key stops it
again with the minimum of fuss. When
you go to record subsequent tracks,
those recorded previously will automatic-
ally play in sync, and it doesn't matter
which order you record the tracks in. The
length of the piece as a whole is deter-
mined by the length of the longest track,
so if you're only playing on the intro on
one track, you can stop recording as
soon as you've finished rather than having
to wait for the end. As you record, the
display tells you not only which bar is
currently being played, but also how
much memory you have left, this latter
feat being accomplished by a bar across
the top of the screen that gradually fills up
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The Acorn music synthesiser
will blow your mind

But at £199, not your savings.)

The new Acorn Music 500 synthesiser will
transform your BBC Micro into a mind-blowing
music making machine for just 199 notes.

All you need to start making beautiful music
in superb stereo is a hi-fi amplifier and a little
imagination.

With its 16 sound channels and a whole
battery of sound -making techniques (including
waveforms, pitch and volume envelopes and
cross -modulations) a mind boggling range of
sounds is possible.

To help you harness this power, the
synthesiser is controlled from AMPLE? a
powerful new language especially for music and
sound. Its easy -to -learn textual music notation
will have you making tunes in minutes (without
the complication of conventional 'sticks and
blobs') and you can move on to score up to eight
parts, each playing a different 'instrument'.

Together with a 140 -page manual and a
selection of example programs, the system makes

up everything you need to create music that spans
the like of Bach to Bowie.

To order your Music 500 synthesiser, fill in
the coupon below and send it to Vector
Marketing, London Road, Wellingborough,
Northants NN8 2RL.

Credit card holders can order by 'phoning
0933 79300.

Please allow 14 days for delivery.

I-To: Acorn, c/o Vector Marketing, London Rd,
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2111.
Please send me Music 500 Synthesiser(s) at
£199 each.
I enclose PO/cheque payable to Acorn. Or charge my
credit card.

Card Number
Amex/Diners/Visa/Access (delete)

Name

Address

ACORN
Postcode

puTER Signature
EMM28J

© AMPLE is a trademark of Hybrid Technology Ltd.
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from left to right -a bit like the ones you
see on games that show you how much
air/fuel/time/alcohol you have left before
the Earth is destroyed by an alien life
force or an Electronic Soundmaker reader.

You can play back your composition
from any point (default is bar 1), which is
handy, and you can also loop a piece
simply by entering the number of plays
you want at the required loop point.

Entering Playback mode is achieved
simply by pressing P followed by Enter if
you're using the machine's internal clock,
or by starting your rhythm unit if you're
clocking from that. The machine will stop
automatically when the piece has finished,
or you can take the laws of computing
into your own hands and stop it at any
time by pressing the Break/Space key.

In Use
The program takes about four minutes

to load, but this is accomplished easily
enough, and if you want to hear the MIDI
Performer go through its paces before
making any creative decisions of your
own, there are two demonstration pieces
- a Bach Fugue and a composition
entitled 'Demo'-which can be loaded off
cassette. The latter piece incorporated
voice changes on track 4, but try as we
might, we couldn't coax the software into
accepting voice changes from our DX7,
though all other MIDI information was
handled without complaint.

One major drawback with the example
of the program we tried was its tendency
to crash whenever a typing error was
made on the Sinclair, or go into a world of
its own in which it would not accept any
commands and the only solution was to
turn off and reload the program. Whether
this fault was unique to our copy of the
tape or something common to all MIDI
Performer packages is open to debate
(the root of the problem might even have
been a dodgy Spectrum), but it was
certainly a nuisance - we ended up
loading the program about 15 times
during the review period.

You want more gripes, you got 'em.
There's no drop -in facility on the Per-
former, and although you can playback
from any bar in the composition, you
can't record from any point other than the
start. This makes life difficult if a compli-
cated part is to be played manually, as it
places the onus on you to get it right for
the whole length of the composition. Still,
there's always the option of recording at
a slow tempo and playing back at the
right speed if you harbour doubts as to
your own performing prowess.

Conclusions
When everything is working properly,

the MlDltrack Performer is a reasonably
versatile, thoughtfully -written and gener-
ally user-friendly package that should

make a lot of people happy. It has its idio-
syncracies and its fair share of important
omissions, but then there are very few
MIDI software packages about which the
same cannot be said.

The system's biggest single failing lies
in the fact that the software can't be run in
conjunction with any Spectrum MIDI
interface other than EMR's own, which
strikes us as being short-sighted in the
extreme. After all, if you've already
splashed out on someone else's inter-
face box because you wanted to run, say,
that Company's step time program, why
should you be forced, to cough up for
what's effectively an 'unnecessary dupli-
cation of some fairly basic electronics
hardware?

Still, what can't be denied is that this
package is a vast improvement over
EMR's previous endeavour, written for
the BBC B and reviewed in E&MM August
84. Like an awful lot of MIDI software
companies, EMR seem to be getting their
act together bit by bit (no pun intended),
and the MlDltrack Performer is a signifi-
cant step in the right direction, even if it's
still got a number of inherent weaknesses
that really should have been ironed out
at the development stage. It'll do.

RRP of the EMR package reviewed is
£169 inclusive of VAT. Further details
from Korg (UK), 32-34 Gordon House
Road, Kentish Town, London NW5 1NE.
23' 01-267 5151.

1.1; Home Studio

Home Studio
RECORDING
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..AKAI's latest - the MG1212 Micro Studio -
disclosed in all its glory...Duran Duran's
Producer, Colin Thurston, talks shop...Making
Records: how to do it properly...DIY Dynamic
Noise Filter...Recording Pianos...
All this and more in the FEBRUARY 85 issue.
On sale now at leading newsagents - only 95p!

APPOINTMENTS

ROSE -MORRIS
are expanding their service department in
London NW5 and are seeking experienced

AUDIO ENGINEERS
Applicants must be familiar with the

servicing of amplifiers, effects -units, and
other audio equipment. Associated with

the music industry and qualified to
ONC/City and Guilds level, an

understanding of digital and micro-
processor electronics would be an

advantage. Telephone in the first instance,

Derek Baxter
Rose -Morris and Co. Ltd.

on 01-267 5151

Rose -Morris
92
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CLARTALEY ELECTRONICS _{
LTD XRI SYSTEMS-MICON

KITS
`I CAN'T BUILD THAT!'

- BUT WE CAN
YOU BUY THE KIT -

WE BUILD IT
ALSO

CUSTOM BUILT PEDAL BOARDS
PATCHBAYS, CONNECTOR BOXES AND

ANYTHING FOR THE HOME STUDIO
ENTHUSIAST

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO DISCUSS
YOUR PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS

Contact:
Derek or Graham
Clartaley Electronics Ltd
Ash Vale
Aldershot
(0252) 512003

ALL WORK WARRANTED

MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER
FOR A 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 STEP SEQUENCER
with 24000 events

Music Score
Full Edit Facilities
Input from Synth

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER
with Correct

10 Sequences
Patch Dump
Recording with Metronome
External Drum Machine

 SYNC
from MIDI

Sync 24
or Internal Micon Clock
 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and
PO's payable to XRI Systems
 TRADE - enquiries welcome El 08
 ADDRESS - 10 Sunnybank Road,

Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel. (021) 382 6048 Evenings, 'phone:

(021) 477 4590

P.E. AUDIO EFFECTS AND OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS!

low

P.E. MONO -STEREO ECHO-REVERB (SEP84) 200ms echo, lengthy

reverb, multi -tracking kit as published - BLK box: SET 218 £55.66

0
IOW

P.E. FILTER -SHIFT PHASER (OCT84). Enhanced Phasing with

modulated filter shifting. Kit as published -BLK box: SET226 £39.13

P.E. RING MODULATOR (NOV84). With multi -waveform VCO, Noise

Gate & Auto -level Control. Kit as published - BLK box: SET 231
£39.99

P.E. MONO -STEREO CHORUS FLANGER (JAN84). Superb dual
mode music enhancement. Kit as published - BLK box: SET 235

£55.66

BLK BOX - steel & aluminium, black plastic finish. STD BOX - plain aluminium, lipped lid.

SET codes include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes, wire, solder.
More details & kits in catalogue - send S.A.E.(Overseas El or 5 IBC's).

CODE STD BOX BLK BOX

BASS BOOST: Increases volume of lower octaves SET 138B £8.46 £11.46

BLOW BOX: Voice operated VCF & VCA for fascinating effects SET 214 £2433 £2933

CHORUS (SIMPLEI: Multiplied solo enhancement SET 162 £31.40 f34.90

COMPRESSOR: Limits & levels maximum signal strength SET 133 £10.116 £13.86

ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR unit with VCA SET 174 117.15 £20.66

EQUALISER: Variable combinations of Low, Mid, Top & Notch SET 217 £7133 U5.83

EQUALISER: 10 Channels fully variable
SET 134 £37.83 E41113

FADER: Voice operated with 5 response controls SET 167 £1421 £1721

FLANGER (SIMPLE): Fascinating phased resonance effects SET 153 £22.74 £2624

FREQUENCY CHANGER: Tunable note & waveform modifier SET 172 £34.46 £3796

FREQUENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer SET 98 £980 £12.80

FUNKY-WOBULO: Modulates a singing voice SET 149 112.40 £15.40

FUZZ: Smooth distortion, retains attack & decay SET 91 £10.57 113.57

GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Heavy fuu with selectable qualities SET 56 £19.73 £23.23

GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate SET 222 E22.81 £2531

GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trig outputs SET 173 £3297 £36.37

HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual variable clap effects SET 197 £2260 £25.69

HEADPHONE AMP: 2 watts into phones or speaker, variable SET 156M £12.03 £15.53

JABBERVOX: Voice disguiser with reverb & tremolo SET 150 £2384 £27.34

METRONOME: With audio output & visual beat & downbeat SET 143 £13.81 £1681

MIC PRE -AMP: Variable again & switched tone response SET 147 E7.13 £10.13

MIXERS: Several in catalogue
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation SET 213 £19.87 £23.37

MULTIPROCESSOR: Flng, Rvb, Faze, Fuzz, Wah, Trem, Vib SET 189 £57.14 £61.14

MUSIC MODULO: 8 variable tremolo & wah guitar effects SET 196 £18.79 £21.79

MUSICAL CALL SIGN: Programmed call sign generator SET 121 £12.91 £16.41

NOISE GATE: Reduces tape & system noise SET 145 £9.97 £1297

PHASER (SIMPLE): Auto & manual rate & depth controls SET 164 £18.40 121.90

REVERB: (SIMPLE) Mono/stereo, variable depth & delay SET 203 E25.54 £213.54

RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, 9 drum effects SET 185 £30.64 £34.64

RHYTHM GENERATOR: 15 pre-programmed rhythms, 9 effects SET 170 £35.64 09.14

ROBOVOX: Versatile robot type voice modifier SET 165 £21.03 £24.53

SPEECH PROCESSOR: Clearer speech and level control SET 110 £9.68 £12.68

STORMS EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects SET 154 £15.86 £19.36

SWEEP GENERATOR: Auto sine wave 20Hz-15KHz, variable SET 169 £16.41 £1931

TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivariable SET 190 £15.05 £18.05

TONE CONTROL: Bass, mid, treble, gain & cut SET 139 £13.17 £16.67

TREBLE BOOST: Increases volume of upper octaves SET 138T 18.13 E11.13

TREMOLO: Mono variable rate & depth modulation SET 136 £9.71 £12.71

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED FILTER: 12dB, variable modes SET 178 £17.02 £20.52

VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 chaos, extendable SET 152 £64.31 £68.31

VODALEK: Robot type voice modulator SET 155 £1244 £15.44

VOICE OP SWITCH: Variable sensitivity & delay SET 123L £13.41 £16.41

WAH-WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered SET 140 £1726 £20.76

MAIL ORDER: Add 15% VAT & £1 P&P to all orders (overseas details in cat). Payment CWO, CHQ, PO,

ACCESS, VISA. Details correct at press.
E&OE. Despatch normally by return of post.

PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM52, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED

Tel: Orpington 37821 (STD 0689, London 66), Mon -Fri 10-7
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The latest from EmmSoft, the hardware/software marketing division of
Electronics & Music Maker.

EmmSoft has taken under its wing
both past micro -based projects and
will include future E&MM software

developments. The following guide sum-
marises the EmmSoft projects for which
printed circuit boards and software pack-
ages are available, and this will be updated
every other month. All prices quoted are
inclusive of VAT and postage and packing
- please allow 28 days for delivery. Send
your order, with payment in sterling
cheque, postal order or bankers' 'draft
payable to Music Maker Publications, to
EmmSoft, E&MM, Alexander House, 1
Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY.

MicroMIDI May 83
A single -board serial interface that will

link any MIDI synth to the Sinclair Spectrum
microcomputer. Features include three
parallel I/O ports, crystal -controlled data
transfer, and opto-coupled output.

The PCB is available from EmmSoft
at £4.25.

MicroMIDI H July 84
A revised, simpler version of MicroMIDI

was published subsequently which incor-
porated the same facilities with the ex-
ception of the three parallel I/O ports.

The PCB is available from EmmSoft at
£4.25.

As part of the 'Spectrum MIDI' article in
E&MM July 84, two software programs
were published -a SixTrak Patch Dump

and DX7 MIDI Dump - both of which will
run on either version of MicroMIDI.

A cassette containing an expanded
version of Steve Parr's DX7 MIDI Dump
program (including a short sequencing
routine) can be obtained from SDS, 18
Cambalt Road, London, SW15 6EW, for
£5.95 including postage and VAT.

OMDAC June 83
The OMDAC, when used in conjunction

with a Z80 -based microprocessor, will
eight sets of gate, trigger and

control voltages compatible with most
one -volt -per -octave synthesisers.

A 'Patch Change' program for the
Spectrum was published in E&MM Sep-
tember 84, while the second OMDAC
Update (E&MM October 84) enables the
hardware to be modified to run on the
BBC microcomputer. Further OMDAC
software is in the pipeline (see also 'Drum
Sequencer', E&MM November 84).

r
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BeeBMIDI

June &July 84
A MIDI interface for the BBC Model B

microcomputer, Part 1 of BeeBMIDI con-
tained the technological and construc-
tional details, while Part 2 continued with
a full parts list and some MIDI software
routines. The PCB is available from Emm-
Soft at £4.95.

BeeBMIDI Software
August 84

A full listing of a comprehensive dump

program written in BBC BASIC and 6502
Assembler for the Yamaha DX7, with the
software also available on cassette (for
the sore -fingered) from EmmSoft, price
£3.95 (reduced from £7.95).

January 85

BeeBMIDI Part 6 features a program
that allows you to dump Roland Juno 106
voices onto disk or tape, and which can
be adapted to suit other micros and MIDI
synths. The program is available on
cassette from EmmSoft, price £3.95.

Further software for BeeBMIDI is
currently under development.

Please note that the opto-isolator with
the right specification is available from
EmmSoft at £2.75. The Maplin compo-
nent was quoted in the BeeBMIDI parts
list in order to ease the problem of
purchasing the correct opto-isolator, but
this subsequently proved to be unsuitable.

Drum Sequencer
November 84

Some new software for the BBC Micro
that allows E&MM's electronic percussion
modules to be sequenced using either
the OMDAC or the user port of the BBC B.

Available on 40- or 80 -track disk
(please state preference) from EmmSoft
at £8.95.
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FOR SALE CLASSIFIED
ROLAND JUNO 106 (New) unused. £570. 01-440-4667.
ROLAND 100M MODULAR SYNTH £600. Phone for details,
01-790-6368. Weekends.
ROLAND JX3P, as new. Save £££'s on shop price. £595.
Bradford 564543.
ROLAND MC202 SYNTH SEQUENCER. Immaculate.

120.00. Tel. 0502-741238.
PORTABLE ORGAN SHARMA HX80. 2 Manuals, Pedals,
Leslie Effects. £220, 0273-735373.
CASIO CT202 £135. ROLAND TB303 Bassline £125. Phone
Slough 76406 after 6pm.
MAINFRAME DS:3. Sound Sampling Add-on for Apple
Computer. £235. Norwich 745663, evenings.
YAMAHA DX7 as new condition with original packing and
aluminium flight case. Genuine reason for sale. £1050 o.n.o.
Tel. Tyneside 2743770.
TRIPLE TIER KEYBOARD STAND £65. Home use only.
Michael, Cwmbran 2267, evenings.
FOR SALE -Acorn Atom (BBC Basic), Wasp Synth, software
to form versatile sequencer with monochrome monitor,
cassette recorder, PSU, leads - £200. Robert, 01-748-0837,
evenings.
SIMMONS SDSV DRUM PADS 5 Small, 1 Bass - £65 o.n.o.
Phone 0923 26020.
ACORN MUSIC 500 owner wishes to contact other owners.
093586 3306.

C.R.S. MANCHESTER
NOW IN STOCK

PORTA-STUDIO'S. DX777 DIGITAL DELAYS ONLY 5189.00
VESTA FIRE SL -020, STEREO COMPRESSOR LIMITER. M.P.C. SYNC
TRACK, M.P.C. KIT. HAMMOND D.P.M. 48 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINES.
TANNOY SPEAKERS INC, TITAN £99.00 PAIR OXFORD, STRATFORDS,
MERCURY E.C.T. MIXER IN STOCK BY PROMARK, M.T.R. CUTEC,
R.S.D., ETC. IBANEZ HARMONICS DELAY. MICROPHONES BY
BEYER, AKG, AUDIO TECHNICA, SENNHEISER, SHURE, CUTEC,
CALREC & ELECTRO-VOICE. PLUS A LIMITED STOCK OF ONCE USED
AUDIO TECHNICA PRO 4H MICROPHONES, £45.00 EACH.
PLUS SECONDHAND BOOM STANDS S13.50 EACH. COMING SOON,
THE NEW CUTEC OCTETTE, 8 TRACK, FOR UNDER 2900.00. We are
suppliers for MXR AKG, Ashley Audio, Whitiwind, Electrovoice, Luxman,
Shure, Sunn Amplification, Calrec, Beyer, Hammond, Sennheiser,
Tannoy, UPC., Aces, Cutec, Starsound, Dynamix, M.7R.. McGreggor,
Vesta -Re, Klotz, Connectronics, etc. FOR HIRE -2 TRACK REVOX
877 MKII, C14.95 Day. 4 TRACK 244 TASCAM PORTASTUDIO, £14.95
Day. 8 TRACK A8 & 350 MIXER, £124.95 WEEK. IF YOU HAVEANY
EQUIPMENT YOU WANT TO SELL BRING T ALONG AND WE WILL

SELL IF FOR YOU. FREE OF CHARGE.

210 SHAW HEATH, STOCKPORT SK2 642X. TEL: 061-480-1710
Mail Order Welcome Ring for the best prices available.

GA1TWA/ L.5TLJLIO

The Gateway School of
Recording and Music

Technology
Consultants in

Studio Synthesiser
and Computer Music

applications

RECORDING &
SYNTHESISER COURSES

Call us at Gateway for details of our
Primary and Advanced recording
courses, Synthesiser courses and
Specialist courses in Computer/
Synthesiser interfacing. We are at
present planning short orientation
courses for the Synclavier and other
advanced keyboards, and we would like
to hear from you about courses you
would like to be involved in.
Write to Gateway School of Recording
and Music Technology, 1 a Salcott Road,
London SW11 5QD or call 01-350 0340.
Our courses are arranged in co-
operation with Bandive, The Fostex
Corporation, Soundcraft, Teac and
Roland UK.
These courses should not be confused
With any others

Rates for 1984: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra.
Display: £10.00 per single cm. column.

All lineage advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 5th of month preceding publication.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate

card (available on request).

HINTECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, all MIDIed up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
Music

II I'Iiiii Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show_

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-8631841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St. 0392 51846
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

1128SiCt
1iBi SERVICE

Officially appointed

REVOX
TEACTTASCAM

Service Agents
A fast, efficient repair service

with collection and
delivery available

Contact Nikki Antoniou on

01-388 5392
72 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

FRIVAPA' INE
FLIGHT CASES custom built to protect
the appearance, reliability and resale
value of your... ELECTRIC &
ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS.
ELECTRIC & ACOUSTIC
GUITARS. COMBO AMPS
RACK -MOUNT AMPS &
EFFECTS. AMP HEADS
SPEAKER CABS* MICS
MIXERS.STANDS
DRUM KITSCABLES
& ACCESSORIES,
Repairs&Mods
undertaken to
any make.
For a quick quote, telephone or write giving

details of your requirements or vist our
showroom near Kew Bridge.IA]

01-994 2689
563 HIGH ROAD, CHISWICK,LONDON W4 3AY

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

MAKING TRAKS HIRE
RENTS MIDI SYSTEMS

NEW SYSTEMS FOR THE NEW YEAR
Yamaha CX5ME with full keyboard £15 per day

Yamaha RX11 Digital Drums £15 per day

Yamaha DX7 £18 per day

Yamaha R1000 Digital Reverb £8 per day

SCI Sixtracks £12 per day

Tascam 244 Portastudio £10 per day
t RING FOR PACKAGE PRICES

We deliver free in London

TELEPHONE: 01-727 7758 ANYTIME

MIDI FOR PF10/15
AND YP40 KEYBOARDS

Three different options with keyboard -
split, patch -shift, pitch -bender...

NEW SOUNDS FOR PF10/15
AND YP40 KEYBOARDS

POLYTRAK
29 Rue de Versoix

01210 Ferney-Voltaire
France Phone: (50) 404816

PRACTICAL COURSES IN PROFESSIONAL

SOUND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

inc. Multi -track Sound Production and Computer -assisted
Mixing Consoles, Digital Sound, Analogue/Digital Sound

Synthesisers & Drum Computers etc. Sound Post -production
of TVNideo Programmes, Pop -music Video Production,

Production Jingles, Commercials, Film Music and
Song Arrangements.

Instruction by professionals working in the industryand
practical experience on state-of-the-art equipment

throughout the course.

Three-month and short-term courses in modern studio.

For further information contact:

Media Production Services
238-246 King Street, London W.6 Tel. 01-602 6568
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Digital
programmable
aigorhYtlim
synthesizer

DMX

)(PANDER

2 osc's per voice -
15 VCR's -5 LFO's-
4 RAMP converters

-

LAG processor -15

MODE tiller- FM on
every single voice.

mlllUUlW

ti
....

I

HIRE OR BUY . .

POLY -800

MIDI
THR13

OB-8

DX

,s 141

11111111 II

EX 800 POLY 61 M
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SIX-TRAK LC. MIDI

Programmable
digital delay
and harmonizer

I III 111111
11111111

MIDI
OUT

PROPHET T-8

,LMAJA//li/d1,4141JiiiiIIA1114111..1'

PROPHET -600

Programmable
digital
reverberator

DMX-15805 RMX-16

Studio House,.."4 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, (6 LINES)

/06k32 4244 High Lane Village, Nr Stockport
SK6 8AA. Telex 665721 SOTA.

CLASSIFIED -I

ORDER FORM
Please insert the advertisement under the heading of

in the next issue of E&MM for
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for f
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to:

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER

insertions

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24

ENTER EACH WORD OF YOUR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
IN EACH BLOCK. COST: 34p per word. Underline

words required in bold (add lop extra per word)
NAME

ADDRESS

TEL. NO. (DAY)

Send this form together with your cheque to: -
E&MM CLASSIFIED, ALEXANDER HOUSE

1 MILTON RD., CAMBRIDGE CB41UY
Ads to be received by 5th of Month for following month's issue

USE THIS FORM FOR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE ONLY 1
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Audio Services

Casio
Carlsbro Sound Centres 27
Chase Musicians 1

Circolec 76
Clartaley Elec. Ltd 93
Clef Products 80
Computer Music Studios 79

Digisound 84
Dougies Music 63

Eddie Moors Music 75

Flash St. Electro Music 63
Frazer -Wyatt 79
Freedmans 24
Future Music....18/19/20/21

Gigsounds 37

Hammond U.K. 76
Hobbs Music 79
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Jones & Crossland 88

Honky Tonk Music

I.T.A

Labtek International 33
London Rock Shop 7/68/69

M.P.C. Electronics 47
Micro Musical 79
Music Village 57

Oxford Synth Co 51

P.P.G. U.K. IBC
Phonosonics 93
Powertran 25

Rock City 31
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Rose -Morris 41

RS Keyboards 84

Sackville Sound 80
Sequential Circuits Inc. 32
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Wave 2.3 Waveterm Processor Keyboard PR K Sound Pack Expansion Voice Unit.

PPG -UK Ltd, 505-507 Liverpool Road, London N7 8NS
Tel 01 609 8501 Telex 295931 Unicorn G. Atten. P.P.G.



FOR THE NEW AGE 

TEE.H5TAf 
L.2/244/72/1 

The Techstar Electronic Percussion System from Tama embodies the design philosophy for the New Age-bold, functional 

and totally new The designers at Tama have incorporated technical innovations and imaginative system designs to rewrite 

the book on electronic percussion. Advanced drum -voice generation techniques create an exciting range of professional 

drum sounds, from subtle to awesome! The revolutionary Techstar Drum Pad brings back the performance, the "feel" 

and the sensitivity of acoustic drums. Professional features make Techstar perfect for stage, studio and for private prac- 

ticing. The Techstar System lets you integrate leading -edge percussion technology into your sound quickly, easily, af- 

fordably. Bring en,the New Age-with Techstar 

For latest full colour catalogue of Tama Techstar Electronic Drums, send 30 pence to Summerfield (Dept EMM) 

Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead NE8 3AJ. 

FIRMA 


